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SUMMARY

The two parts of this thesis deal with two special kinds of

systems of Diophantine inequalities involving real homogeneous forms in

many variables. In both parEs, the basic tool used is a modified version

of the Hardy-Littlewood method as developed by Davenport and others (see,

for example, Davenport [3], Birch tll and cook [2])and, in addition,

special methods are needed to deal with the case when this method does

not apply.

In Part I, the system considered involves R real diagonal

forms of odd degree, and the final result is as follows:

Let

F. (x)
l-

fl

I
-kÀ¡j*j' (1 < i < R)

1

be R independent forms of degree k , in n

is a fixed odd integer and the coefficients tr,

Suppose n Þ [9Ñk21og 3nk] . Then, for any

variables where k> 3

are real numbers.

E>0 the system

lr,(x)l .t, (1 <i<R)

is solvable non-trivially in integers.

In order to prove the above result, a preliminary result on

bounds for solutions of a corresponding system of R diagonal DiophanEine

equations F, = Q is needed. The solvability of such a system has been

already proved by Davenport and Lewis t4]; by using their method with

some refinements and a careful consideration of dependence on the

coefficients, the required bounded result is proved. Then a similar

result on a system of r equations and R - r inequalities is proved

and the main result is obtained by induction on R - r. The starting point
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for this part of the thesis hlas an earlier version (covering odd

degree only) of the work on the special case R = 2 in Pitman t6].

In Part II, the system considered ínvolves a single real form

of degree 2 or 3 of the shape

r(x) = À, r, (x) À
R ,+ + F* (x)

where À, ,... rÀp are real numbers independqnt over the rationals and

F, (x),. . . ,f*(x) are either all integral quadratic forms of al-I integral

cubic forms. The results of Birch tl] are used to estimate the relevant

trigonometric sum, which ís the same as that for the system of equations

F, = 0, (1 < i < n); howeverrthere is considerable difficulty in dealing

with the residual case when appropriaÈe estimates are not available,

which can occur when the system F, = 0, (1 < i < R) is singular.

For degree 2, Ehe residual case is dealt with by a method

somewhat similar to that for Part I, and the meËhod in fact yields

solrrtions which are bounded in Eerms of the coefficients; in particular,

the resulÈ obtained implies thar if the t, '" are all integral quadratic

forms such that F as above is indefinite, then for any e > 0, the

inequality In(x)l . r has a non-trivial integral solution provided

that n Þ 2n + 6 (For R < 7, Ehis gives an improvement for this

particular type of form, on the results of Birch, DavenporE and Ridout

on the general quadratic inequality t5] . )

For degree 3, the methods used to deal with the residual

case involve extensions of the ideas and results of Davenport t3] on

cublc fc:*: - It j: shown that if the F. 's are all integral cubic

forms Ehen for any e > 0 the inequality lr(1)l t t has a non-trivial

integral solution provided that

n ) 4R(R + 3).
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(Results previously known t7l for the general cubic ínequality involve

an exEremely large number of variables. )
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GENE RAL INTRODUCTION

progress made so far on Diophantine problems on forms in many

varíables mainly concerns systems of Diophantíne equations

(1) F (x)=0, (1<i<R),

where f, (x) , ( 1 < i < R) are homogeneous forms of the same degree wiËh

integral coefficients; and of Diophantine inequalities

lr.(x)l .t, (1 <i<R)'

where F. (x), (1 < í < R) are real hornogeneous forms of the same degree'
l-

By a solutíon, we mean a non-trivial integral solution (thaË is an integer

solution oEher than q). As we shal-l see later,the two kinds of problems

are closely inËer-connected, and progress in determining conditions of

solvability for either tyPe of problem has often sternmed from detailed

results about systems of special kinds. In this thesisrl shall be

concerned with two special kinds of systems'

In Part I, I shall study a system of R simultaneous inequalities

(2), ín the case when the R forms F. (x), (1 < i < R) are all real

diagonal forms of odd degree k > 3, so that in Ehe terminology of

DavenporË and Lewís [21]rthe system is of additive tyPe. In this

part, I shall also be concerned with results on the corresponding problem

of a system of R simultaneous diagonal equaEions to the extent that

such results are relevant to the maín problem'

In parr II, I shall srudy a single inequality lr(x) I . t , itt

the case where F(x) is of the tYPe
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À
R
r*(x),+

where the n. (x), (1 < i < R) are either all integral quadratic forms

o¡ all integral cubic forms and À, , ( 1 < i < R) are real numbers

independent over Èhe rationals.

BoEh parts of this thesis depend on the use of a modified form

of the Hardy-Littlewood method and of special methods when this approach

fails. Although the details of these special methods used differ

considerably in the two parts (because of the nature of the forms), the

general spirit is similar.

In Chapter 1 of Part I, I shall give an introduction to

diagonal Diophantine equations and inequalities and to the analytic

methods used; this chapter contains introductory material relevant to

both parts of the thesis and concludes with a more detailed introduction

Ëo the results and methods of Part I. In Chapter 1 of Part II, I

sha1l give an introduction to Diophantine equations and inequalities

involving general forms (rather than diagonal forms) and shall also

give a detailed inEroduction to Part II, which does noË depend on any

chapters of Part I oÈher than chapters 1 and 2. Except for this and

the connnon bibliography, both the parÈs are self-contained.

There are four chapters in Part I and three in Part II and

each chapter is divided into sections numbered consecutively throughout

the chapter. In each section, the lemmas and definitions are numbered

separately in sequence, v¡here the numbering includes Èhe section number

and the chapter number in Part I and the section number but not the

chapter number in Part II. For example, Lemma 2.3-5 (or Definition

2.3.5) is followed by Lemma 2.3.6 (or Definition 2.3.6) in 93 of ChapÈer

2 in Part I, and in Part II, Lemma 3.4 (or Definition 3.4) in 53 of any

chaprer is followed by Lemma 3.5 (or Definition 3.5) in 53 of the same
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chapter. The displayed formulae and equations which are required for

later reference are numbered together in another sequence, in the same

manner as that for the lemmas. The numbers in square brackets xefet

to the bibliography at the end of the thesis.

The notation displayed below is standard for both the parts.

TABLE OF NOTATIONS FOR PART I AND PART II

ß.

n
R.

z,

Express ion

bl"

bt"

("rr..r.n)

lxl

llyll

u(E)

e(y)

El

I'l

lrl
P

ô, T , túr¡

Meaning

set of real numbers

seÈ of real n-tuples

set of integers

b divides a

b does not divide a

greatest common divisor of â, :...:a'

inÈeger part of x

distance from real y to the earest integer

measure of a set E

2Íiy
e

1", | , for x = (xr ,... ,xr, )max
1< i<n

r"*l*,, I , for matrix tf = (m., )
arJ

rnax lcoef f icients of ¡'(l) | , for polynomial

large positive integer

small positive numbers

arbitrarily sma1l positive nutnber

F(x)

e

A' << B,
A = 0(B)

lal < c n, for some constant c , independent of P and

of the appropriate coefficients

B << A, provided A, B and the irnplied consËant c

are all positive
A>>B
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PART I

SIMULTANEOUS DIAGONAL INEQUALITIES OF ODD DEGREE
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1

CHAPTER 1

INTRODU CTION TO PART I

INTRODUCTION

Inthispartofthethesis'vleconsiderasystemofR(>1)

Diophantine inequalities

(1.1.1) lr.(x)l .t, (1 <i<R)'

where the F. (x)'s are diagonal forms in n variables x (*, , x
n )

(1.1.2) F. (x)
l- T À..rl

k
x.

J

(r < i < R),

À (1 ( i ( n, 1 < j < n) are all real numbers and the degree k is
ij

a fixed odd integer > 3 The ain will be to find a condition on n

which will ensure Ehat such a system is solvable for arbítrarily sma1l

positive e In facÈ we will ultimately show (in Theorem 3) that

the condition

,, > lgt''t2 1og 3nk]

is sufficient.

AsanintroductiontoÈhisproblem,Ishallstartbygiving

an account of previous v¡ork on diagonal equations and inequalities '

ln 92, I shall discuss single diagonal equations and in 53, single

diagonal inequalities. Then I shal1 discuss simultaneous equations and

inequalities in 54 and 95.
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SINGLE DIAGONAL EQUATIONS

There are t\^ro kinds of results on a single diagonal equaÈion,

namely, on the existence of íntegral solutions and on the existence

of (integral) solutions bounded in terms of the coefficients of the

equation.

SOLUTIONS

We shall starÈ with quadratic equations' Meyer in 1BB4'

proved 126l the following result:

RESULT 1. If nÞ 5 and the non-zero integers À1, " ',Àn are not all

of the same sign, then there exists a solution x of

= Q.

The restriction nÞ 5 is the best possible. Extensions of

this result to higher degree k , saY, diagonal (o¡ additive) equations

were done in stages, and, ín particular the result 2 stated below was

proved by DavenporE t17] , (in Theorem 7 and Theorem 9)

RESULT 2. LEt

(1.2.1) ^kÀx1l
+ +À

n
x

n
= 0,

where Àl ,... rtr,

k ib even and

are non-zero integers ' not all of the same sign if

À
_2+Àxnn+

2
X1

k

nÞ
k2 ( 2k-1 )

k2 (2k-1){

+1 t

+ 3(2k log 3k+1) + 1,

if 1<k<11

if k> 12

Then the equation O.2.1) has a non-trivial integral solution.

This result was later improved trg] by Davenp,ort and Lewis

to nÞk2+1,for k<6 and k>18,alsoto n=B fortheparticular

case k = 3.
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SOLUTIONS I^IITH BOUNDS

I sha1l always mean, by solutions with bounds or sometimes

by "bounded solutionsrr, solutions that are bounded by an explicit function

of the coefficíents. This sort of result t"" oba.rned for diagonal

forms, only after Casse-ru'-s result t S ] in 1955, on bounds for solutions

of indefinite quadratic Diophantine equations.

RESULT 3. Let k > 2 be an integer and leE n be the integer defined

by

=2k *1, if 2<k<11

> 2t (21ogt + loglogk+3) +

Then for any 0 > 0, there exists a constant Cu, depending only on 0

and k , and the following property . If Àt ,. ' ' ,À,, are non-zero

integers which are fiot of the same sign if k is even, then the

Diophantine equation (1.2.I) has a solution in non-zero integers such

thaÈ

(r.2.2)

(1.2.3)

where

lrlxll +

n I
I

+ lr""Ïl.culÀ,À,

1 if yÞ L2.

kú+0
À

n

qr ¡4 ,itlr,r,
2<k<11
k>- 12

The particular case k = 2 vras proved by Birch and Davenport

1.2 I and thar for k = 3 by Pitman and Ridout [34] The result 3 by

Pitman 132) is an extension of these. Recently Schmidt t¡g] has obtained

improved bounds for a very large number of variables:

RESULT 4. Let \, q (1 ( i < n) be positive integers. Then the

equation

k

I

n

TT"Isll
=l

I u. Y.
| -l =Q
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has a non-trivial,non-negaÈive soluÈion Xi, yi (1 < i ç n), for large

values of n (as a function of k ) rsuch that

max (x, ,y, ) a *t/u*'
1< i<n

where

m= max
1<i<n

(\ ,u, )

METHOD

The basic tool used to prove these results r¡ras an adaptation

of the Hardy-Littlewood circle method. By this method, the number

N(P) , sây, of integral solutions x of (1.2.I) such thaÈ 1 ( I < P

(r(i<n) is

(L.2. +)

where xi runs over all integers from 1 to P (For the meaning of

e(y) , see the table of notations in page 3). The results I atd 2

were proved by showing, using various techniques, Ehat the integral

in (1.2.Ð is positive for very large values of P !ühereas to prove

the results 3 and 4, a value of P in terms of the coefficients lÀ,1

was obtained such that the above integral is positive for this value

of P This is difficult and more work is involved in comparison to

problerns on solutions.

For these Lypes of problems, the solvability of (1.2.L) in

all p-adic fields is an essential preliminary, and so one needs to

solve the corresponding congruences as wel1.

dcr)
kx,0rl

t =1 xJ'
o

N(P) e( À.
I
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3 SINGLE DIAGONAL INEQUALITIES

Analogous resulÈs have been obtained for inequalities of the

+
-k+,Àx <e
nn

type

(1.3.1)

(L.3.2)

l). *krll

for arbitrarilY small e > 0 , where Àr, are real numbers.

SOLUTIONS

Davenport and Heilbronn t18] in 1946 proved the exisÈence of

solutions to ( 1.3. 1) :

RESULT 5. If Àr,...,À,, are not all of the same sign if k is even'

and are not all in rational ratios and nÞ 2k+l , then the inequality

(1.3.1) is solvable in integers.

LaEer., the condition on n was improved by Davenport and Roth

Í23) to nÞcklobk for k>12 andbyDanicic [ft] to n>-14 for

k = 4 [,le easily see that for solutions of the above tyPe, it is

enough to get a corresPonding result for that with e = 1 That is

for

n

Itr *krll + +À xnn
k | 'r.

SOLUTIONS I^IITH BOUNDS

By using result 3

by Birch and DavenporE t 3 l

and Pitman t31l for k > 3.

RESULT 6. Let k be an integer > 2 and let n be the integer defined

by (1 .2.Ð. Then for any 0 > O , there exists a constanE K, , depending

only on 0 and k such that if Àl," ' rÀn are real numbers' lf, I > t

for all i, and not all of the same sign if k is even, then (1.3.2)

has a non-trivial solution x satisfying 0.2.3) wittr K, instead of c,

above, the following result has been proved

for k = 2, Pitman and Ridout [34] for k = 3
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Similarly using result 4, the following result was proved

by Schlicke¡.,ei [¡e ] in 1978:

RESI.ILT 7. LET K > 2 be an integer and e > 0. Suppose s 2 cz(k,e)

q are real, positive numbers and

Thenforany N>1 '

and

M=

À, ,...,\ , U, ,... ,

.a* {lÀ,l,lu, li
1<i<s

( 1.3. 3) lÀ xk111 +

For N=Ml

and so Èhe result. is

of the result 6, for

METHOD.

( 1.3.4)

kt- u_y_ |
<MN-k+Àxss - rrYt

k -k+ e

has a non-trivial solution in non-negaEive integers xl r . .'rXr , Y1 r "'rY.

such that

max {4,v,}<n
l<i<s I

/k+6 , Èhe inequality (1.3.3) takes the form (1'3'2)

the exist.ence of small solutions and is an improvement

this particular case.

The main approach for dealing with problems on inequalities

is again a modification of the Hardy-Littlewood circle meÈhod' The

basic idea is due to DavenporE and Heilbronn; it was subsequently

refined by Davenport t13] , who proved the lemma below, which give an

improved kernel K in prace of r(a) = (-#l which was used by

Davenport and Heilbronn t18l

Lemma 1.3.1. For any given positive integer r , there exisÈs a real

0 such thaÈvalued function x(o) , sâY, of a real variable

-r -l
lx(o) I . c(r) ,0'man 1{ i

for c[ > 0, and c(f) a constant depending only on l

following condition: If

satisfying the
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J-
r(n) = e(no)x(a)do, ,(1.3.s)

then

-æ

o(f(n)(1,
f(n)=0,

for all real n

for lnl > r,

and

From Ehis lemma, we easily see that if Nl (P) is the number

of solutions x of (1.3.1) such that I ( x. ( P, then

( 1.3.6) N (p) )r s ( o)x( où dcr

where

f(n) = 1, for lnl < ]

|.-

l_

nP
s(o)= ]I i

i = I x-- 1

k I "( 
(À, "fx.....x

l' '¡

.( Àt c)x +

Xrr...rxn run over all the integers such that 1 ( xi ( P, (1 < i ( n).

Therefore for the existence of solutions of (1.3.1), it is enough to

prove that there are values of P for which the integral (1.3.6) is

positive. And to prove results on "bounded solutions", as in the

case of equations, the values of such Prs must be found in terms of the

absolute values of the coefficients.

Problems associated with inequalities do not have associated

"singular series" arising from corresponding congruence problem and thus

avoid one complicagion which have to be faced with equations. However,

they involve a different difficulty, in Èhat with inequalities, a

situation can arise where adequate estimates are not available and so the

above method does not app1y. Davenport and Heilbronn. [18] avoided this

by assuming Ài /Àj irrational and choosing P as the square of the

denominator of a convergent to the continued fraction of \ /À, and
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using properties of conÈinued fractions, but this approach does not

yield bounds

Though equations are a parËicular case of the corresponding

inequaliEies (since 0 < e is always true), it is found in many

resulÈs, especially those involving bounds, thaÈ a result on equations

(usually a "bounded resulE") is a vital tool to deal with the corres-

ponding inequalities. As for example, resulÈ 3 was an essential

preliminary to the proof of result 6.

A SYSTEM OF SEVERAL EQUATIONS

hle now consider the extensions of the results of 52 to sysÈems

of several simultaneous equations, all of additive type, of the same

degree.

SOLUTIONS.

RESULT 8. Let

4

(1.4.1) nn

X ) =ux+'1 1
+

where \, U, (1 ( i < n) be all integers, k an odd positive integer.

Then for n )- 2k*r +L , the equations F(x) = 0, G(x) = 0 are simult-

aneously solvable in integers.

This is due to cook t 7 ] ín L972, and is an improvement of

the result t2O] by Davenport and Lewis for k = 3 in which n Þ 18 = 2)+2

was required. Recently , ín 1977, this condition was improved to n Þ L6 = 24,

by Vaughan [40] Also ir r¿as proved by Cook I 6 ] that the above equations

are solvable for k = 2, íf n Þ 9 and all non-trivial linear combinations

a F + b G are indefinite and explicitly contain at least 5 variables.

J
t

ÀIF(x)
kx+I
k

+À kx,

(G
kux'n n
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Cook t S I also proved the solvabiliEy of a system of 3

additive quadratic equations, namely the following result:

RESULT 9. Let

2
x.

J
F.

t
(x) I 4..rJ

(i = 1,2,3),
I

where the coefficients aij ¿¡s all integers. Suppose the forms are

such that all real non-zero linear combinations of Fr ,Fz ,F¡ contain

at least 11 variables and there exist non-singular solutions of

4(x)=0, (1 <i(3):

in real and 2-adic fields. Then the above equat,ions have a non-Erivial

integral solution.

Davenport and Lewis l2lll ,in 1969 oconsidered a sysËem of R

additive equations of the same degree k, for any integer k > 3 and

proved the following result:

RESULT 10. Let

n

I
=1

F
k(x) a- x..rI t'

(1 < i < R), k> 3

be R diagonal (additive)forms , where the coefficients trj

íntegers. Then the sysEem of equations

F o, (1 < i < R)

are

(x)

has a non-trivial integral solution if

(i) k ís odd and n ) [9n2t< log 3Rk] ,

ot (ii) k is even, the above equations have a real.non-singular

solution, every set of S independent integral (not all zero) linear

combinations of Fl ,. . . ,FR contains at least [4gSnt3 1og 3Rk2ì variables ¡

where S = 1,...,R. (rhen n ) [48n2t3 log 3Rk2] for k even')
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For k odd and < L2 the result $ is an improvement of

resulÈ 10 with R = 2.

SOLUTIONS I^IITH BOUNDS

Toliver [39]has obtained bounds for solutions of (1.4.1),in

thesis and the result is as follows:his Ph.D.

RESULT 11. Let

integerand n=2

such that for any

solvable with

r(x), G(x) be as in (1.4.1) and k
n*t*1. 

Then there exists a constant

an odd positive

B = B, (k)
1

0 > 0, the Diophantine equations F = G = 0 are

0< x

u{* .

METHOD

equations in the system) adaptation of

integral for N(P) (in (L.2.4)) beco*es

cube (in R-dimensions).

i nax(r,lÀ, l,lu, l)]"'*u
=l

{
I

where the constant implied by <<

Explicit values of B, were obÈained in his

odd k , 'and, in particular,

and 0

result, for all

the circle meEhod and thus Èhe

an R-fold integral over the unit

k(2k-1) for odd k>5
rL-zk(2k-I

A similar result was obtained by Lloyd lZSl for k = 2, nÞ 9.

The method uses an R-dimensional (where R is the number of

B
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A SYSTEM OF INEQUALITIES

hre now consider a system of R inequalities (1.1.1), namely,

for arbit.rarily small e > 0 and F.2- 2 , where Èhe F. (x)'s are real

diagonal forms of the type (L.I.z), (of degree k )'

For the case k = 2, R = 2, Cook tg] invesÈigated this problem

by applying the 2-dimensional extension of the modification of the Hardy-

LiÈtlewood method (as described in 53). Unfortunately, he found that

the case when the analytic argument might fail cannot be eliminated by

the approach of Davenport and Heilbronn tfAl . He avoided this difficulty

by imposing extra conditions on the forms; in particular, these conditions

are satisfied if all the coefficients of the system are algebraic' He

proved the following result:

RESULT 12. Let Fr(x), Fr(x) be diagonal quadratic forms, (as in

(1.1.2)), having real algebraic coefficients, in gç= 23+I) variables'

Suppose that every non-trivial linear combination ¿ p + b G is indefinite

with at least 5 non-zero coefficients; and that noE all the ternary

linear forms

Lijk(t'V'w) =

Àr, \z: Àru

$t

À

v

À

u

ÀI

associated with Fr ,

over the rationals.

F have coefficients which are linearly dependent
2

Then for any e > 0, the inequalities

are solvable.

lr,(") |
q e I I rr(x) 

|
<e



I()

In 1975 (in an earlier version of [33] , covering odd degree

only), Dr. Pitman investigated the case when R = 2, k is odd and

rr)- 2k* 
1+1, by using Cook's apProach together with an aPproximation

argument which works when Èhe analytic method fai1s. She showed thaÈ

if a suitable bound result holds for pairs of diagonal equaÈions

F, (x) = Fr(x) = 0 of odd degree,in at least 2k*t*1 variables, then

Ëhe solvability of lrr(x)l t t, lrr(")l < e , for any e > 0, can be

proved for pairs of real forms of the same type. The argument involved

an intermediate result on bounds for solutions of a "mixed system" of

the type lr, | = 0, lFrl 4 1, where F, is integral and F, is real

The result 11 of Toliver provided a bound result of the required kind,

for paírs of diagonal equations, and so led to the following result'

RESULT 13. Suppose fr(x) and Fr(x) are real diagonal forms (of

the type (1.1.2)), of odd degree k> 3 and that n> zk*t *L Then

for any e > O, the system of inequalities

<E

is solvable.

The rnain problem of this part of the thesis (which was suggested

to me by Dr. pitrnan) is to obtain a corresponding result for R diagonal

inequalities of odd degree, where R > 2. The approach used is an

ext.ension of the argument for R = 2, but there are additional complications,

particularly in connecEion with the so-ca1led "singular series". Attention

has been restricted to odd k , because it appeared from the work of Lloyd

Í25j and Toliver t39] that for even k Ehere would be further serious

difficulties, partícularly in connection with the so-ca1led "singular

integral". However, the work on the case k even and R = 2 in Pitman

t33] (which was done only very recently, after the completion of Ëhe work

for this thesis) now suggests tl-rat further extension may be possible'

lr, (") |
1 Er lr, (") |
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PLAN OF PART I

In Chapter 2, I shall give all Èhe preliminary results needed

for the rest of the chapters of this parÈ. As in the argument outlined

above for R = 2 , we need a preliminary result on bounds for solutions

of the corresponding system of R equations, and this will be done in

Chapter 3, which relies heavily on the methods used by Davenport and

Lewis lZtl Èo prove result 10. Similarly, we also need an intermediate

result of the same kind for a mixed system of r equations F. (x) -- 0,

(1(i(r) and R-r inequalities lr,(x)l'f¡(r+1<i<R)' In

Chapter 4, I shall obtain the required inÈermediate result, by induction

on R - r, and Èhen use the case r = 0 to derive the main result

(Theorem 4). In fact it is possible to combine the material in Chapters

3 and 4 in a single argument, but the present division of work is a

natural one which enables us Èo separate off sorne difficulties r¿hich

are handled in more detail,in Chapter 3.

ThroughouÈ this part'of the thesis, Ehe unspecified constants

implied by the notations )), <<, 0 are independent of the coefficients

of the forms; they will ultimately depend only on n, R and k
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CHAPTER 2

PRELIMINARY LEMMAS

INTRODUCTTON

To simplify rhe discussion in this part of the thesis, it will

be convenient if we first give the preliminary results needed for our

proofs. l,Ihen these results are well known, I shall not give Ëheir

proofs, but Ëhe references where their proofs can be found'

In 52 of this chapter, I shall give the basic lemmas needed

for dealing both with a system of diagonal equations and with a "mixed

system" of equations and inequalities, all diagor,"l.' In 53, the results

thaË are useful for our theorem on a system of eguations are given, and

in 94, I shall give all the preliminaries needed on the so-called

t'singular seriestt for equations.

!üe shall use rhe abbreviation D-L in Part I for lzt) of

Davenport and Lewis.

BASIC LEMMAS

!üe shall begin this secÈion with the following definition:

Definition 2.2.I. Let P be a (large) positive integer and B(P)' the

interval [-P,-1] u [1,P] . Then we

integers â,g such that q > 0 and

metríc sums and integrals:

define for any real number ^ and

(a,q) = 7', the following trigono-

I e(^xk ) ,

2

(2.2.t) r(^)
x€n1 r¡



(2.2.2)

and

Q.2.3)

Lemma 2,2.I.

0<n<1 and

( i)

19

l(¡) = .(,r6k ) ¿E,

B( P)

S(a,q) =

q

I
=lx

Suppose ^ is any real number and T(^) as in (2.2.I),

e > 0. Then either

there exist integers arg such that

(2.2.4)
=9+vqt

or (ii) we have

(2.2.5)

where (l'a'é) f 1/L
n

2
k. r

(2.2.6)

o.2.7)

{. <q(Pq

(a,q) = 1

lvl . q-t P-k+n

lr(,r) I .. Pt-'*'
4-t

for k<11

for k> 12
og + log log k+

Moreover, when the alternative (i) holds,

ll(n)l .. q-t/k ,nir,{p,P-n*t lyl-t}

proof. By DirichleL's Ëheorem, since ^ 
is a real number it has a rational

q such thataPProxlmaE'aon 
a

,r=9*y, (arq)=1
q

lyl . q-t P-k*n

and

0 <q(rk n
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When q ( P4, we get the alternative (i) and when q > P'? ' we geE

(2,2.5) by l,Ieyl's inequality (Lenuna 1. of ltlJ) for k < 11, and b

inequality ( Lemma 16 of D-L or 9 of DavenporËVinogradov' s

and Lewis Ifg l) for

Lenuna 2.2.2. Suppose N,Â are given positive integers and 1,Â are

real numbers such that

Q.2.8) o < \ <t4, P > 4N2k2^4

and that there are inËegers ar9 such that

,t=9+y, (arq)=1
q

(2.2.e) 0 < q ( ÂP1 , lVl <N 
^P-k*?

Then for T(^), I(Y), S(a,q) as in Definition 2.2.1, we have

(z.2.Lo) r(,r) = q-l s(a,q)11y) + 0(q)

The last part of the lemma is Lenuna 18

implied by 0 is an absolute constant ('¿hich may depend

Proof. Follows steps similar to the proof of Lemma 17 of Davenport [17]

and is an application of Van der Corputts Lemma.

Lemma 2.2.3. Suppose that arg are integers such Ehat

r=9*y, (arq)=1
q

where the constant

on n).

Q.2.rr)

anet ¿þ ô 18 <

.q(Pô, lvl .g-t P-k+ô ,0

where 6 is a small positive constant. Then

-tt(n)=q'

a l z ëA¿,n

f( n) 2-

s( a, q) r(y) * o{r'ô ),

?
"-t tL t^å ø ( F: l('l "u),
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Proof. This is Lemma 26 of D-L-

Davenport tfZl . Th- l".sc laeì
hc-xt ë.^'aa l¿uu'^"s'

Lenrna 2.2.4. Let ârg be integers. such thaË (arq) 1 and let S(a,q)

be as in (2.2.3). Then

(2.2.L2) S(a,q) << q
1. r/k

where the implied constant depends only on k

proof. This is Lemma 15 of Davenport t17] and the dependence of the

implied constant is checked.

Lemma 2.2.5. LeÈ I(ß) be as ín (2.2.2) for all real ß' Then we have

(2.2.L3) lr(ß)l .. *ir,{p, lgl-'/n}

where the implied constant depends only on k

Pr:oof. See page 69 of DavenporË tfZ].

Lemma 2.2.6. Let cx, be any real number and r be an integer such Ëhat

r)"o rwhere

(2.2.L4) so l9klc.log 3Rkl - A')

and l-et t(cl) be as in (2 .2.1). Then we have

(2.2.r5) Ir(o) I' do << P'' **.¿

proof. !{e prove this by using Hua's inequality and Vinogradov's inequality

trrle note that for ¡ ( 11 , 2u ( so ( r, where "o is as in (2 .2,LÐ '

Therefore for k < 11 , \^Ie use the trivial estimate P for t - 2k, T(cr) ts

and then we apply Huats inequality. tr'le then get

For its proof, see Lemma 4 of

(.,1( a,^tS f nc"- G)..2. tl ) a'+'l æ.L

I

J
o



¿L

J
0

2k *
J'
o

do

f
P

-2k+zk-k+V

which gives Q.2.L5) for u;J-t

For k> L2, and It, 2k2(2 log k + log 1og k + 2'5) - 4' by

Lemma 7.13 lZ+l of Hua, we have that

It(a) I' do, << P'' lr(cr) |

r - t +t

(2.2.L6)

I{ealsonoËeÈhat "o>t for k>LZ andso t>t/
k

before by using the trivial estimate for r - Ë, T(o)'s

the rernaining t(o)ts, we have

J'
0

lr(a) It dcr << Pt- 
k.

lo" trL'c- $**nllcsl- <t¿<'- C êJ *ê¡"¿{

. Therefore as

and ( 2.2.16) for

o

lr(c) I' lrCc*) |

dcr <<

dcr, I'
o

dct

<< pt-t+t-k aa pt'O

Hence we have the resulE (2,2.I5).

Lemma 2.2,7. Let o, ,... rc[* be any real numbers and À1 , "'rÂR be

índependenL linear forms in o, ,... ro¡ such that

(2.2.L7)
^.,

(1 < j < R)

Q.2.LB) ,R( 
2r ' k)

R

= I r..oi
- tt I

i =1

where (À. . ) is a non-singular real matrix. LeË u be Èhe R-dimensional
rJ

unit cube [0,1] x ... x [0,1] and f(^¡ ), (1 < j < R) be as in (2.2.1).

Then for 2x Þ so, s0 as in Q.2.14) and cr = (or , "',GR), we have

l ,l, lr(n, ) l2'

Proof. This is the R-dimensional analog of Lemma 2.2.6. Our proof

follows the lines of proof of the corresPonding lemrna of Toliver t:g]



[,]e write the left hand side of (2.2.18) as

I
U- 'V.-l 

--l -

23

e o¿.
t

1

R

jI
UI ',.,

"(, i q .\, .F(s ,g ))ue,Jl -t --
=1

by (2.2.t) and (2.2.17 ), where

I
u. .v.
-{ --a

.r
r(u,rr,)= i("1,

- r=1-

k
-v. l1 ). And this is

l,r

i, J'
o

v

.(",
\

I ¡,. . r(u..v.) ì¿o" tr -r'-t / -I

À.
J

I
(
\

F(u.,v.) = o, (1 < j < R),
-l'-l '

F(u.,v.) = o, (1 ç i ( R)'
-l--l

such that r < 1",1, l,l < r and so it is given by

I
i'

F(u. ,v. )
--

da.
I

\
)u

This in fact is Ëhe number of integral soluÈions in all variables of the

system of R equations

where 9, = (ui 1,...,ui r), I, = (ti ,r... rti r), (1 < i < R) such that

1< lr,,l, l'*r,rl ( r, (1 ( i ( n, 1< t ( r)'

Since aet | (Àr, ) | + O, rhe number of solutions of the above sysËem

is the same as that of the sYstem

lr(,r. ) l" il,
Rl2r-k)

P

R

T¡,
,j, 

ji

ñ['
i =r )

0

by Lemma 2.2.6, since 2t )- so. Hence the result'

In facË, for any t )- s¡*l= s - 1, we will get the result Q.2.18)

with 2r replaced by t t vvl*c'¿-' 4 = LIL-K l'J3/'-p-l(C'n

ÊLt- ytatn tio-t C¿t êc- uSc.(. é 1 ê /t' 7Cc*s 3 a'^1 4)



Lemma 2.2.8.

(2.2.re)

Let Ât ,. .. rÂR be independent linear forms
¿^Ccl16 I Csc-(Í¿t ê¿-éS

\n/here 0 is in Ehe unit cube U and let

24

Ir(r, ) |

ß.t
(QrArr...,A*) 1,

I ß, | . Q-t 
^*' 

t 
P-k+ko

o¿1 ,.. .,o¿R

max lÀ,¡l
l<i, i<R

s at is fying

contains

n for

Èrix

t_n

¡tòú

as in Q.2.L7[
^

Ler r(n. ) (1 < j < R) be as ín (2.2.L). Then
,

eitf¡e¡ (i)
R
il

+
A
t

a

R-o
P

I

o1 ( ii)

c[, r. . . r0* have simultaneous rational approximaËions Q, ,q
A

RAt

cI.
I

for 1<j(R,where o=¡çz_f,;a

Proof. This is Lemma 19 of D-L, since his A = det lÀ, , | << l1,R and his

Q.2.20) 1<Q<^Rp*

thaÈ every non-trivial 1ínear combination of

more than (s-1)R variables with coeffícien

any specified non-singular R x R submatrix

(À-. ), there exist s - 1 oÈhers as above.
IJ

Proof . See Lemma L2 of D-L \^Iith 311 + 2k

D = maxlcofactors of Àr, I << AR-1, wh"te the consËant implied by <<

an absolute constant depending only on p . [- ot''- Ie*^u /a)-'g- ¿s us<'f

Ln ploæ aF le*nn il ,{';Lr--Lti*", cacsaet._ a(("c d't u'c|çttb5!

Lemma 2.2.9. LeÈ sÞ 2 be an arbitrary positive inEeger' Suppose

the forms Fl ,... rFR

ts not aJ.]- zexo. The

of the coefficient ma

replaced by

Lemma 2,2.L0. Let tr, R be integers such that n > 2R and 1et t"t = (U. 
, )

be an R x n matrix having real coefficients whose non-zero coefficients

have.absolute value at least 1 and having its first R columns and the

second R columns, both non-singular. Also let the determinanÈ A , saY¡

of the first R columns be such that every non-singular R x R submatrix

of M has ldeterminantl Þ l¡l > t. Suppose a is a given integer such

that

(oo^3 a''/.- i J'a'e-n (3

t-,/ c- ç an'(-ë +lcp
ëLc
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'r- .
(2.2.2L) Q > 6(3nRl)2R m2R' ,

where

m = maxlM. .l

Then there exists a set S(Q), say, which is a union of boxes in

dimensional space having the following properties:

(i) For all z=(2r,. . . ,zR) such thaE

Q.2.22) 1", I

and for all points (yn*1 ,... ry,r)

(n+t < i ( n) and the unique (yr,

(1 < i < R)

S(Q), we have 1< lyil < Q,

.,Y*) such that

!!, (1<i<R)

"ij øf
Ulec\

(n-R)-

ë{* {.¿,n,

eF êos'-1c.(
boxci.

the

1n

(2.2.23) z.
I

1"1 .rJ

satisfy 1<lyrl<Q, (1<i<R) and

(ii) measure (n-R dimensional) of s(Q) is >

![ = [¡l MI

where M.
I

remaining

Q.2.24)

n

i
=1

n
a

R

3iv)(

'TL- S<-€ ß(ol is s¡i:c;f-t'L tp @" L, L"l ) to <-(ar¿t ^on-
AV -- { Qå j )AG cJl, wL'au Cr é5 c 4¿-.?¿, úù joè-C
Proof . l'le wriÈe the given matrix M as

consists of the first R columns of M and M, has

n-R columns. Then M, is non-singular and so let

-1
M t

A
Ã

where A = det M, and A is the adjoint of M, Then Q.2.23) is

equivalent to

(2.2.25) N, ¡ A.zr z = (2, s... ,zn),
y1

A:
yR

and maxlcoefficient of Al < (R-1)! *o't
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Therefore for all z satisfying (2.2.22), we have

(2.2.26) lnzl <;-nR+R-r, (1 < i < R),

with the notation as in the table given on page 3 (general inÈroduction).

LeÈ us write, for convenience, that

- Alf, = B = (Br¡ )

Then we have

(2.2.27) lBl ( ntr* = 
-\, 

say.

Also

lur, | = ldeterminant of the matrix obtained by

replacing the ith column of M, by the

jth colrr*n of M, 
I

And so by the hypothesis of the lemma,

ln.. | = Q' rt' lu,,l > l¡lor

{or lS¿s
Thus by the non-singularity assumption, there exists a Jeast k = k(i),

say, in [ l,R ] such that

lu,nl> l¡[ .

yj +

i,

trle then have, from (2.2.25) ,

(z.z.z8) Ay.

R

I
=1

^i!"i, (1<i<R)'
j

It

= I n..u Uj =R+k

where 1<k=¡(i)(R, lu,,**uI > l¡l and A = (a.- )

Let S(Q) be the (n-R)-dimensional region defined by
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o
1", I

20

{3(r,-n)*, }'*È {3 (r,-n)*, }t*(
(1 < i < n),

(y**r,...,y,r) is in s(Q), then

ã*h"J.'Í l*' l* *ffi;1".,

rt is then clear that if Y.t 
*)

r<lyil<Q,(n+t(i(n),

Q.2.2e)

Q.2.30) Br, **L Yo*t

and

n

I B..y.
I J -J

+
j =R+k+1

s lnce

l¡l a k = k(i), (1 < i < R)

{3 (n-n)*z }**L

(n-R-k -1 ) 2Q +m4. .2.rt t 3 (n-R) 
{g (n-n)*2 }Rn 

k

20 + a

R

I
=1

-n R* R-l

< 3{3(r,-R)*z}**k o{¡nn!m}
2R2 t

by (2 .2.2ù. And this is

sl¡l q

6{3(n-n)rnr}**n '

l¡l > r . using this and Q.2.30) in (2 '2'28), we have

-n R+ R-l (1 < i < R)m

(as lnl > rl. Hence by Q.2'2Ð since *2 = RlmR , we have

1< lyi I < Q, (1 < i < R)'

Thus resuft (i) is proved.

From Èhe Definition (z.z'29) of S(Q), result (ii) follows' since

the volume of S(Q) ís
_R

l+2+,- ---+R+( n-2R
m

3 LEMMAS FOIÎ EQUATIONS

In this section, I shall give some preliminary results which have

applications in the next chapter (for a system of equations), for certain

ranges of values of cf,, called major arcs (defined in the next chapter)'
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Let 
^ ,Âr, be integral linear forms in c[r r... ro¡

1'

(2.3. 1)

And so

(2.3 .4)

^.t
À.. 0.

rJ I

R

I (1 < j ( n).
I

For 1<i<R, 1(j(n, leÈ Q,4,4!, qj beintegersand ßr'Y¡

be real numbers satisfying the relations

(2.3 .2)

(Q,Ar ,...,4*) = 1, o ( Ar ,...,\ < Q, 0i

Q.3.3)

AI

a
+ ß. (1<i<R)

I

(a, ,g, ) I À.. ArJ I lj

max
1< j<R

R

T
=1

Tij ß.I
(1<j(n).

a.

^ =-layiq'j For a given fixed (small) t > 0, let

I- {ß = (ßr ,...,ß*); lß,1 > P-k*"]

?' 'l+
I t"*.r 2.3.L, Let Âl ,... ,ÂR be independent linear forms in o, r "'ro¡

as in (2.3.1) and let T be the R-dinensional region, as in Q.3.4) with

notations (2.3.2), (2.3.3) and I^f be the whole of the R-dimensional

space. Suppose s = [9t2 tog 3Rk]. Then

(2.3.5) min{p,p-u*t lv, l-t }' dß << l¡l-t ,(s -k) R

and

ri
J ¡ =t
w

(2.3.6) f , !, min{p,P-n*t lv, l-t i' dg << l¡l-' 
r¡(s-r)(R-1) 

'(s-k)R--r(s-
T

where a = derl(Àij ) (1 < i,j < R)l

Proof . By (2.3.3) for 1 < i, j ( R, \^7e see that the numbers

Y, ,. .. ,Yo and ß, ,''' ,ß* are related by Èhe relations

R

= I À,¡ 4, (1 < j<R).
i =l

(2.3 .7)

7k TLc ¿5þ ¿**ö ts (Ð,3.6 ) a^L (2.3" 7) (tvc_ ¡nE(ì é¡ {oot- v¿?r-,.)eLé{

"*.-r wC.-g- toll a*s' bo( a5Çdta*tc5 v{a/e,ówc-L o\¿L o{,toCn<-L ò1

¿L- ët, ajl ø v¿ tu1 É A ^ L.-,

Yj
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Since Á1,.. . rÀR are independent, detl {fr, )orol = 
^ 

I 0 and so rÀ¡e can

apply a change of variables in Ëhe inEegrals in question from Ê Èo y

Also on sol-ving Q.3.7) for ß, ,...,ß* rnte get

-lß. =A'
I

-oo

R

T D,¡Y¡, (1<i<R),
I

where D-. are Èhe cofactors of \, in (\, ) (1 < i,5 ( R)' Also we' ij lJ ¡J

easily see that the T is contained in Èhe region (in Y space), where

(2.3. 8) max lv, I t (R-ti 
^ ^-( 

R-r ) P-k+' = co P-o*" , say
1<j<R

Now after the change of variables both the integrals factorise

and the result Q.3.5) follows, since

r-(2.3.Ð | *in{r,p-n*t lyl-t }' dy << p'-n ,
J

and (2.3.6) follows from (2.3.9)
€l-- k fo.co-)

[ *ir{p,p-k*r ly
J

co P-n*t

and Ca*Ë,llL"*¿nJ 
('ttlc'| o- o'ìc oê

-l dy << ,(-t+t,t (aop-k+')-s+rÌ

<<c-+l
0

-(G /9-l) +( R-l)€

s-k-rls-1)
P

since T is contained ín the region for which (2,2.8) trolas.l
-\

Lemma 2.3.2.

and Ât,...rÂR

real number and

Suppose Èhe relations

are independent.

s = [9t<2R1og 3Rk] .

(2.3.1) Eo (2.3.3) hold for 1 < i,j ( n

Let tu > 0 be a given small

Then we have

(2 .3. 10)

and

(2.3.11) I I (q,

I
o*)-tn << 

^RQ> P@ ^to
min{1,d'n-'-to P-(slk-2-uo ) }
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where 4 runs over all the integers \ '... r\

a = detl(\¡ )1, e > o, Eo = (R-l)e > o and [ =

(ar,9r)=1 and so

tj

qj la. Let

,+) (1 < j < R)

d = (urr...ruR).

t _q-
u.

1

(1 < j < R)

satísfyine Q.3.2) ,

max lÀ,il
1<i, i<R

(1 < j < R).

Proof. lrle use the ideas of Lemma 23 of D-L. prom (2.3.3)rwe have

¡,¡trere

(2.3.L2)

and

rhen ¿lQ,

(2.3.13)

and

(2.3.r4)

(2.3.L5)

R

I
i =t

c¿lan¿ Û <ß,sß'),

A.
I

a

R

= I À,,
I =1

1
q

À.
t

zR
=lQ, I\ ¡ =r

Àr, 4 = o (rnod u, )'

where À = detl(^rj)lHence

since ¿ lq , it follows that

using Q.3.13) we have

From rhis and (2.3.2)

Therefore for 4 satisfyine Q.3.2),

Let

dl^

A

c,

R

= I \,q,
i =l

Then la, l*R^Q, since Q.z.z) trol¿s, where /\= -_TtT--l\,1 Also
1<i, i<R

by (2 .3.L2), C, is a multipfe of rj Thus the number of possibilities
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For given values of u, r . . . r1r* , the number of

1 ,... ,C* is therefore

for is ..&
u.

t
possibilities for C

Now we wriEe

this is

^* 
e'

a
-R.s/k+R ( 11 ...rrRf/r-r

^u¡ a
1< j<R

<< 
^R 

Q-R( 
t / k-r) ... '*f 

tYt 
.

uj a
1< j<R

4q
tR

.. LQ
u

1
u

1
tR

But by (2.3.15), since A I O (as Àt ,...,ÂR are independent) for given

values of C, ,... rC* , there exist unique values of At ,.. . rAR. And so

the sum in Èhe right hand side of (2.3.L4) is

R
t

(.,

I =dtj (1 < j <R); (vr,...,v*) = 1.t

Then the sum in Ëhe last inequality is

I U^ts/ 
k-r' i

dl (Q,A) 
", lå
1< j<R

UR(s/k-t)

(r, ...*r*f'lÈt

I( ... t*f/!-t '*vI
a

1
d )

'r ...'R lcår*-'

, by the same argument as in Lemma 23 of D-L. And

^
(

:T
¿ | (Q,a)

(å)t"-')(s/k-1+€)d
R(s/k-l)

)A(
.a Q(R-r)(s/k-r+e)

d
I
a

Us 
/ k-1 -( R-r )e
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o( 
n-r ) ( s / k-r+e) (QrA)r / k-r -( R-l) €

Hence (2 .3. 10) follow

Now us ing this \¡te prove (2 . 3 . 11) .

(2.3 .11) is , by (2.3. 10)

.^"aJ,,¡J{"-,}_.s/k-r)+(R-l)€

The left hand side of

s/k-1)+(R-r)€
<< 

^R
i

Q>P
ô l^,ô la

<< /\R
ô A

I
ôl^

I
ôl^

<< 
^R 

l¡ l" *irr{r,

(n

<<^ "'i"{
R

I
I

f o@ì-(s/k-l)+(R-l)e+r
rnax{r, ï}

lA ¡" 
/ r.-z-( R-l) . (p-)-( s / k-2) *t n-r I . 

)1

l¡lt l n-r-( R-r) " (p-)-( s lk-2)*t *-t)å),

4

since there are <<

any fixed e0 > 0 . Hence our result follows by Eaking Ê0 = (R-l)e

LEMMAS FOR SINGI]LAR SERIES

In this section, I give some results regarding the singular

series of a system of equations. Throughout this section p ¿.tt6¡gs q-l

prime number -' .

Definition 2.4.L. Let AI
(1 < i ( R), a be integers such Èhat

(Q,Ar ,...,\) = 1, 1 ( A, ,...,AR < Q



Then we write

e .4.L)

where F. (x)
l-

we define the

(2 .4.4) I (p' )- so (A,P' ) ,

0 (mod p5), (1 < i < R)
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AI
+ + A

R

a

(1 < i < R) are integral forms of the type (1.1.2) and

following sum, denoted AV Ø, as the singulat se¡ies:

F
R

F
1

a

i
*r, =1

a
so(A,Q) = I-

x=II

6= I Iq-"
Q=1 A'

Q.4.2) so (A,Q).

Then it follows by sEandard arguments (see, for example,

Lernma 7 of Davenport t17l ) Ehat

Q.4.3) @= II ¡(p)

where p runs Èhrough all the primes and

x(p) =

I
co

I
=oU

A runs through the residue classes rnod(p') with (p,Arr...rA*) = 1.

Def inition 2.4,2. For any prime p a solution x of the congruences

(2.4.5) F. (x)
!-

is said to be non-singular (mod pt ),

at this solution has rank n (mod p);

has rank n (mod p).

Lemma 2.4.L. For any prirne

of the system of congruences

have,

lim

that is if the matrix (\¡ 
"¡ )

p , let u(p') be the number of soluEions

Q.4.5) and X(p) as in Q.4.4). Then we

u(p')

if the matr evaluaÈed

s ( n-R)
P

e.4.6) x(p)
s+æ
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Proof. This follows by the standard arguments (as in Lemma B, f.ox

R = 1, of Davenport t17l ).

Le¡mna 2.4.2. For any príme p

dividing k
t¡=pkothat is

1et t be Ëhe exact polver of P

(ko,p)=1 andlet

1

t+1
E+2

if
if
íf

t t=0
t>0
r>0

Y= and p>2
and p=2

Also let tl(p' )

Definition 2.4.2)

Then

(i) for any r

be the number of non-singular solutions

of the congruences Q,4.5) and t'l(p* )

suchthat r>Y

u(p') > p(' -z)(n-R)n(p7),

(mod p') (see

as in Lemma 2 .4.I .

(2 .4 .7)

and

(ii)
¿Ê

Lan
if we/write for P x k t(ëcn vc-ordcaè^' GL,-- var¡)aÇ(¿5

.4cLrSS4'll)

Fr(5) = Fro(xr,...r**) * pF,r(*r,*r,...r*r), 1< i <R,

where each of the variables X, r. . . rX_ occurs in at least one of

Fro r...,FRo with a coefficient not divisible by P , then

¡l(p') > p(' -1)(n-R)*n-^ No(p),Q.4.8)

where no (p) l-s the number of non-singular solutions of the system

Q.4.e) Fro = 0 (mod p), (1 < i < R).

proof. The proof of. (2.4.7) corresponds to that of Lemma 10, for

R = 1, of Pitman and RidouÈ t34]. (It depends on Hensel's lemma.)

In (ii), since p I k, Y = I and so to prove Q.4,8) it is enough to

prove that
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n(p) = pn-"' No (p)

Given a non-singular solution of. (2.4.Ð, each choice of *i (rnod p)

for i such that m+l ( i ( n yields a unique non-singular solution

(mod p) to (2.4.5) with s = 1 and all non-singular solutions (mod p)

of the latter can be obtained by this method. Hence there exists a

1 to pn-'t correspondence between the solutions of (2.4.9) and of

(2.+.5) wíttr s = 1 and thus the above equation fo1lows. (ttris is an

ídea of Toliver t39l . )

Lemma 2.4.3. Let p f k and for i , (1<i(R),let F, beasin

(f.f.2) with íntegral coefficients and F, o as in Lemma 2.4.2. Suppose
e^.¿1_)

that any non-trivial integer linear combination of t,./, (1 < i < R) has

at least q variables explicitly with non-zeto coefficients (mod p), 1r7ll,

Then the number of singular solutions (mod p) of (2.4.9) is

(2.4.10)
ill-o -R+ I<<p

Proj¡_f . (The proof uses the ideas of Tolíver [39] . ) !'lithout loss of

generalityr s/e may Eake the Fi o, (1 < i < R), to 'irv.ltvtL\: the first
eÁ.L¿r Lc¡¿(fé'L¿,c*C *.ce-èx 4.o¡ ¡<-Ê- & +J

(mod p), (1 ( j < R), then the

m variables Xt ,. .. ,X. By the hypothesis of th is lemma m>tR)

and so at every singular soluÈion X, sâY, there exist ir r .''ri¡ subscripts

such that

either (i) at least one of x- ,...,X, = O (mod p)
t, tR

o¡ (ii) A(ir ,...,i*) = 0 (mod p).

If the above X is such that all *+, O

alternative (ii) nrust holcl. A¡rcl the non_zoro varr'able¡; c¡f such ¿n X

corresponcl ro a set ¡rf <j<:lrnnns of rank ¿-lturc-rst R - t, an{ lIi.s set of

coltlmrrs is ecltrtaintrrl ín a n¡¡rin¡r1 sett r-.li col,.l.-.ns cf rar:k /--R. Tlri s

naxinlaJ- set roi. II necessarjll, h¿rrre r:ank e>iacl.l v Iì - I. Sllpl)oÉ!{) tirere

are mo cr'rlumns í-n thjs na:xínraJ- set. Then since (ij) holcls, rn,e can firrd

¿r 'trine¿rr colllbinatiotr of L',,^tn, haví,n¡i m - n^ cnlunns ancl so ì:'y tire lrypo*
:t o o

--thesis of' tìre lernna
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m-moÞq

That is

Q.4.tL) to(m-q

By changing the ordering of the variables, if necessary, we may take

/--¡ calv^'<JËhese *o to be the first ro columns, .wJÈ1

I ëne^-(t ¿a-(upe-.:,4e-C"- Now consider the system

&- f;--sc

= 0 (mod p), (1 < i < R).
ûlo

I
j =t

À..rJ
k

x.
t

By the definition of *o , the rank of the coefficient matrix of this

sysËem is R - 1; and so the system is equivalent to

R - 1 independent congruences. Then for any choice of XRr...rXm' (mod p)

R-1there are at most k" ^ values of xl ,... ,xR_l (mod p) satisfying these

R - 1 independent congruences. And xR, . . . ,x,n (mod p) can be

rn^ -( R-l ) 
o

chosen in p---o ways and so the number of solutions (mod p) of Èhe

above system of congruences i-s

< k*-t nmo-(R-r)

Therefore the number of singular çolutions (mod p)
ç er¿)al(65 ¿-ò,./¿rQt Pa.^lC2 ba êLë5 ¡aç ¡ je-/ SeC

< kR-t nmo-(R-t)

(( Pmo-( 
R-l)

<< Pn-q-R+1 t

of. (2.4.9) wòc1
o( ¿at ¡1taa_!

tno.. - SC¿a
és

by (2.4.11).

.@ þo^c.t- c1ç v'¿,nLù .,4 toL t^^'x¿tao/ ß¿f,f o(

coirtr-u,g cis c¿tQ.ètl, S¿*É V@ ,on-( q.-rc- 4L CAus ,¿vü Ca"4'lÒ).

Lemma 2.4.4 Suppose Fi , F, o (1 < i < R) satisfy the hypothesis of

Lemma 2.4. 3 vrith
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(2.4.L2) q >Ak,

and let llo (n) be Èhe number of non-singular

in Lemma 2.4.2. Then vre have,

(2 ' 4 'L3) tlo ( n) )) nmo 
-*-'o 

'

Proof. By the usual arguments (see Lemma 12

'be shown that the total number of solutions of

solutions of (2.4.9) as

eo = L,- k"
L

of pirman t32l ), ir can

e.4 .9) is

(2.4.r4)

(2.4.L5)

m-R
P

S(a,p) =

mrR
* p-* I ,!, t( =I, 

,¡ rj,' P

where the summation is over 0 ( t,

S(a,p) as in Definition 2.2.L. From the defínition of S(a,p) and

by Lemma 2.2.4, we note that

P

<<p1-r/k
al0 (modp)

otherwise

as in Lemma 2.4.3. The the first *o columns

of the coefficient matrix of Q.4.9 d p)atmost R-1 and

so (2,4.11) holds. And (by rearranging these fln columns,i fne
Fo¿ ¿ach ç+ L ês

ol Ct*¡-- Sec¿¿a'L

(2.4.16)

a6av<t tLc- 1t¿c*F-<- ¿SÇ¿t^Èö<-

<¡f (?.¿1 " t +) æ¡¿SC- bv ule-oL

À,, = o (rnod p).

'fon 4e L* {ncL-on

a,.LC.- ¿VL.-öcnt-r,

t.
J

R

II

holds, Ha,n.v.5 by

the <lefinition of e, (2"476) holcls for < m - q values of i rshatever t is;

and f or each choice of t , the proclucÈ in the seconcl term of (2.4.14) 
'

by ( 2. 4 . 15) is tt' ¿'¡et o¿<'

(< P'-Q pQ(1*r/k)
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And so the second

<< p^o+( 
t-tlk)(m-rno, aa na 

l-1/k)m+nro/k

2.4.I4) is

.. p-*{n(p-1)p( I -r / k) ntrtao / k _R( p-l))n(r-r/k)nrt ,

-R+m . -olk+l R-m/k.<<p maxtp" , p j
$¿,^.- èt-a.e- ãeu (1*L-ò ¿Ç6óc45 o{ I + L 7 U-c- Sec.*^4 d*- è-. (a.u"ig)

l¿5

< 4,rr- 
/\ ( -tuz- t) fu,* - Q,l 4)

-R+ nr-€ c<<P

nr-R
P

(2.4.L7)

Proof. Since p>k,

2.4.4 are applicable.

m- nì-q -R+ I
P

,, p'-o(l - p-% -q+ I .p)

m-R-e>>p

t

where Eo t 0, since Q.+.12) holds.

Using this, the estimate Q.4.IO) for the number of singular

solutíons and Èhe relation (2.4.l.4), the number of non-singular solutions

of. (2.4.9) is

*_åu
p

,

srnce Ê- -¿ 7/-1. and this ís the required result.

Lemma 2.4.5 Suppose the hypothesis of Lemma 2.4.3 and (2.4.12) hold.

Let X(p) be as ín (2.4.4). Then for p > k , we have

X(P) >> P'o , U= Z- k"

p I k and so the Lemmas 2.4.2 (ii), 2.4.3,

Thus by (2.4.6), (2.+.8) and (2.4.13), rhe

result Q.4.17) follows.
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CHAPTER 3

A SYSTEM OF R DIAGONAL EQUATIONS

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, we obtain a result on bounded solutions of

a system of equations

(3.1.1) F,(x)=0, i<i<n,

where

(3. 1.2)
_k
À.. x. ,r, J

(r < i < R),

À.. (1 (i<n, 1< j(n) areall integersand k>3 isanodd
rJ

integer. The work in 92 to 57 will be devoted to proving the following

theorem, which is essential as an auxiliary result for our r'rork on

inequalities ( in the next chapter) :

TIIEOREM 1. There exist constants Al (k), A, (n,R,k) such that the

,.. . ,F*(I) be integral forms asfollowing result holds: Let

in (3.1.2), in

(3.1.3) nÞ [9n3t2log3Rk]

variables and let

(3.1.4) [= max lr, I

1<i<R

(For the meaning of lF, l, see Ehe table of notations.) Then the system

(3.1.1) has an integral solution x satisfying

r. (x)
l- t

=l

F (x)
1-
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(3. 1. 5) 0< l¿l < orÂo'

OUTLINE OF THE METHOD

The basic approach to prove Theorem 1 is to use the R-dimensional

extension of the Hardy-Littlewood circle method (see 52 of chapter 1),

as used in D-L. To give a brief outline of this method, we need the

following definition:

Definition 3. 1. 1. Let P be a large positive integer to be determined

Let ß(P) be the n-dimensional box given bylater in this chapter.

(3.1.6) ß(P) = {x; *i c B(P), (1 < i < n)} ,

wtrere, as in Def inition 2.2.L,

s(p)=[-p,-t]u[1,p]

Then let N(P) be the number of integral solutions of the system of

eguations (3.1. 1) , inside the boi ß(P) .

Also let f(n) be the trigonometric sum

(3.1.7) l(n) = [ e{,rxk),
)ÉB(P)

as in (Z.Z.t), for any real ^ Then

(3.1. B) N(P) r(n. )¿o
J_

where

(3.1.e) fJ= {o

R

i
=1

0 0¡ 11, (r<i<R))

(3.1.10)
^i

À.
I

c[ (1 < j < n)

and T(n. )'s are as in (3.1.7) for these 
^.' j' J

= I,I'
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Therefore to prove Theorem 1, it is enough to show that there

exist constants Al I Az such that for P > A'AA' , the integral on

the right hand side of (3.1.8) is greater than 0 and hence N(P) is at

least 1. This forms the main idea.

To do this, we divide Ëhe uniË cube u which is Ehe region

of our integration, into two parts called "naiot a.rcstt and t'mjno-r a-rcstt

and estimate the contributions of them to the integral in (3.1.8).

!üe apply Huars and Vinogradovts inequalities in appropriate places.

The major arc contribution is large compared to that of the minor arcs

and we attempt to find values of P as a function of 
^ 

for which the

former contríbution dominates the latter. i{e follow the lines of D-L

for the subdivision of U and for the estimations of the contribuËions,

but we must keep track of the dependence on A , thus in contrast to

the situation in D-L, our implied consËants must be independent of the

coefficients of the F. t s.

PLAN OF THIS CHAPTER

trle shall define a hypothesis (block condition) and a normal-

isation technique in 52 and shall first prove that it is sufficient to

prove Theorem 1 for a normalísed system that satisfies the block

condition and from there onr,rards r¡/e consider only such a system. In

53, we shall describe the subdivision of U and estimate the contribution

of the minor arcs. In 54, we shall discuss the pruning of the major

arcs and in 55 and 56 the singular integral and the singular series

respectively are discussed. Finally the proof is completed in 97.
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REDUCTION AND CONGRUENCES

lle have seen from the known results given in Chapter 1 that

to prove our theorem, \¡te need condit.ions that ensure the solvability

(non-singular), of the equations (3.1.1) in every p-adic field. This

needs results on the corresponding congruences, which we shal1 discuss

in Èhis section. Before starting on this subject, we shall first

reduce our Theorem I by a prescribed hypothesis, called the block

condition and by a normalisation technique, which I shall describe now.

HYPOTHESIS H (

Let

or "BLocK coNDrr
u'fctv^g ñr ""tF*

a.-ç ti,<-'-of f,nJe¡< '-.le*C arr "d

s = [9 t2Rlog 3Rk] . åf any non-singular R x R sub-

Then the theorem

matrix of the coefficient matríx (\, ) is specified, then there

exist s - 1 other non-singular R x R submatrices which together

with the. given one, are all dísjoint.

Lennna 3,2.1. Suppose Theorem t holds for n Þ

H holds for s = [gkzRlog 3Rk]

[9n9t2 1og 3Rk] when

the hypothesis

holds for n Þ IgËk2 1og 3Rkl regardless of the hypothesis H

prool. trüe prove this by induction on R suppose the lemma holds

for R - 1 forms and nÞ l9(n-t)3t2 1og 3(R-1)kl.

Suppose every non-trivial linear combination of Fr , ' " ,FR

contains more than (s-l)n variables. Then by Lemma 2,2.9, the

hypothesís H holds and so by the hypothesis of the present lemma,

Theorem t holds. Now r¡re suppose that there exists a non-trivial linear

combination of F F having at most (s-l)n variables. Let this be
lr"" R

R

I
=l

Fg À.
I

À *O forsome tr 1(t(n.
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Vle note Èhat sinc" À, + 0, x is a solution of

=Q

=0, 1<i<R, í+t{:
(3. 2. 1)

iff it is a solution of F, = 0, 1 < i < R

value zeto Eo all the variables appearing in

Then Èhe system of R - 1 equations

!üe give therefore the

g with non-zero coefficienEs.

(3,2.2) F, =0, 1<i<R, í*t

has at least [gn1t 2 1og 3Rk] - (s-l)n variables and so the number

of variables in this sytem is

) 9nlt2 log 3Rk - 1 - ( [9t<2R1og 3nt] - l)R

> gþkz log 3Rk - 1 - (9t2R1og 3Rk - 1)R

Þ g(n2-n)t2l.1og 3Rk + (n-r)

> 9(R-1)åk2 log 3(R-1)k

And so by our assumption, this system (3.2.2) has a solution which is

bounded in terms of 
^ 

Thus Èhe system (3.2.1) also has a solution

satisfying the same bound and this solution is also a solution of (3.1.1).

Since 
^' 

(where A'=T1*l1ll isatmostequalto 
^ 

(asin(3'1'4))'
rft

the above bound is less than a bound in terms of 
^ 

of Fr ,... ,Fo .

Hence if the theorem holds for R - 1 forms, it also holds for R forms '

¡Ie now consider the case R = 1, and consider a system consisting

of one form. If the hypothesis H does not hold then the above form

has more than one coefficient zero. So we get a bounded solution with

all the variables corresPonding to these zeto coefficients as 1 and the

rest O. If the hypothesis H holds then a bounded solution exists

by the hypothesis of the present lemma. Hence in any case,Theorem 1

holds for R = 1.

Thus Ëhe result follor¡s by induction'



NORMALISATION

thaÈ is needed

deal with the

In this section, I shall discuss a normalisation technique

to establish p-adic solvability which is used later to

44

singular series. This is based on the normalisation in
"V¿- a-sseÈ¡- e4.t-C Frt "''' Fo- açc' l¿aeø't3

Ls ën.u t^'r.-- SA¡' Ct 5c 6tt u^èV cl'c- B Letctl--
D-L, but simpler
úta4L pch 

i;;"

(3 .2.4)

(a ¿¡ n.I f,ê.: q a) t

(3.2.3) o(Fl ,... ,to) = II
(Jr '''' '

where the product is taken over all

j
det ( À.

I tl- 11 <ÇÁ< n))

subsets of R disjoint J, r "'tJ¡
¿r-,-"( eLv Los ta,s o ¿rleÇ¡.e-faa +( c)

such that t * jr j* ( t Let M be the number of such sets.

Our proofs will use the following lenrna of D-L.

Lemma 3.2.2. Let F. (x), (1 < i < R) be given forms as in (3.1.2).

Then

(1 < i < R)

and v=v, + +v then

R )

n

0(F F
kRMu/ n

P o(Fl ,...,F*),),
lr"" R

and ( ii) if F.'(x) =
l-

(3.2.s) 0(F

R

I
=l

d. . F. (x),rJ t -

Ftr...rto).F,)
R.

(1 < i < R),

r¿here di¡ are integers and leÈ det(d.. ) i D, say, f 0, then

M=| 0(1r.",

Proof. See lemma 10 of D-L

D-L considered "local" normalisation with respect to a

at p and was based on operations of the type in the above
Uo .¿

Ours, sa c o aL normal isation with respect to all primes p

simultaneously and will be based on a narrower class of operations,

particul

1emma.

namely the following:
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Definition 3.2.1

for a prime p

o2-

( i)
( ii)

and øn, O I

45

Divide one or more rows of

to pre-multiplying (\, )

say, having its components

. -t]-sP;

p; this is equivalent

diagonal matrix Dl,

or 1, at least one

Ài by.)t
(

by"

eiEher

RXR

-t
p

O2 Multip1y one or more variables x. by P; this is equivalent

to rnultiplying one or more columns of (tr, 
¡ ) by P* , which

is the same as post-multiplying (À,, ) by a n x n diagonal

matrix Dz, say, having components either Pn or 1;

O3. Replace one of the forms Fr,...,FR, say Fu by Fu + linear

combination of others with integer coefficients in [Orp-t];

this is equivalenÈ to pre-multiplying (\, ) by an R x R

integral maLrix U , say, having 1 as its diagonal coefficients

and O 
I s elsewhere excepÈ in the k-th row whose coefficients

are integers in [0,P-1]

From Lemma 3.2.2, it is clear that the only operation of this

kínd which could take a set of R integral forms to another set of

integral forms with lorr¡er value of 0 (as in (3.2-.3)) are those of the

type O¡ such that plO; the other operations, hovrever, can make such

reduction possible. :T-€pe+a'Gi-ons

. A p-operation; A single operation of the type

followed by c'ë eost --¿.-¿- operations of the

for the same p such that

O3

type

the R nevr forms thus obtained are integral,

these new forms have a lower value for 0 ( lower than that

of the old forms).
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A system of forms Fr ,.. . ,FR is called nornafised iff no

p-operation as above is possible on this system.

Since each p-operation reduces O for some p such that pl O,

only a finite number of successive ones are possible; and starting

from any given system of forms by applying possible p-operations until

hre reach a situat.ion where fot all p no further P-operations are

possible, we will always arrive at a normalised system.

EFFECT OF NORMALISATION ON INTEGER SOLUTIONS

!üe shall now show that if a normalised system obtained from

the given system (3.1.1), as above, has a "bounded solution" (solution

bounded as a function of 
^) 

Èhen a "bounded solution" exists for the

given system also.

Lemma 3.2.3. Let Fr(x) r*(x) be as in (3.1.2), 0

a prime dividing O Suppose ri(x),. ..,r{(x)

(3 .2.6)

1 ,. .. ,FR by a p-operation 01 or 02 and suppose the system

F.'(x)=0, (1<i<R)
t-

has a solutíon x satisfying

(3.2.7) lll (( Â,8,

F.t
I | . Then there exists a constant

be as in (3 .2.3)

are obtainedand p

from F

where At = max
1<i<R

such that the system (3.1.1) has a solution y, saYr

lyl
B

Bz = Bz(Bl rnrRrk)

satís fying

F, ,. . . ,Fp bY Perforruing

( rearranging, if necessary)

.7). Then we easily 8cc--

, |cs 6(c- vtJer lÞ

P<< 
^B

,
RProof . l,Ie first consider Fí,. . . ,F

01 with the first t , say, rows of

and let x be a solution of Q.2.6)

ê1.¿"¡; I-.-ã 5.,r¿s{¿'-s (-3, l"L)

f oil ønrs vú¿e\ B- =Ð"

obtained from
cté, vu.k'(,/(À., ) ¡'uv p

satisfyine ß.2

i2n.L N < n
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that

the result fo

L = (pxr r... rP*t rxt+t r... r*n) is a solution of (3.1.1) and

this case, since

l¿l .. p 
^'u' 

<< p(p
^

B -tBr+1

and taking Bo = -tB' * 1

Similarly if F

p-operation oz, 
^' 

.a pu' 
^ 

and

were obtained from Fl ,... ,FR bY a

l:l .pl"l andsowith B,=Br'r(+1 ,o

,
1r"', F,

R

Lermna 3.2.4. Let F ¡ p be as in Lenrna 3

F* by a p-operation

2.3 and let tí,...'F;

O3 SuPPose Èhe

Then the system

rt"" F 0R'

(3.1.1) has a solution y- such

satisfyinc (3.2.7).

that

lZl (. p '"'^"'

proof. The p-operation o3 is equivalent to pre-multiplying the

coefficient matrix by an R x R integral matrix U, which is as described

in o3 and so deE u = 1. Thus L = x is also a solution of the

original system (3.1.1) . But

^' 
< (p-l)RA ¿{ p''Â

Therefore

l¿l << (pt'À¡"' ,

which gives Ëhe result.

be forms obtained from F, ,.. : ,

system ß.2.6) has a solution

Lemma 3.2.5. Let tí,... ,ti be a nornaJised system obtained from a

by a finite number of p-operatíons for primes p

(3.2.3). Suppose for this normalized system,(3'2'6)

s atis fying

x

system Fl ,.. . ,F

dividing 0 , âs

has a solution

IN

R

x
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lll .. (^')u '

Then the system (3.1.1) has a solution y satisfying

lyl ... nu,

where B = B(BtrkrRrn).

Proof. All primes involved in the normalisation operations must divide

O(Fr ,. . . ,F*). And so in Èhe process of normalisation at each step of

reducEion, at hlorst we would have performed one from each operation

Or, Oz, Oa. There would have been at most{O) such operations. There-

fore by repeated application of Lemmas 3.2.3,3,2.4, there will be a

soluEion I of (3.1.1) such that

l¿l << oB' Au' , B, = B, (B',k,n,R)

-MRB +B' .B<<^ ¡ ((.{\ sâYt

since O has M products,each of which is a'determinant of R x R sub-

matrix of (À.. ) and so is << 
^RrJ

From this lemma, it follows that to Prove our Theorem 1, it

is enough to prove the same for a normalised system. Also from Lemma

3.2.L, it follows that it is enough to prove the Èheorem for a system

which satisfies the hypothesis H with s = [gt<2Rtog 3Rk].

Hence it is enough to prove the following theorem:

THEOREII 2. There exist constants Br(k), Br(n,R,k) such that the

f*(x) be integral forms as infollowing result holds: Let F, (x)

t

(:.f.2),in n variables. Suppose that

n satisfies (3. 1.3) , and the hypothesis

Then the system (3.1.1) has an integral

X

F- are normalised,
R

s = llt zRtog 3Rk] holds.

x satisfying

Er1 ,. .. ,

H with

s o lut ion

B

2

where 
^ 

is as in (3.1.4)

0< <B
^
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CONGRUENCES

F

For the reasons given above, from no\,I on we consider.forms

F which are normalised and for which the hypothesis H holds.
R

Thus in this subsection we sha11
t

sÈudy the p-adic solvabilitY of
1t"'t

normalised forms.

Lenrna 3 ,2.6. Let

(3 .2 .8)

F. (x) be as in (3 .I.2) and k odd.Suppose

n
o

[9R loe 3nk]

and leÈ p be the exact power of p dividing k and letÍ

(3.2.9) Y = Y(k,P) =

have a solution with not all

Proof. See Lemma 6 of D-L.

Def initíon 3.2.2. l,te call a

of Xt , . . . ,*r, divisible bY P

soluEion x of the system of equations (3.1.1)

I
t

if
if
if

1

T+
T+

,

1,

2,

T=0
T>0
1>0

and p>2
and p=2

Thenif n)no then the congruences

(3.2.10) F. (x) = o (mod p7), (1 < i < R)

non-singular if at this solution has rank R.

Lemma 3 .2.7 . Suppose F (x) are as in (3 .1.2) and let

(3.2.11) r'. (x) = Ô. (¡) (mod pr), (1 < i < R)'

Suppose for every j there exists at least one i for which Ài ¡ I O

(mod p) (that is no column = 0 (mod p)) and any form

gr0, + ... * 8*Q*

suchthatsome gi =l and O*Bi (p-1, (1<i<R) containsatleast

n^ coefficients noÈ divisible by p , where to satisfies (3.2.8).
0

Then the congruences ß.2.10) wifh Y replaced by s have a non-singular

solution (moa p' ), for all s > Y, (see Definition 2'4'2) '

rhe matri"{tL- ) evàluated
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Proof. Let F=Br0r * g*ô* be any form where the g, t"

are not divisible by p , say n I Sr. Then tl're number of variables

wirh coefficients not divisible by p is the same as for the form

hrO, + ... *h*0o , where h, = eirr(mod p),8í8, = 1 (mod p) and

0 < h. ( p-l for all i And so by the hypothesis of this lemma,

this number is at least to . Then by Lemma 7 of D-L, the congruences

ß.2.10) have a solution of rank R

Frorn this solution, by the standard procedure, as in Lenrna

9 of D-L, vle can obtain a non-singular soluÈion of the congruences

(2.2.10) with y replaced by s > Y . Thus the proof is completed.

(From the existence of non-singular solution of (3.2.L0) for

every s > y , by p-adic compactness property, it follows that the

equations

have a non-singular solution in the p-adic field.)

Lemma 3.2.8.

| ;øca-íg u^.1<-¡ cs,(c* â

),...,F*(x) is a syst.* orþot*alised

Then for each prime P , theY can be

r¿-orlerëa3 t¿-L was'¿ia-L(cj ¿F è1LILSS4":l)

+

Suppose t, (

type (3.1.2) .

written as 'Íotlaws, ¿.'(c-c*

x

(3.2.12) r, (x) = F, 
o 

(x

forms of the

(3.2.L3)

occurs i" /rro 
with

I r... t x)
m

+ p Fi r 
(*rr*r r... r"r), (1 < i < R),

$ t'tt+(-

where m = m(p) and each variable xl ,. .. ,Xn

coefficient i not divisible by p and

*"i
Also let q = q(p) be the rninimal number of variables ¡¿hich

R

occur ín æø3 I *, t,0 v¡ith some gi = f and o * 8i ( p-1 for all
i =1

i , and with coefficients not divisible by p Then
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ß.2.L4) c>#

Proof . The resulÈs ß.2.L2) and (3.2.I3) correspond to the results

(34) and (35) respectively in Lemma 11 of D-L.
R

So we shall prove ß.2.I4). Let I t, t, o be the linear
i =1

combination as in the lemma,having the minimal number of variables q

as defined above and let gk = 1- (0 ( 8i < P-1). Consider

F,'(x) = F, (5) , í + k

gi x), gk 1, O*Bi (p-1.F-'(x)k-
F.

I

Thus tí r.. . ,ti are obÈained from Fr ,... ,FR by an operation of the

type O3 with det U = 1 
R

Since q is the number of variables in I t, F. o with
t =1

coefficients not divisible by p , let these variables be *1 ,. .. ,Xq ,

by rearranging if necessary. Now consider

R

I
=1

(

^,,,k

t,

= p 1 Fi (nx, pxo,xq+l ,... rX'

= Frt(pxr r. . . rpxo rxq+l r. .. r"r),

)

i+kF

Then sínce I tr t, o has integral coefficíents, it is clear from the

defining property of F; that F;' has integral coefficients. And

o(Fí' ,... ,Fl' ) = nn*ttn/ "'*to{F, , ..rFR),

by (3.2.4) and (3.2.5) of Lemma 3.2.2, wiÈh v, = = uo = 1, vr = 0

for q+l(i(n and D=pr Thegivenforms Fl,...rFR are

normalised and so the power of p in 0 cannot be reduced by any

p-operations (in the sense of Definition 3.2.I). Thus the power of

p in 0(Fí' ,. . . ,Fl' ) cannot be negative and so
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kRMq - MÞ O,

from whích (3.2.L4) follows. This completes the proof of this lermna

Lemma 3.2.9 . Suppose Fr ,. .. ,FR (as in (3.1.2)) is a normalised

system of forms in n variables xl ,. . . ,Xo where

(3.2.15) nÞ Rk[9n log3Rk]

Th the system of congruences

F. (x)
t-

for s Þ V has a non-singular solution (*od p' )

Proof. The proof follows steps similar to those of Theorem 3 (for odd

k) of D-L; the difference is that we obtain a non-singular solution

(rnod pt ) . trIe appeal to our Lemmas 3.2.6 to 3.2. B.

The value of q in Lemma 3.2.8, by Ëhe same lemma satisfies

q>*> [9n log3Rk] , by (3.2.15). Thar is qÞno, where .o is as

defined in Lemma 3.2.6. Thus the hypothesis of Lemma 3.2.7 is satisfied

and so the result follows by the same lemma.

DISSECTION AND MINOR ARCS

In order to estimate the integral (3.1.8), and hence to estimate

N(P), the number of solutions of our system of equations (:.f.1), we

follow the usual convention of dividing the region of inÈegration U

(as in(¡.f.9)) into smaller regions ca11ed major arcs and minor arcs.

Then we estimate the contribution of these arcs to the integral (3.1.8)

separately,using the available tools (the results in Chapter 2).

n

=0 (modp'), (1<i<R)

3

for every prime p
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In this section, I shall give this dissection and estimate

Ëhe contribution of minor arcs to

(3.3.1) r(,¿r. ) dc¿t-J ,I,

where

Maior Arcs and l"linor Arcs

For any íntegers Q,A, ,. . . ,\ satisfYing

(3.3.2) o < 4 < Q, (Q,lr,...,\) = 1, 1 < Q < 
^* 

Pno

^. 
rs are as

t
in (3.1.10) and r(r.) as in (3.1.7).

where

M(A,Q),

AI

a
ß.

I
(3.3.3) q lß, | . Q-t nR-lr-t<+to, (1 < i < R)

^ 
ís as in (3.1.4),

to consist of all

\¡/e def ine the major a-rcs ' 
denoted by

in U (see (3.1.9)) that satisfyO¿

r¡here Let M be the union of all M(A,Q) and m called

the rnjno¡ a.rcs, be the complement of M in U

Suppose

(3.3.4) ,k'2ko t 2A*'t .

Then it is easily checked that two major arcs do not overlap unless they

are identical. So from novJ on,r^te supPose (3.3.4) holds. Now I shall

estimate the contribution of m to our integral.

The contribution of the minor arcs

Ler¡nna 3.3.1

H holds for

Let m be the set of minor arcs and supPose the hypothesis

the system (3.1.1). Then for n > I9n3f." Iog 3Rkl , we have

tfl

'| ,I' lr('r' ) l¿o " 'n' 
Rk' o 

'
m

(3.3.5)
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r(^¡ ) (1 < j < n) are as in (3 J.fr,
1

(¡. f.7) respectively

Bkz log k

Progf. The forms F, ,. .. ,F¡ are independent forms and so the rank of

the coefficient matríx (À. j ) is R Therefore there is an R x R

non-singular submatrix. trle specify this submatrix. Then since Lhe

hypothesís H holds, there are s - 1 more disjoint non-singular R x R

submaÈrices other than Ëhe specified one, where s is as in the hypo-

thesis H

For cL in m and for any R independent 
^, 

t" the alternative

(i) of Lemma 2.2,8 holds. And so !¡e use this for the j'" corresponding

to the above specified non-singular submatrix. Also \¡7e use the trivial

estimate P for the jt" not corresponding to any of the above s

submatrices. Then the left hand side of (3.3.Ð is

n-sR R-oPP I
m

]lrt". ) l¿g ,

rvhere the producÈ is over the jtt corresPonding to the above (s-1)
l€ ¿.-t és .Lw¿-t ú/-e'¡

I¡If this integrand as a product of s - 1t

sets of R, lr(rr. ) I's with ^, 
t" belonging to the same set' \^7e can

R x R submatric es.

apply Lemma 2,2.7, since

above integral becomes

- f = so+fand then Hölder's inequality,so the

R( s - 1- k)

s

<<P

Hence the integral in (3.3.5) is

^L+

,rr4

4'- | i,S

4-L

o14)

s"l;s ô

¿a_l

R

-n- s R+R- o+R( s - r- k)
P't

n- Rk-oP,

which is the required result.
ou Ér)t-.o.'lain Ørj ltæe+t

vc U\L.

( lzrrgrl 's,
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PRUNING THE MAJOR ARCS

In this section, we first recall the definition of the major

arcs ¡l(e,q) ;

ß.3.2) ro

where

later )

namely (3.3.3). tr'Ie shal1 reduce the range of a in

1<Q<P-

trl > 0 is a gíven small number (which we shall deËermine suitably

and then contract M(A,Q) to M'(A'Q) r say, for which

-k +t
lß' I

<P (1 < i ( R),(3.4.1)

rshere t > 0 is also a given number, the value of which is Ëo be

determined later.

Ìrle note ËhaË this is a contraction for Q < P(^', if

-1
P

-k+ko-r¿ -k+rq >P

Hence, from norìr on we shall take

(l) + T < ko,

tj

o, ' sar'

(3.1.10).

The approximations + to 0, (1 < i < R)

to the linear forms i (1 < j ç n), where

These are related by the following:

R-lAP -k+ko

ß .4 .2)

imply approximations

Â. rs are as in
,
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I
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a.

À.. o. =1ay.rJ t {j 
't(3.4.4)

where

(3.4.5)

and

(3.4.6)

1 Qi
"i1

Yj

R

I \,4' (",'c,) =l (1-< j < n)
I

R

I
=t

À.. ß.tt I

The contribution of the arcs M'(A,Q) constitutes the main

term of (3.1.S) and that of the arcs M(A,Q) - M'(A,Q) forms a part of

the error term. In this section, I shall estimate the latter contri-

bution.

Lemma 3.4.1. Let n,Â be as in (3.1.3), (3.1.4) respectively;and

be such thatô > 0 and integer P

(3.4.7) 1-ô-ko>0j o16<t/3

and

(3 .4. 8) P
l-6 - ko R>^ R

Suppose the hypothesis

in (3.1.8) by M(A,Q)

H holds. Then the contribution to the integral

v¡ith Q > P- 1S

(3.4. e) aa 
^*( 

s li"-r ) ,n' 
kn' <'.{ s / k' 2-e o )

t

where s [9k2R1og 3Rk] , ee := (n-l) 2' > o.

Proof. Since the rank of the coefficient matrix ( \,) is R and

the hypothesis H holds, we have s dísjoint sets of R, j't (in [1,n])

such that each set of R, ^j " for j'" corresponding to the same set

are independent (one of these s sets is a specified one). Then by

taking the trivial estimate P for all the lf(rr. ) I's for the j't not
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corresponding to any of the above sets, \^/e can writes

(3.4.10) n lrt".)l <p"''o I
j=r r ' (jr,...,i*) lr("

J
) "' r(" )lj

R

-l -k+ 1-ô
P

o is in M(A,Q). Then the

by the last Part of

I min{P, lv, l*Ì'ag

I

where the product on the right hand side is over the disjoint R-tuples

of the above mentioned s sets.

Now we consider (3.4.4) to (3.4.6) for j = jr,"',jq belonging

to any one of Ehe s sets. By (3.4.5), qj la and so we have G.4.4)

where

<Q<^*Pn" <Pt'ô

by (3.3.2), (3.4.7) and (3.4.8); and so

lv, l<"rurto-t n-k+kø

by (3 .4.6>, (3. , ,),[::,u"'r?.o.rr, since

alternative (i) of Lemma 2-2.L holdsrand
e'2,3

lemma fi. h".r.,
/

(3.4.11) lt(n, )1.. t 
t/k rir,{p, .r "'' lv, l å1, j = jr,"', jp

Using this and exÈending the region of integration of (3.1.8) for M(A,Q)

with Q t P- , to the whole R-space l{' say, lüe geÈ

i=jr,...,jn

T
Q>PG)

T
Q>PC.J

I
=.iJl t'

t

.,in

qj

I

I
A

I
A

o, l-'uJ
w

j=jr,...,jn
J

J

IT

=j, ''' J (L ,.X ui-<¿ a3 ínR

(where a(jr,...,jR) = deLltr.. ll, 1 < i < R, j = j, j*)' ul Lemma
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2.3.Lrsince

one of the

Using this lasÈ inequaliÈy, it follows by-ttölder's inequality

rhat the left hand side of (3.4.9) is

-1l k ,(s-k)R+n'sR

Àr " "'^¡ are independent as the j, ,. " ,j¡1 belong to

(3 .4.12)

I
s sets.

R

II I
e)pc¿ A j€ssets

qj

since lA(jl ,. ..,j*) | > t (as it is non-zero and Ài ¡ integers) ' so

now it is enough Èo estimate

sum by applying ttölders inequality'as then r{e can estimate the required

And the above sum is,bY Lennna 2'3'2,

aa 
^***to

m1n

(since ^. ,...,À,, -JR
.l

are independent)

{1,
^R( 

r / k- 2- eo) p-4s / k' 2' eo)1

since l¡l¿*n* . Using this and ttölder's inequality in (3'4'10),

our result (3.4.9) follows.

Lemma 3.4.2. Suppose n is as in (3.1.3) and Lhe hypothesis H holds

Then the difference between the contributions of M(ArQ) and

with Q < P- , to the right hand side of (3.1.8) is

(3.4.13) <

where 
^ 

is as in (3.1.4)

proof. As in the proof of the previous lemma, there exisÈ s dísjoint

setsof R. À.'s such that Ëhe Â.'" in each set are independent' Also
jJ

reasoning as in the same lemma, since c[ is in M(A,Q), (3.4.11) holds

for ^. 
ts ¡.rith j itt any of these s sets '

J

M )( aA
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To prove our result (3.4.13), it is enough to estimate

(3.4.14)

where the integration is over Èhe region

-k+r < max lß
1<i<R

P

In this region, the integral in (3.4.L4) is

I
Q<PI'

an

Ilil
¡. J j=r

lr(r, ) lag

-l<Q .lI P
-1 -k+ ko

n

II lr(,r. ) laß.T
=1

r={ß; lg,l , P-u*')

.l
T

max
1<1<R

By taking the trivial estimate for n - sR, ^, '"

to any of the above s

the above integral is

sets and applying (3.4.11)

where

s r-nce

j not corresponding

for the remaining,

..[,"
T

-sR il
-tlLIl 7z¡. mír:'

J=J' r "'rJn
{P, lv, I =år)ag

A(ä 
t) ( R' 1),(s' k) R''z,ät,

(jr""'iR)

where j, ,. . . ,jp belong to the same set amongsE the s sets and

(j, ,...,jo) runs over the s sets . nî*te7ovs Ëo

Novr we can apply Ehe resultl<2.2.ø> of Lemma 2.3.r, and

^then by Hölder's inequality we get the above inequality as

n<<P -sR -1l k

$t(l )
(jr " " 'i*) R

l¡l > 1 (the 
^ 

occurring in (2.3.6)).

Using this ín (3.4.14), the required estimate is

.. ¡(å-t ) ( R- 1) ,n' Rk'z tä t 

' t I
e(pc¿ o (jr,

<< 
^(ä 

r)( R- 1) pn Rk-r (s.' r) ARtg-,)(,

r(
" 'i*)

tq.
J R

)-rlt
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by applying (2.3.,o) (of Lemma 2.3.2) and Hölder's inequality for the

inner summation and then allowing a to go from 1 to æ '

l,le noÈe ËhaÈ we are now left only with the contribution

of M'(ArQ) (the rest have been all estimated) and this forms the

main term of our inËegral (3.1.8).

Lenuna 3.4.3. For any inÈegers â¡9 and real number Y '
ín (2,2.Ð , (2.2.2) respectively; n,À be as

let S(a,q),

r(y) be as in (3.1.3),

(¡.f.4) respectively and the hypothesis H holds.

be such that

Suppose ô, 0, T, P

(3.4.15) ô>o+T

(3.4.16) ,6- 
c.r-r > A&

Then we have,

and

(3.4.17)

where A (Ar ,...,4^) is over o ( A, ,...,4o < Q, (Al ,...,4*,Q) = 1,

çjtr-) S(a, ,g, ),

Ti
Q<P úJ A

r(¡. ) dd" =ei(P-)¡(P-k*" )
J_

r(v, ) dßJ(P-k*')

n = {P; lß, I = P-u*" ,

I

fn| .nJ t=
rur'( 5 q)

+ E,

(3 .4. 18)

(3.4.le)

(3.4.20)

and

ffTTñ-rL i2-t ï
Q<P- A

= J,i,
B

the integration is over the region

(1 < i < R)Ì

(3.4.2r) n-Rk- l+26+(R+1)r¡t.r,\E<<P



Proof. For cl in
A

0, =i*u, (t<i<R) with

-k+r

-k+6- c¡¡

M'(ArQ) ,
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<< 
^P

-k +r

-

<<P

1< Q ( P-, lß, I
<P

And the corresponding 
^j

(1 < j < n) are given by (3.4.4) with

t <Q<P'<P6, lv,l

26
P

¡ IIr t(^¡
ifr

26 n-1-sRPP

-t -k+ ô
qj P

by (3.4.15), (3.4.16); and so by Lenrna 2.2'3 we have,

ß.4.2ù t(^¡) =o,t t(-r,,a,)r(v,¡ +o1126), (1 < j(n).

rn order to approximate . i- r(,t, ) , we have to rnultiply
j =r t

together the approximations in (3 .4.22). The error term can be

estimated by multiplying the esÈimaEes of any set of main terms of

(3.4.22) a¡ð of the complementary set of error terms. It is clear

that any.main term is majorised by P and any error terrn by P'6 .

The error term is thus majorised by taking the product of n - 1 main

terms and a single error Eerm. Hence the error while estimating

)is
j =r

n

I )]I
(j, , "',i*) J=Jrt"'rJR

-l/kqj m]-n
-k+ I ]lt,

-1

s sets aswhere (j, ,. .. ,jR) corresponds to the same set amongst the

in the previous lemma. And so the error in approximating the

in (3.4.17) is < 5 ê o^rs ëL¡- 6¿ê-l a "ctu'
prvac.L ¿Â^J'o t 4"¿s /Yt(fl,&\t an{ Jo .ls

<< p2ô+n-1 pCÈ+rJ* "p 
C-.2â;+:¡/)Ri

integral

o( e¿.L

5ün¿ç lA¿lS6?3pa
, s Ls L,

â.nL lß¿l -< ,-a-+l i.^t N,c4,cl\{o-
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obtained by extending

the whole space

ttö1der's inequality.

The total error

the area of integration for this error to

result Q.3.5) of Lemma (2.3.1), and

Èerm is obtained by sumrning thi s error
(n

4 and then over Q < P

main terms gives the first

Hence the lemma is proved.

SINGULAR INTEGRAL

This secËion

and P of the integral

in the following lemma:

This gives (3.4.21). The product of the

term of the right hand side of (3.4.17).

5

is devoËed to find a lower bound in terms of 
^

J{P-k*" ¡, as in (3.4.19). I^Ie shall do this

Lemma 3.5. 1. LeË J(P-u*" ) ue as in (3.4. 19 ) . suppose

(3.s.1) Pk > 6(3nR!rznf,zn" ) o <17.*3,

Ihen we have

(3.5.2)

r¿here

(¡'or

J(p-k*") )r À-* rn'Rk{coÂ-(3'ru¡n' + o(^{R'r)+tp-(åt')},
Íl.,lu:

Co is a positive constant depending only on nrlana s = lgtzRlog 3Rk].

the meaning of the notation tOt, see the table of notation in page 3.)

Proof . lrle

integration

ß space,

first recall

of J{l-k*" ¡.

The remainder

B given by (3.4.2O), which is the region of

Now we exEend this integral to the whole of

space is then

{ Ê max
1<j<R

>P -k+T

which is the region T as in Q,3.4). LIe also have, bg Ls'<^n 2'L,3-t

lß, I Ì

]lr(v, )l .. *ir,{r,lYíl"U
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and s set.s of R independent Y, t" , as in the proof of Lemma 3-4-L.

So by taking Ehe Lrivial estimate P for the remarn ing n sR, lr(y. )l's
¿La lo

and applying llölder's inequality and the result (2.3 .6) of Lemma 2.3 .1,

the difference between the above integral over B and that over the

whole space is

<<.^(å* 1) ( R' 1) 
,n- 

s R+(s'k) R- r(3' 1)

(3. 5.3) << 
^(å 

1) ( R- I ) Po' 
Rk' î (å' I )

Hence we can now replace our integral by

lim
0-t- fr I r(v, ) ¿ßr

=l
¿ßn

-ô-0

where Yj (f < 5 < n) are linear forms in ßr ,...,ßR as in (3 '4"6)

and r(Vr) asin (2.2.Ð. rn r(Vr) (f <3<n) r^rePut E=ytln

and then by Èhe sÈandard arguments (as in Lemma 30 of D-L), Èhe above

limit can be written as

(3. s.4) (Yr Yr' )

where L= (Yr,"'rYrr), z.(Y) are linear forms

I \¡v¡, (1<i<R)
=1

and B(Pk) is as in (3.1.6) wittr P replaced by Pk

Now we make a change of varíables f : y -> z defined by

L _.

- 
I]-m

n
k ucl- r

R sin 2rö2.
-l+l/k n I

rr --T- GI_ t
i=t T'i

(3.5.5) zr(y) =
j

zi = z. (y),

'i=Yit

(1 < i < R)

(n+t < i ( n).

The Jacobian J of this Eransformation satisfies

l-rl = >> 
^-R 

,

ãy

6Z
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since hre ah^rays take the submatrix with the firsË R columns of (Ài¡

to be non-síngular. (fne implied constant depends only on A.) By

the change of variable theorem, the expression in (3.5.4) is

(3.5.6)

>> k '^-R/¿r-[
Þ -r4

f(ß(Pk ) )

)

(yr ,*)-t*t/o(r**1 ... ,r)-'*t'n, Ï,
sín 2rþ2.

dz

where y1 r...,y¡ are uniquely deEermined by (3.5.5) with Yi = zi ,

(n+t < í ( n).

In Lemma 2.2.10, if we take M to be our coefficient matrix

(\, ), then m = A and all the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2.10 are satisf ied

kwith Q = P^ . so by this lemmarit follows that for all (zrr...,ro)

'lÍz

-t + t/.L
>ë.

such that l r, I <

1= (Yn*rr"'rYn))
(n-t) !^"R
such that

(or...,orzp*r,. . ¡z

I , (1 < i < R), there exist (r**, ,...,2n),

(2, ,. . , ,zn) is in f(ß(Pk ) ) . Therefore

[o,,,+ari'rn)-t+tln d("o*r , ". ,"n) ,

by Fourierts integral Lheorem applied R times, the value of the

expression in (3.5.6) is

(3.5.7)
.n -R>>k

^ r

r^rhere f is the region in (n-R)-¿imensional sPace given by

) = f (I), for sorne y. in 8(Pk )

6= {(v,r . ">Jp-¡zrr-, 1t"' = u)).
n

And for this z&*r,t.-22a7 vc- Aave-

1< 11 l<ru, (n+t<i(n)

and 'there exist unique (y, ,. . . ,y*) such that

i Ài.¡ yj =0, (1 <i<R)

and

lv,l<r*, (r<i<n)i

I

1<
t< lso> t è^tv 1- ¿5 o.(1,

-ll. r/-.L
( yr. -. V,¿zv*rt-' 2.*> 

= I Y," ^ ^Y oZ?.n,'^ ' z-*l
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Now taking the particular case ,t = 0, (1 < i < R) in

(2.2.22) of Lemma 2,2.10, we notice that the set S(Pk ) obtained

thereris contained in the above set 1, and the integrand in (3.5.7)

is non-negative and so (3.5.7) is

[ *o"t' 1+1/k) d(z**r,...,

stik I

)z
n>>^-R

>>^-R u(s(pk ) )-kn+n
P

where U denotes the measure. By part (ii) of Lenrna 2.2.L0, with

k
Q=P and m=Â, Ëhis is

-R -k n+n ,k( 
n. R)

>>^ P

^f-ttt.-

,, 
^-9"* 

+r) R pn' Rk

From this and (3.5.3) the result (3.5.2) follows'

SINGULAR SERIES

In this section, we shall obtain a lor^rer bound for the

singular series which is a summation extended tron çiG-) as ln

(3.4.18). For convenience, I shall restate and relabel it here.

6

n

(3.6.1) OtY') TI S(a. ,q. ),-1Ij =r
qj

Q<P(.) A

where A = (Ar r...,A*) is over 0 ( Ar r... rAR d Q such that

(QrA; ,...,4*) = 1. lnle shall make use of the results of 54 of Chapter

2

Lemma 3.6. 1. LeË 6i{r-) be as in ( 3 . 6 . 1) . Then we have
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Ç{e-) = G* o(^*(s/k' 1) p-ds/k' 2'eo),

(i)

(3.6.2>

where

(3.6.3) g =I u;'Ê k-¿tzj),
a

I q-" so (l,q) =
t

Øz
@--¡

AI F
1
*...+A*Fn

a

-a.1/

2- 'Tr
L i=t

(3.6.4) so (A,Q)

where t, '" are as in (3.L2); and

( ii)

(3. 6.5)

where 
^

Proof.

of D-L,

T

a

i
x=

n
1

a=l
X=

t

e
I

)

I i" a positive number and is

>>^-'r- - Ç-= pr-(ä--F)

is as in ( 3. 1 . 4) and e¡ = Ck:t)L¿ t- 7o t

The result is a standard one and it follows as in Lemma 29

with the error term

I
1

i
A

n

l
j =r

n

I
j =t

-lI
qj

s(a, ,0, )
Q>P(.,

I
Q>Pø

-1l k

by Lemma 2,2.4. As in the proof of Lenrna 3.4.L, we apply the result of

Lemma 2.3.2 and Hölderts inequality to the inner sum and thus the above

sum is

.. A*( 
s / k' 1) p- ( s / k' 2' e)c'r')

where s = [9t<2A1og 3Rk] .

To prove Èhe resulÈ (ii), we shall first recollect Ehe notations

of 54 of Chapter 2. The $ i" in facË (by (2.4.3)),

(3.6.6) 6 =Ix(n)

where p runs through all the primes and X(p) is as in (2.4.4) which

can also be written as
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co

X(p) = I + I I (p')- so(A,p')
v=r L

where so is as in (3 .6.4>. We also have by expanding so(A,p') and

applying Lemma 2.2.4t èa-| t-,sþ'2 - ou- Hgpota's;s Ht câac 4 4"''?Qr&t-l

I (p' )-" so (a,p' ) | tt P-'4 
t n

L Fo' bLzsL- .&t- ¿'f Q = -'/, .'c- íeatc 4 o( e1'' Z )'t¿4; ¿-' (3 '¿¿"Ð

î"ã"; ä:-i,,X;iJ"'* Fi|,'!Êä risÓhî'#Ão side of Èhe above expression is

aa p '"' / k+ R' << p-'(/ / k' R)

Hence

We note that -

Hence it follows

(3.6.7)

Since our Ft ,. .. ,FR

each prime p, we have, a(e"-

where the coefficients

divisible by p, tn > *
linear combination (as

Thus the mr g

(3. 1.3) holds

p

<<p-(r'/ k- R)

the exponent -{f, - n) < - 1

that there exists a P0 such that for P > Po '

lx(n)-t I

-¡r(.d/ k- R)
æ

I
=lv

of each variable X, r. .. rxr¡ in

and the number of variables q

in Lemma 3. 2. 8) satis fies

/a-C.e¿c-.(c_-C

by Lemma 3.2.8 for

\./a.e¡)etÇia5 !,f aecc-sla,eg,

F, o are not

in on7 prescribed

I x(p) > 
'2e>&^ Iincazþ-f.ke

are normalisedftorms,
Á

v< - ardceë c-r,g cLc''

r,(5) = Fro(x,,...,*-) + P Fi,(*ro1r...,*r), (1 < í <R)

nq"m

in Lemma 2.4.3 also satisfy these inequalities. Now since

for n , (2.4.L2) is satisf ied. And so \¡te can apply Èhe
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Lemmas 2.4.3 to 2.4.5 and by these lemmas, we have that for P > k,

X(p) >> p-"o . llence we have

(3.6.8) II X(p) >>
p)k
plo

wl.--- Lo¡ uS ètçLa-"¿ct1 w..tuc-- øf Ëoã ¿'t|l'){ø- -7uLAt
as lOl . 

^tto 
, where M is Ehe number of products in O and Â, O are

as in (3.1.4) , Q.2.3) respectively and 0 t ,l = MRes"5 fw4-Cry-- R) '

Also by Lemma 3.2.9, since our forms Fl r...rFR are normalised,

the congruences Q.4.5) have non-singular solutions (mo¿ p' ), for all

p and s? Y And so in particular, for p ( møtX(k,Po)' Thus

tt(p?) ) t, according Èo the notation in Lenrna 2.4.2. And so going back

to $4 of Chapter 2, by Q.4.O and (2.4.7), we have for p ( ma.r,t(k,Po),

(3.6. e) x(p) > n-r(n'R) >> 1

Hence combining the results (3.6.7) to (3.6,9), we have

n x(p) >> A-''
p

and from this, by (3.6.6), the result (3.6.5) follows. Thus the proof

of the lemma is completed.

CONCLUSION

. In this section,we shall complete the proof of the Theorem 2,

which is stated in 52 and then Theorem I will follow. tr{e do this by

choosing P suitably such that

(3.7.1) /tA << P << 
^A 

,

for some (suitable) ¡, such that the main term ao 6 ¡-9nn+r ) R 
'n' 

Rk

dominates all the error terms and all the assumptions used r¡hi1e

determining the estimat.es are satisfied. Then there

7
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will be a solution inside the box PB and thus this x will satisfy

(3.7.Ð . 0 . lll << P << 
^A '

the required result.

To choose P, we need to deÈermine all the small constanÈs

used, namely r, o, ô From (3.3.5), (3.4.9), (3'4'13), (3'4'2I),

(3.5.2), (3.6.2), the total error term is

(3'7'3) <<Pt-Rk'60 
^s(R'1)+r '

where _tk

(3.7.4) ôo =,ni,.{o, r(å-, -.0),
Lo = (ß--l¡ z, L >o.
And the main term is (as given above)

'r(s - 1), I - 2ô - (*.1)ù, o,

"o 
é¡-6nn+ 

I ) R 
,n' 

Rk 
,

where C is a constant independent of 
^ 

(depending only on n) and

é r, .t1.-"- , e- mx (!-e\,

by (3.6.5). Also the conditions (3.3.4), (g.+.Ð, (3.4.8), (3.4'16) and

(3.5.1) must be satisfied by P and we need to choose 0, T, ô so small

that they satisfy (3.4.2) , (3.4.7) and (3.4.15), namely

)

0

1ttl+T<ko 8klogk '

ko + ô < 1) o ¿â t5,

and

o+t<ô

And also

YR..r- (n+l)o + 2ô < 1;

so that (3.7.4) ¡¿ill be satisfied, since s = [9t2R1og3nt]
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It is possible to choose such o, T, ô For example

is such a choice. Now we choose P saËisfyinC (3.7:1) with

1 2R2

6 . 'i"{3fu 'É}' r =,. å

I a-re,= naxlÇfu R

!f,-¡o.' õ-(l)-T' T,

0nn+t R+s(R-1)+ttlvr x(4--s) )
0

for ôs as in (3.7.4). (the first 4 values arose from (3.).Ð,

(3.4.8), (3.4.16), (3.5.1). ) Then all the conditions needed will be

satisfied and the main term also will dominate all the error terms.

And so (3.7.2) will hold. Thus Theorem 2 holds and so this completes

the proof of Theorem 2ì Then Theorem l-follows by Lemmas 3.2.1 and

3.2.5 .

!,Ie notice that the value of s in the hypothesis H and

the condition (3.2,L5) on the number of variables for p-adic solvability

suggesË the condition (3.1.3) on rt, for our theorem.
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CHAPTER 4

A SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS AND INEQUAIITIES

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, we shall work towards our aim on R-diagonal

inequalities, by first considering, for R> 1 and 0 ( r ( R, a system

of r diagonalequationsand R-r inequalities

{
F.(x)=0

t-
(ies,),

I

(4.1.1)

where S and
t_

r and R-r

the F. (x)'s

G.L.2)

(4. 1. 4)

and

(4.1.s)

<1 (i € TR_, ),

[ Àri
=l

^= 
max

1<i<R
lt I

[1,R] having

[1,R], and all

1<i<R, j= jr,...,jp,

lr, (¡) |

Ï*_, are disjoint subseÈs of inËegers in

elements respectively such thaÈ S, , T*_,

are of the type (1.1.2), namely

whose coefficíents \¡'
í'T*-, and k>3 is

For these F

(4. 1. 3)

A"(j, ,... ,j*) = A(j, ,.. .,jo) = det

(1 < i < R),
J

s are all integers f.or i a S, and reals for

a fixed odd integer.

s, ïre write

F. (x)
t-

k
x.
t

(\, )'

A = minlA(jr,...,j*)l
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where the minimum is taken for all j1 ,..., j¡ for r¡hich A( jr ,..., jo) # O.

!,Ie also define the following hypothesis, which conditions the coefficients

\¡ of the system:
TLc-{auus 'ltr, .,r(o 6tu¿. (è,'<c<-(<1 ðale

HypOTHESIS H. Ler s = [gt<2Rtog 3Rk]. if any non-singular R x R sub-

matrix of the coefficient matrix (\, ) is specified, then Èhere exisË

s - 1 other non-singular R x R submatrices which Ëogether with the

given one are all disjoint.

The main part of this chapÈer is devoted to proving the following

theorem:

THEOREM 3. Let F. (x), (1 < i < R) be forms as in (4.1.2) of odd
l-

degree k Þ 3, in

n ) [9Ét2 1og 3Rkl

11, I > t whenever \, + o, L> t

is as in (4.1.5). Then there

such that the system (4.1.1) for

x satisfying

<¡^B'2'

variables and suppose for all i, j,

and the hypothesis H holds, where A

exist constants Bl (R,k), B, (n,R,k)

0 ( r ( n has an integral solution

(4. 1.6)

G.r.7)

where 
^ 

is as in (4.1.4).

As a consequencet we shall obÈain the solvability of R diagonal

(1 < i < R) of odd degree provided n satisfies

0 ' lrl

inequalities lr, (5) 
|

(4.1.6) .

<9,

For preliminary materials of this chapter please see Chapters

1 and 2.
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OUTLINE OF THE METHOD

The approach is an extension of the modification of Hardy-

Littlewood method, in R-dimensions (as used by Pitman t33] for the

particular case R = 2) as mentioned in Chapter 1. The notations are

the same as in Chapter 3, in parEicular the box ß(p) , the trigonometric

sum f(n) are as in (3.1.6), (3.1.7) respectively. Then the number

Nt(P), say, of integral solutíons of (4.1.1) in ß(P) satisfies

(4. 1. B) N(P)> t i r(n)
) j=t J

v

IT K(cr .)da,
J_j'1-*-.

where the Â. rs are as in (3.1.10), that is
J

^= À..o.
tJ I

R

I
=1

(1 < j < n)

K is a kernel satisfying (1.3.4) and V is the R-dimensional region

(4.1.9) V = {cr (cl, ,. . . ,cl*) ; 0<c[ <1 for ics
f

and -æ(d , .-, for ieTR_r]

So to prove our theorein, it is sufficient to prove the existence

of p bounded in rerms of 
^ 

(as in(4.1.4))such that the integral in

the right hand side of (4.1.8) is positive. I^Ie follow the usual procedure

of dissecting V suitably, i-nto subregions and estimating their contri-

butions Èo the above integral, using the tools available, as far as this

is possible. When this is not possible, we shall use some special

methods and apply the resulË of Theorem 1 on R equations and an inductive

argument..

In orcler to deal with the t'singular series" (which arises due

Èo the r equations of the system), we shall consider a t'normalised

system" which we shatl describe in 52. In 53, we shal1 describe the
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dissection of the region of integration V and estimaÈe some error

Eerms. In 54, we shall deal with the "basic set" (a subset of V),

the contribution of which to the integral in (4.1.8) forms the main

term. Then in 95, we shall consider the case for which our basic

approach fails and in 56, the proof of Theorem 3 is completed. Finally

in 57, rôre deduce a theorem on R inequalities using the result of

Theorem 3.

RNDUCTION

In this sectíon, we shall introduce a normalisation technique

and show that it is sufficient to consider a t'normalised system" of

forms Fl ,... rFR , to Prove Theorem 3 . Then we r¿ork towards proving

Theorem 3 for a normalised sYstem.

NORMALTSATION

The p-operations are def íned as in Èhe same \,ray of 52, Chapter

3, with R = r and rnre perform these to the forms F, , for i € S,

But whenever \¡te do a p-operation to Fi , i 
' 

S, , we multiply the

coefficients of one of the forms F, ' i ' T*-, , by the same P r so

that the property A > 1 is conserved, where A is as in (4.1.5).

A sysËem F, ,. . . ,F¡ is said to be no¡malised if no p-operation

is possible on these forms. Thus if a system Fl,...,FR is normalised,

then the system Fi , i e + is normalised in the sense of Chapter 3 and

L > I holds for F F
RIt

Lemma 4.2.I. Let F , 
(I),...,F*(x) be forms as in (4.L.2) and let

ri{1) ,...,ri(t) be a normalised system of the system

Suppose Theorem 3 holds for the ri (x) , . . . ,F{(x) .

Fr(x),...,F*(x).

Then it holds for
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Proof . Símilar Èo Lemma 3.2.5, since F.'(x), i e S, are nornalised in

the sense of Chapter 3, and since for any i such that i € TR-r,

lr,'(x)l .r irnplies lr,(x)l .r as F,'(¡)=p\{*),t:7to ; and

the coefficients of F,'" , (¿a tl-J, À,', såy, satisfy l\', ltlf,,l>f .

Thus, from Lemma 4.2.1 we see that to prove Theorem 3, it is

enough to prove the same for a normalised system of forms. So from

no\¡r on we shall assume that Ehe system f, (x),...,Fn(I) is normalised. I'Ie

may also assume, by reordering if necessary, that A = l¡(1r..'rR)1.

3. SOME ERROR TERMS

In order to achieve our goal of estimaËing the-integral in

(4.1.8), as in the last chapter, \,re shall firsE dissect the region of

integration V (given by (4.1.9)) suitably, into disjoint subregions.

In this section, we shall describe this dissection and estimate some

error terms which are contributions of some of these subregions to the

above integral.

From now on, v/e shall take, for convenience, without loss of

generality, E = {1,...rr} and so l*-. = {r+1,... rR} , whenever S

is non-empÈy , (we noÈe that when E is empty, r = 0 and so T*-.

(= T*) = {1,...,R}).

Definition 4.3.1. Let a be as in 52 of ChapEer 2 (see Lemma 2,2.8)

(positive) constants and P is a Positiveand 0, fì , ô be given small

inEeger such that

(4.3.1)

and whose explicit values will be decided at

Let' Q, Ai ,A1r
be integers (where S-

o < r <t, o < ô < r, s a o( r, ir r.X-tr.+t>I,)

the end of this chapter.

= {i, ,...,i, }) such that

,...rAi rQ)A.
1

I
,...r4 ..< Q, (oi

1r
(4.3 .2)

I

0<
I

1
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and let M(A,Q), called a najor arc, be the set of qL in V (see (4.1.9))

such Èhat

0
A

I

a

lr(r, ) |

l-o+cP,

ß, for i€S

{

I f

.r<Q an
P f ß, l' P-**nlF-'[e+r;I

and

(4.3 .4) . t-'Y-kfrq¡,i . T*-,

Then the union of these major arcs M(A,Q) for all the integers

Q,A, (i € Sr) satisfying (4.3.2) is defined as the basic set and denoted

by M . The complement of M in V is dissected into the .SuppJ ementarg

set S , the lajl T and the ¡lesjdual set & which are defined as follows:

(4.3. 3)

(4. 3.5)

ct

s={g;g in V-M, 
I

and for some j it

, (ieT*_r)

(4.3.6) holdsÌ,

ô
P0

[1,n] ,

where (4.3.6) is the condition (2,2.5) , that is

(4.3.6)

with p, E are as in Lenrna 2.2.L

Q.3.7)

{o,. g 4r-¿

r={g;g in u-lgus) and lorl>Yuf itT*-, }

and

(4.3. 8) dt=v-(MusuT)

For c¿ in dl , by its definitíon,

and sínce (4.3.6) does not hold for any j

(i) of Lemma 2.2.I holds for all j . That

each j, (1 < j < n) there exisË integers

lo, I

in [1,n] ,

is, for

6
P (i F TR_, )

the alÈernative

ct in fì

â! , qj such that

for
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a-

^ =1..ytsr,j

wirh

(ar,9r)=1, 1(9j (P4, lVrl
-1 -k+ 4

Pqj

Also as in Lemma I7 of D-L, we see that when (4.3.6) holds, we

have

(4.3.e)

Lemma 4.3. L. Let

holds. Then the

lr(,r, ) |
-o

where O =
I (since (4.3.6) is e.2.5)).

8k' log k

Since (4.3.1) holds, it is easily checked that the major arcs

are disjoint. trIe also note EhaË when the set S, is empty, M is the

interval given by (4.3.Ð where T^-, = {1,...,R} (= T^)

S be as in G.3.5) and suPPose the hypoÈhesis H

contribution of S to the integral in (4.1.8) satisfies

(4.3.10)

where the implied constant depends only on n, krf and ô

t

Proof. For 0 in S , by definition, (4.3.6) holds for some j such

rhar 1 ( j ( n Let Sg be the subset of S for which (4'3'6) holds

for j = 9" . Then s is the union of the Sl'" for 9'' = 1" " 'n

So to prove G.3.10), we shall first estimaËe the left hand side of (4.3.10)

integrating over SQ and then sum it over 9" from 1 to n '

Since hte are dealing r^¡íth independent forms Ft , " ' rFR , the

rank of the coefficient matrix (\, ) is R and so there is an R x R

non-singular submatrix of (Ài j ). I'Ie can always choose 'one such sub-

matrix havíng the above.0-th column as one of its column. Then by

the hypothesis H , there are s - 1 more disjoint non-singular submatrices '

where s is as given in the hypothesis.

Í , !, lt(r, )l =l 
lr{*') |

s-R-r

<< 
^R 

rn-Rk-fl R6'¡LCa+t)
do

K
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Proceeding as in the proof of Lenura 3.3.1, by using the trivial

estimaËe P to the t(^¡ )rs, for the j'" not corresponding to the

above s - 1 sets and those corresPondíng Èo the first set wiËh i + t ,

and using the estimate G.3.6) for r(^l), it follows EhaE

(4.3.11) f 
r{ a. ) | d cr << ,n- Ø-r')À-'Pt'-F n-

í€rR-r

lf ,1, 
lr(r, ) | '

sr

I
sr

(jr r"'ri*)
)...t(r )l 1 dcrjRr lt{" j

since lf(a)l << f , by (1.3.4), and where the product is over the

sets of R, jt"

Now, we make change of variables from g ao ^j, '... r^j*

R

À = I Àrcr,, (detlì,¡llo), ,J ,j, t

f.or j = jr,...rj¡ , in the integral

G.3.L2) lr{,r ) ... r(^ ) ctj JR

Then the Jacobian J of this transformation satisfies

l;l= 1 <1

s-1

where

It
-1s

d

¡(jr " " 'j^)

For cr in SQ, jthe ^
sí , sêy,_where

^ are 1n
I JR

si = {(rr. , . . . ,À )
I JR

Then the integral (4.3,12) is
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lr{n, ) l' -1 )

ô
P ,s -r -k+ L

Proof . l{e take the trivial estimaEe

the left hand side of (4.3.13) is

l
itTo-,

dA,

P , for all lr(r'. ) | 's

lx(o.)l dcr,
'1

J JR

il
=lJl t' '

d^,
îlr(r. ) l'-rÍ

)
si,inJ

lR^
j=jr,...,jn

Séa¿u TU|Ð ds peué.'/èc .-f ¡c ¿.¿o.(. I u.^ A

by Lermna (2.2,7) ) And this is

< (n^p6 )* po( s -r -k)+a. t'

Using rhis and ttölder's inequality, the integral in the right hand side

of (4.3.11) is

<< 
^R 

,( 
s -r -k+ô ) R+ À'ç-

From this and (4.3.11) and then sunnning over 9", the result (4.3.10)

fo1lows.

Lemma 4.3.2. Let T be as in (4.3.7) and t be a given positive integer
5 wc4 Clno.€ Ct.l.t¿\ hot,4 s,¿ù& r = ë.
Suppose the hypothesis H holds. Then we have

f i l^t, .rl rr lvt^, \l s- ¿¿ ot-tá(4.3.13) I . n. tr(^¡ ) l. _l lr(o.) I ¿g .. ' )J i=t ' ieT
T - ,R_f 

Rtv

where the constant irnplied bY <<

valUe of the integer t will be determined later in the chapter. )

a{

Then

T

P'

I
T

LIImi¡, ü
-t
)P.

ieTR-r

l-ta"J_
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by (1.3.4) with r replaced by t This integral factorises and it is
A-r¡-

n
P

<<Po 1 P a

À..
1Jies

a.

À.. ß.'=-r +y.
rJ t gj J

, (say),

oo,)(I, f'
o

( f: ro l-'-' dc'¡ \î;-tt'u;ë)¿)
P

-tå,
ê t

.ton 
^E I eas9 onq-

(since lo, | Þ P6 , /rt = l*-, , for g in r) and Èhus (4.3.13)

4

follows.

BASIC SET

trrle now consider Ëhe region M , the basic set, the main contri-

bution of which to the integral in (4.1.8) consisÈs of a producE of two

terms, one is a sum called the singula¡ se¡jes and the other is an integral

called the singular integral In this section,we shall estimate these

with some error terms (due to M). Inle non recall Ëhat the set ['{ is

the union of all rhe major arcs M(a,Q) given by (4,3.2) to (4.3.4).

For the drs in M(A,Q), (4.3.3) and (4.3.4) hold and so \te

have

^.t
0 (1 < j < n)t

R

I
=1

(4.4. 1)

where

(4.4.2)

R

= I r..- rti =1

AI

a
I

tß

ol,

ßJ={

c.
J

a
I
a

a.
J

qj

f

ies

+

ics

i€T

f

R-¡

IG.4.3)
f

À.. Art I

t

(1<j(n), sâY,
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and

G.4.4)

Then

G.4.5)

and

Yj

r(n. )
t

À.. ß.rJ I

R

I
=l

(1< j ( n).

(4.4.6) lv, I <-*TT-u*n o +t)t, .t

using (4.3.3) and (4.3.4), r,¡here o, Íl are as in (4.3.1).

(We note that when the set S is empty, a. = 0, qj = 1,

(1<j<n); and r=0.)

Lemma 4.4.T, lrlhen S is non-empty (that is when S, = {1,...,r}),

let Al ,... r4, ,Q be int.egers such that

(Arr...rAr rQ) = 1, o ( Arr...,{ -< Q,

(ttrat is G,3.2) trolds) and trl,¡,M(A,Q) and M be as in Definition 4.3.1.

ã!,9¡ , Y¡ (1 < j < n) be as in (4.4.1) to (4.4.6), and s(a. ,q, ),

) ue as in (2,2.2), Q.2.3) respectively, for the above "j , 9j , Y, 's.

Let

r(yj

t
(,<Q <P

P > 4R2k2 nu\ßni

r(o.)ag =eí(P-)J(P-k*'?) * E,

Suppose

G.4.7)

Then we have

(4.4.8)

where

ri
i, '='

R

I
f +

(4 .4.e) 6(p-) = I., i i o;t S(a. ,q, )
Q<P A j=l



(4.4.10)

lu, l

qj

r¿here g' as in (4.4,2).

J(P-k*' ) = f
t\( A rQ)

82

i r(y. )
=1

P"-t Q

-Rk-1 + Rn

K(cr ) dß'
R
]I
r+ I

for 3'= ,ßi) (wittr g'r as in (4.4.2)) and

a-

(4. 4. 11) .. n-"*6i"-Rk-1+R4+( 
r +2) a

(ßí, . .

4 in the summation is over all the integers A, r. " r A satis fying (4.3 .2)

t

r

proof . For cl in M(A,Q), (4.3.1), (4.4.L) , (4.4.5> and (4.4.6) hold,

and since G.4.7) also holds, all the hypoÈheses of Lermna 2'2'2 ate

satisfied. And so by the same lemma, we have

(4'4'L2) r('r' ) s(a, ,q. )r(Yj ) + o(0, ), (1 < j < n)

As in the proof of the Lemma 3.4.3, the main term of (4.4.8) is obtained

by rnultiplying all the main terms of (4,4.12) and integrating and surmning

over A .and a as then it factorises into G.4.9) and (4.4.10).

Proceeding as in the same lermna (ttrat is Lemma 3.4.3) ' our

error term becomes

I
Q<P@

I
I

.4 1, ßi

1S

<<^

lx(s.) I dß',1

RI
f+

i
Q<P(,

1 t

Nf( ArQ)

and since lrC o I I

satis fy (4.3.4) , iË

The integral in the above exPression factorises

(1 ( i ( r) satisfy (4.3.3) and o. (r+1 < i < R)

P'-1 a ( .¿fl-l ,-t'+n rn

Therefore the required error term rs

-**lÈt n

^P

a

&

aT
A

aa A-*ß-pn -Rk -l + R4 + ( r + 2) t"t

which is (4.4.11). Thus the proof of Èhe lernma is completed



(I^Ie note that when S

(4.4.9) is just 1. )

4.4.2.
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is empty, (r = 0), the series in

-cr( ( " -1) / k-r -e )

Suppose the hypothesis H holds and let q , (i e S ),Q

satisfying (4.3.2). Suppose (4.3.3), (4.3.4) and ( 4.4.I)

hold. Then

be

to

ntegers

.6)

G.4.L3)

where e > 0.

Proof. Suppose

and Q = 1; and so

to consider S, non-

T*_, = {r+1r...rR}.

where

G.4.L4)

G.4.L5)

trle h from (4.4.3) that for

t

i q-1 /k -n/ k n
I

j =t

i ii
QlPo e ¡ =1

o;t' 
n << 

^'
P t

is empty (that is r = 0). Then qj = 1, (1 < j < n)

.4.13) clearly holds. Therefore it is sufficient

and so we may take S, = {t,... r} and
a. C.

1<i(rr. '='- J --' q, a

À.. AUrc.
t

and so qj I a and let

rj = (Q,Cj ), d=( ,...run).

Then ¿ lc¡ (1 <j<n) and qj _a_
u.

J

i
A

efore

a
n

]I
=lA

Since the forms F, ,.. . rF¡ and so F, ,. .. ,\ are independent

forms, by rearranging the variables if necessary' \¡¡e may ke rank (
¡ ),À.

t

1<i,j(r, tabe x l,Ie follow a process similar to th proof of

Lemma 2.3.2, wiÈh minor a1Èerationrbecause here Ehe summaLion is

A, ,.. . ,{ From (4.3.2) and ( 4.4.L4) ,

Lemma 2.3.2, for a given u, r... rur, (a11

and Ëhen as

the divisors of Q), the n
f

a

lc, | < 
'ÂQ

^'of possibilities for Cl ,. .. ,C, is <<
t1 u

f
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(

o

cl"

4.4 4)

fc
I +1
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Sincetherank (\r), 1(i,j(t, i" r'foragiven

.. ,C, there exist a unique set A, ,.. . ,4, , obtained by solving

for j = 1r. . . ,r . For Èhese values of C, ,... ,c, the values

...,C. are fixed as they are obtained from (4'4'L4) for

for a fixed C Cr, the Cr+I, c
n

arej = r+1r.. r1'

linear combi

Ihus

tions of

1r...,

Thatcr""'
t

G.4.L7)

Thus for given xt ,.. . ,Xr _t t the v

determined with only a bounded

Ë.. u.rJ J
= 0 (modu,), (r+1(i(n)

c.
t

u. x.tt
(1 < j ( n),

alue of x mod (u.- u-) is' 1 ¡+l n

er of possibilities and the number of

is, if we write

the same as that for

c
f

(4.4. 16)

there exist inÈegers (r+1 ( i ( n, 1 ( j < t) such that

ï
=t

values for *, ( for given X, r . . . r )is .. 
^Qu

f
u ...ur+l n

1

is << ^' 
a'

u ...u1n

The

u .u
n

-l

number of possibilities for X, :... r 1S

Thus the number of Pos bilities for x, r.. . rx,

From (4.4.16) and (4.4.L7 ) both l(j(r,itfollowsthaË

the number of possibilities for X, r. .. rx¡ i

Ar ,... ,4, , and so the number of possibilíÈies

Hence the right hand side of (4.4.15), as in the

is

-¡ ¡<<A a
-nl k

Í.

of of Lemma 2.3.2,

)-t*

I

kF
L

u .... .ul' 'n lq
(t, u

n

<< 
^t 

a' -n/ k
a

-1+1/k+e

(4.4.18) .r f<<^ a
-r-(n-1)/k+€

Thus Èhe result (4.4.13) follows, by summing this over
aJ)

Q>P
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Lermna 4 . t+ .3 . rct @(p-), J(p-**n ) be as in (4.4.Ð , G.4.10) respecr-

ively. Then

(4.4.1e)

where

g!{r-) J(P-k*'¡ ) =$t + t. * E,

(4.4.20) 6 o;t s(a.,e, ),

G.4.2t) r(y. ) r(cx,.) dß'
1-

t-
J- I

ieïR-r

-n)IT
Í ¡ ='=ï

Q=r

nlI
w

G.4.22) ln, | << 
^N 

/ t+ al--1n -Rk -n ( s / k -R)

G.4.23) .. .f 4.*-3"-"u-* ,ft-t-cn-.ìÐ **n 
,

where s = [9k2n1oe 3nk] and Ëhe consEants implied by <<

k, R and nt a,nl¿26-

Proof . The main term ÇJ is obtained by extending the range of inte-
oi

gration/ ¡(p-u*n ) to the whole of R-dimensional space I^l , and the range"l'
of a fo all the integers in [1,-] . t{e shall estimaÈe the error in

doing Ëhis.

lüe easily see that the left hand side of (4.4.19) is

G.4.24) $t - 6Jo - Go.r{e-u*n )

lu, I

.+ G"T",

where Jo is the integral J with I^I

and $o is the S

Then for g'

denoted by Ez, E.

ively.

with the range of a

replaced by I4I - M(ArQ)=I,üo

replaced by a in [P-,

r sâYr

co)

in wo, ,n"*lß,'l t ÍA-¡ v-k*lau)t,,The errors

in (4 .4.Ls) are [q""]*lõ;o I , lGo.rG-n" ) ¡ respect-

I,le shall now find an upper bound for Jo We have
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lr(v, ) I . lx(o.) I dß'
'l

(4.4.25)

Thus, by Lemma 2.2,5 ,

l
.., jn

]I
i'T*-,

i lr(v,)l .1 d-0',
=l

dx

i ,1
lJo <

f
%

since lx(c*. ) I .. f by (1.3.4), (where the implied constant depends only

on n). Since the hypothesis H holds and the forms Fl ,. . . ,FR are

independent, as in Lemma 4.3.I, we can find s disjoint sets of R

subscripts in [1,nì such that the R x R matrices of (\, ) with

columns corresponding to each of Ëhese s sets are all non-singular.

Let j, , . . . , j¡ be one of these s sets. Because of the non-singularity,

it follows from G.4.4) for j = j, ,..., j¡ , that

r(r, ) I .. p*-' rF"'"ft( j, ,. .. , j*) l)-'r 
n (rïiä*lq'¡¡-" *

J=J, t

<< pR-r p-",'å" 
I 
g,, 

I )-', 
u

since l¡l > l, where implied constant depends on k and R Using

this for each of the above s sets and Èaking the trivial estimate P

for the rest of the I(y. )'s in (4,4.25), we have

tu

l;ol <<pn-sR+s(R-r) U#'Í (maxl4'l)-"u d-g'

wo

a

<< p'-. ñ 6-Ua¡ *-s / 
k+R-l

fi+r P-d*n

.. A 
ß8c:Drn-nk-i( s / k-R)

G.4.26)

Also by Lemma 2.2.4, for any 1< j ( n,
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s(a. ,q, ) |
-l

trivial estimate

<< 1 . /+J ë,¡

-rlk
qj qj

(the implied constanÈ depends only on k). Thus

-rlkqj
n

l
=l

q)

16 <<
Q=T A

"{prl1 t 2 lll'tÅe' :r åa tn, ttn tòt3,,vSLa len*a- L,9' L a+¿

G.4.22) follows.

The error U, is

p-¿l lu
/l)

såqcc- ¿14. -t - CL-r,L >t' l1ße ët'e sen- u?P'"

LzrCaëa(j /..C4 {o' C""

Thus combining Ëhis and (4.4.26),the

ùoc¡nl

lq.r{r-u*n ) ¡
and we shall now find an uPper

error

bound for thís. l{e recall that in M(4,Q)'

lg, br{l-*.n, (i e s ); lcr,, 14 
^r4-rr-t*n, 

(i e T*-,)

Therefore we have ,

¡r{r-u*n ) |

n
P (^ne-lp-k+n )F

by taking Èhe

since lx(a ) |

aa 
^A€*-'l) 

,n-Rk+ 
nn 

,

P for all

Lenrna J rtL, l, ,

lr(v,)1, (1 <j<n) and

É. l<dA')r-^'+-1) -' ct¿-tlL\'

Therefore, multiplying these t\^ro estimates, the êrror lnrl , thaË is

(4.4.23), follows. Thus rhe result (4.4.LÐ follows from (4.4.24).

This completes the proof of the lernrna.
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Lenrna 4.4.4. Let J be as in (4.4.21) ' Suppose

(4.4.27) Pk > 18(3nR!)2R-nztr'

Then we have

(4.4.28) J >> 
^-glR 

+r) R 
,n-Rk

where the implied constant depends on nandk

Proof. As before we take S,

(that is r I 0); and rewrite

{1r... rr} , whenever s is non-empty
r

J=
i€TR-rw

where ß' = (ßr',...,ß;.), ß,' as in (4.4.2), and Yj, (1 < j < n) are

linear forms as in G.4.Ð and I^I is the whole of R-dimensional space'

I,Ie proceed as in the singular integral for equations, in Lemma 3'5'1'

Then we get,in this case,that

-r+r/ k
sínZrrþ2.

J

I , it, lr(v, ) |

(Yr Yr, )

il K(cr . ) dß'
l- t

1 -.J=-Itm
kn Q+co

I
J

I

]I
=1 Tz.

I

B( )
k

P

I
)
%

G.4.2e)

and ß(rk¡ as in (3.1.6) with

Now we make the same

Lemma 3.5.1, Ehat f , Y-* z ,

r+l do* dy

n
F
L
=l

z. (y) À.. y.r¡ -t (1 < i < R)

P replaced by Pk

change of variable, as in the proof of

where

R

I e(a
I =¡ + I

)r(cr ) ¿cr

where I^l is whole of (n - r)-dimensional space and
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(1 < í < R) ,

(n+t ( i ( n).,l y¡

For the same reason as there, we have by the change of variable theorem,

J>>k

1

n
=1

J>>k
^

-Î A-R li*
Q* rB

z )-1+l/k
n

)
I

f- "(a.2. )r(a.)¿*.\¿,
) | r t t/ -

,

sínce the second íntegral factorises and where the facÈot A-R is due to

the change of variables as the l.racobianl is >> 
^-R 

and the y, ,... ryp

are determined (uniquely) by (4.4,29) and yj = "i, 
(n+t < j ( n), itt

terms of z. t s
I

By the hypothesis of Theorem 3 and since (4.4.27) holds,we can

apply the Lemma 2.2.10 r¿ith Q = Pk And so by reasoning as in the

proof of Lemma 3.5.1, and by Fourierts integral theorem applied r times,

to the above expression, we get

( r

-Co

-R-n I
J
.c

lv ...v zt'l R+l
-1+1/kz

n

R

I
¡+

e(u.2. )K( a. )do.
tl I ¡

d(rrrl ,... rd,zn)

4

where f, is the region in (n-r)-dimensional space given by

(0r.., rorzr+r,.. . r"n) = f(¿),
4ø.L éqécA.1 c¿ <Cèc. aF C1ç èao¿uteJ

The set s(pk) obtained by Lemma 2.2.10,

f or some y in B(Pk ) -,

sèX- ð iusêalce-Z ¿.[ o,^ 1tu7o6ç.

for Èhe particular case when

, (r+1 < i < R), is containedand lr, I

I
(R-t) l^"R

,r=0,(1(i(r)

in the above region

hold, by Lemma 1.3.1,

z
1

5r

each

For these z. , (r+1 ( i < R), since
i'
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e(o.2. )x(o.)d0¿= I (r+1 ( i ( n),

,"1 <r'1. Atso the integrand is > o

same lemma (Lenrna 2.z.LO), the measure of

Thus

t

and lt, yn "**,
s(Pk ). Also by the

kl n-Rl
s(pk) r?rr;_.

in f *so ú''r

r>>^-R t

s(*u )
ltr '¡' YR 'R*r

f_
P

>> 
^-R 

Pnk( -1+ 1/ k)
d(z

>>^ -R

.z
n f-r+r/k 1 ð("r*r r...,dzn)

dz )¡+ 1r"" n

(S )

,nk( -r+ 1/ k) 

^-(3 

tli R"k( n-R)

,, 
^-@* 

: +1) R 
,n-Rk

Thus Èhe proof of the lenrna is compleEed.

Lemma 4.4.5. Suppose ø is as in (4.4.2ù. Then it is positive and

(4. 4. 30 ) ø > ^-'-
where e-

.L
M+(Tu-Ð,

Proof . I,Ie easily see that (4.4.30) holds when E is empty. So we

consider S, = {1,...,r}. The sum 6 girt"t by (4,4.20) is clearly

the singular series corresponding to the system of r equations

F.(x)=0, (1<i<r),

(in the sense of Chapter 3). Therefore it is enough to show that all

the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied with R replaced by t , for

the above r equations.
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From our definition of normalisation (see $2), since the forms

Ft ,.. . rFR are normalised, it is clear that the forms F, ,'" '{ are

normalised, in the sense of Chapter 3. Now we shall show that the

block condition is satisfied for Fr ,... rF, . For each R x R non-

singular submatrix of (\, ), it is possible to pick up r columns in

it such that the corresponding r X r submatrix with the firsE r rov/s

of these r columns is non-singular; and this r X r matrix is a

submatrix of the coefficient matrix of Fr,...rF. ' Theretore, the

hypothesis H holds for Fr ,.. . ,F. , as it holds for Fl , ' " ,FR and since

s = [gt2 log 3Rk] > Ígkz log 3rkl is true. Thus all the conditions of

Theorem 2 are satisfied with R = r, as required. Nov¡ since

max F.
I

1<i<R
lr, I = 

^

5

1<i<r

our result (4.4.30) follows, by 96 of Chapter 3'

RESIDUAL SET

In this section, we shall discuss the residual set fi as

defined by (4.3.S), and prove the theorem (by induction) when this set

fr is non-empty. So from no\¡r on, we shall assume that ft is non-empty

and shall first study some proPerties of cr in &

l,le noticed in 53 that for every q in Úl ,

(4.5.1) lol<tu

and there exist integers âj , qj , (1 ( j < t) , such that

G.5.ù À, =X*y,, (1 < j(n), (a,,9,) =i q 'i'

I < qj ( Pn, lv, I . o;t P-k+n

in (4.3.1)¡ and not all the oi

= o, i < i ( r, Q = 1).

(4.5.3)

where

o€M

¡ isas

r¿ith A
¡

1

ts aÊe zero (as otherwise
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Now for c[ in ß , we have

^r, ){

by (4.t.2) and Èhen changing the order of summation. And this, by the

definition of i (as in (3.1.10)), is

r, (5) =,]r(i, .,
R

Io,
¡ =l

gk
=,Ì, 

"j 
*j

û4.
sJK

l, Ç",

iott',$
j=t I

k
x.
t

yjI
j =r

G.5.4) (cr:¡f¡$q f o, t, (x) = co(x) + tt(x)

= l^, -yrl<n^p6 *or-t P-k*n <(n+t)Âpô

"R k
/Ia aj *j

+ t

by (4. 5.Ð . Let Q = ÎI qj . Then we have
j =r

R

r¿here A-o = LtlS (et-* ¿^þ.-i pe,c o( A\2

(4.5.s) Go (x) =

and

(4. 5. 6)

And so c(x)Þ-
coefficients;

we have

G.s.7)

is an inÈegral form and H(x) is a form r.rith smaLl real

and by (4.5.3) and since

n -,
tu(x) = fte*o!@"ft v, ij =r

lcoI<ån*rl, f ,"n-uco+r)./1 ,

a.
t

qj t

(For the meaning of laol , see the table of notation, page 3.)

. We now recollect that E = {1r...,r}, whenever S is non-

ernpty. I^Ie also note that Theorem 3 for r = R (that is when T*-, is
'empty), follows from Theorem 2, whích has been already proved in ChapÈer 3



And so it is enough to consider

we may take

lo'*' I

Now let

y5

0(r<R-l l,¡ithout loss of generality,

= max
r+1<i<R

lcr

(4. 5. B)

where the F. (x)'s
t-

G. (x)'s are all
l-

In this

{
c. (x) = 4 F, (x), 1 < i < R, i # r+1

l-l-

G, *, (x) = co (x) ,

are as in (4.1.2) and co(¿) is as

integral for 1 < i ( r+1, and real

section, we shall consider the new system

in (4.5.5). Thus

for r+2(i<R.

(4.s.e)

e

the others as the a

c,(¡) = Q ,

lq<rll .*,

Cl^Gc: &u G¿'s

1<i(r+1

r+2(i<R

ion of our original system

to

G. (x)ts are not independent, then G
¡ - i+l

(x) is dependent on

in fact F (x), í I r+L and are already

knor¿n to be independent. Therefore

will be a solution of the present system also. Thus it I

consider Ëhe c. (x)
l-

ts to be independent.

Vl¿- +.r- P.row1-
Lemma 4.5 .I. Let

I ùtnc--at3 f,a-C-c-7c-.1c- ó-,

c, (l), (1 ( i < R) be as in (4.5.9). suppose rl, P

are such Ehat

4ûa-

(4.s.10) 0

and

(4. 5 . 11) P>>
^a

R-l)/(k-nn)

¿lt- C-ú¡s au¡-l é^ca.þ ú4a(o pt:/c-ttr

AF(il ,...,i*), 1
1

,i^) be as in (4.1.3). ThenA

.¡.E,, d7 *'1

(
G

Let

^F(il 
,...,iR) # o, la.{i' ,...,i*) |

>t;

enever



and the non-zero coefficients of C, (x), (1 < i < R) have absolute

value at least one.

Proof. Let it ,. . . ,iR be any R-tuple such that AF(ir " " 'iR) + 0'

Let M(ir ,...,i*) be the submaErix of (\, ) corresponding to the

columns i Then we can write
R

,¡ltA"(il " " 'iR ,-ï:

sur¡unation is over

in M(ir ,...,i*)

94

i = írr...riR,

By (4 .5.2) ,

and 4*r,,
this is

where the

of . \*,,,

G.5.t2>

is the cofactor

Dr+1, i

Dt+1, i

it""'

Dr+l 
ri

at

qa)=I
I

Now,

.. ,R)

o

,-ï;' D¡+1, i

R

I
=1

fnl Q (^¡ D
1+ I, i-Yr)

=fnå a

å^å dr*r\*r,rPr*r,,

).oDjt j r+l'i â^ä

R

Þ

ol''RRII
i =r j =1

ol't'R.

4L
Rai

i =1

qiv,
i

lå\:

är: Q o,*r AF(l

O.*rr,l å Q (R-1) ! 
^R-1

R

I qi-1R -k+4qiv,
t

P
I

(4.s.13) . lhr 4¡f-'4 P-k* n

by (+.5.3); and this is < 1 since (4.5.10) and (4.5.11) hold.

Si-ircc uhc F

\Aori1 ,...,:-r)l )r
(.t,.r"jj), ii;
(4.5. I ¿r)

../ illil a; e:-.,c:,', r vf e may

,.".r1t,) - O, ';lleu ir¡,t
,'\

assurne that

14,5. 1 2) erl(

I q Al.e

Ìio r'¡ i f Â*(i,

. le l

fc -r I cnE that

ldr*,ì< n' AR-1 ,''-lr+{

r'. j-th r+1 < -" 1P tco. /,-1-:ro sol v:l:i5 t]le r €q ret sThis holdo fcr arr (;

o€ Che R, equerii-on*;
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K

J
( 1 ( i -< r,15:{ +

0 j l_
J

ford1,...:d. and- usiu6 (ll-.i.14)' we-ba'¡e tha'¿ each o(, i-s i.i-lhin

d e:-'.o..-i-ä¿.tc:: q tno s,e A 
rQ,

nu .ber t'."rth(R+1)!¡R+r-Z p-ir+1 of a ratj-or'al

r,¡Ì: ! cl. a.':;,,-cr;'i: 
^r 

I'lt'î . '.iiü.s 5 i-. --,-

contradicts the fact that q.¿ß' Ilencu Ac( j., , ".., j-n)

G- I s eït' -'i ii-tc¿.::1y :ir:d-circ:rcl-cn t,.
a

lineai'ly i-uderend ent , tie can choo se

-l; ir r,r

t...t

Novr eince G1 r.. . :Gr+l â.re

rf1 , j' s sl-icìl ihat j Lii cc,l-u-r"-il o f
*,L.r'u G*Í,
a.fe linearl$ independ.en'b and so i:Ìte

';ìre coef fici-ent niatrix of G E
''R: 7 %xi&, 1

cieteriri-i-na-nt of the r¡atri-:; of ti:.e s e

cc]-unns j-s

( +' s, 
'+')

since the ) rs ¡ i=i ¡rroer fo¡' tlre ebo-,.e j¡s ere integral .ij

Consicier ihc r+1 ecluat:lons of t'he equa'tictis

cÌ.LoscL-r j's r i:rt r:crti;.Liclrrs --il(l ,...rdrarl t

o f (\.J,?) , for the e.bove

a.J)
f
E

lrt

b
¡J q

j
J

where ltrl<uJl (R-r) ¡l(r*.1 I

f -ì.il-- i.. ,j i. r--- i

I
I

t-k+ 1 +

"'(ì ü a'"

< (l(¡., 1)i

a Ou sol-vj-n¡; -tl:.es. eciu:ì-tl-cllr: fo¡:

'l:ir c:

since the d.eterminant of the ¿rbove r+1 cquart-iot13rl-'; (L'.i.Î l;'), ts )rQ.-1 .

And so, by (4.5. 1 1 )

Id"*,ì )
Al-so si-nce Aa(i

¡Fçn-1:+1 -r. (R_::*r*l\ ) ,

(z(n*rlt aAni' .

1 ,'. . rip) I o, j-trs :: r'r r r n -: .r \ '1 'l-.ll 
C r- e lO.r: C

' C::L. v

\2.7

alrsol L:,te

lun nl(;+1)!Q{r+rA¡,(i1 ,...,t-n)\ }, , R-1
/ t 

- 
. 

-\\,;i,-),|))

Thus us'ing (l:.-.11')

::est:-l t ic-- l-c-.'.'::.'-.hc

i¡ (4.r.,,2,1 , the sccon<', pe.rt of otii'

ct_ear, from (4.5" g) , sj-nce \ *"\ ) 4^>1

a.nri (1r..5. I i)
I-,c1'rrr.'l-'ì..
-Lc.u( ì_.L.r 

v 
-!



Lenrna 4.5.2.

H holds for

systems of

(4.s.e)

96

Suppose the residual set ß is non-empty and the hypothesis

the forms Fr,...rFR. Also suppose Theorem 3 holds for all

r + 1 equations and R - r - 1 inequalities of Ehe type

(4,L.2). Then it is possible to choose the constants l],P so that

(4.5.10) and (4.5.11) hold and the system (a.r.1) has a solution x

satisfyinC G.1.7).

Proof. Forgin& we have proved in (4.5.4) Èhat

G.5.4) te.r)J,f/fr i ". r, (5) = Go(5) + n(x)

where a and c (x). H(x)o-' forms as in (4.5.5) , (4'5 '6)

satify (4.5.7). InIe sha11

n
=J[q.j =t 't

are

respectively,the coefficients of Go (x)

consider the sYstem

G.
I

( x =Q

lq<rrl.*
) (1 < i ( r+1),

(r+2 ( i < R),,

where G, (x)'s are independent forms which are inÈegral for 1 < i ( r+1

and real for r+2 ( i < R and are as in (4.5.8)'

Suppose (4.5.10) and (4.5.11) hold. Then we can apply Lemma

4.5,1 amd so by the same len¡¡na' vre have Èhat Ino{i, " " 'i*) I > 1, whenever

^F(il 
iR) I 0, where Fr,...,FR are as in (4'1'1)' Therefore any

R x R submaErix of the coefficient matrix of the system (4.5.9)

correspondíng to a non-singular R x R submatrix of (\, ) is non-

singular having absolute value at least I And so ao Þ 1, (ao is as

in (4.1.5) for the system (4.5.9)). Thus, Èhe hypothesis H holds for

Èhe system (4.5.9) as it holds for Fr ,...,F*. Also from (4.5.5), we

see that the absolute values of the non-zero coefficienËs of C^ (l) is(Â.i;i- ., -
ar leastG^"V" 4 and so from (4.5.8), we have lÀ,', I > 4 > 1, whenever

À.'. I 0 , where (\'., ) is the coef ficient matrix of G, , " "G¡ Therefore

all the hypotheses of Theorem 3 hold for the system (4.5.9) which consists

of r + 1 equations and R - r - 1 inequalities. And so by the hypothesis
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of our lemma, there exist constants B3(R,k), Bu(n,R,k)

system (4.5.9) has a solution I satisfying

(4.5.16) 0 < l¡lsrf+tatrxn+t)ÂR*'P'n*ô )B' '

by (4.5.7), (4.5.8) and (4.1'4) '

Let

(4.5 .L7) ro=k-k83ô-(n.t+l)nn

such that the

I^le choose l, ô such that lo t 0 and (4'5'10) holds and P such that

(4.5.18) P?O > zn(4n+4)8, 
k nf ftR* cc+o BuL4-^nt)1tstL,

Then for the above

c. (x) = P. (x) = o,
t-t-

(4.5 .4) , we have

lo, l.lc, (¡) I .(g4rti-' l"c¡> l)

( ä + n(4n*4)B'* ul f***t')ÞJâP-¡o ¿n''>!"t'

<1

since l.or*, | = *r*lcl. I and (4.5.18) holds where no > 0 is given by (4 '5'L7

Also lr, (4)l = làc, (¡)l 'r, 
(r+2 < i < R)' rhus x is a solution of (4'1'1)

Suppose we restrict P such that it satisfies

rtn+úarÐ.8rf. ,n" .. frn+.Úer 
ùês.L

This restriction is possible and for such P , the above solution x

satis fies

o . l¡l t c, 
^c' '

where C, = C, (Bo rRrnrk) and C, = C, (Br rRrk) are constants' Ttrus the

conclusion of our lemma is Proved'

C(X)=C (X)=0and
o --- r+l

And so using these and (4.5.8) in

lr, *, (I) I < .1qi;t ( 
=1.,
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COMPLETION OF THEOREM 3

In this secËionr'we shall complete the proof of Theorem 3,

using the results of $3 to 56 by choosing the constants ô, e, î, t, P,

r^rhich appeared in the previous sections, appropriately and by applying

inductionon R-r.

Suppose Theorem 3 holds for all sysËems of r + 1 equations

and * - 1¡+1) inequalities, (a system (4.1.1) with r replaced by r + 1)

of the type (4.I.2), in n variables,Ior n satisfyin1 (4.1.6). Consider

no\¡r a system as in (4.1.1), of r equations and R - r inequalities (of

the rype (4.1.2)),satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 3. l{e deal

separately wirh the situation when the residual set is empty and when

it is non-empty.

Suppose the residual seÈ R, as in (4.3.8) is empty. tr'Ie

shall prove the possibility of choosing the above constants so that the

main term of the íntegral in (4.1.S) dominates all its error terms and

to satisfy all the conditions of 53 to 55 The main Èerm (see (4.4.19),

(4.4.28) , (4.4. 30) ) is

>> 
^-(}¡* 

+l) R-€¿ 
rn-Rk t¿-: lln(=+-. n)

)

and the error is, by (4.3.10), (4.3.13), (4.4.11), G.4.22) arrd (4.4.23) 
'

.. 
^'È 

*+¿p-'zí<rn-Rk-ô o

where

(4.6.1) R),- - l-ttôs = min{n-i: Râ -ckùz)6-otL - Rn - (r+z)ro, n(f,

u(A¿^-P-(2-rt?) - *n]

s= lgt<2ßloe 3nkJ
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\'X\

The relations (4.4.27), (4.5.18) need to be satisfied by P

and î, satisfy

lo = k - kB3ô - (n.t + 1)nn > 0,

(see (4.5.17)). Then clearLy (4.4-7) , (4.5.10) and (4.5.11) hold'

If ôo t 0 (as in (4.6.1)), and

^K<<P<<^K 
t

f MrtS- -¡rwhere

I(lnot>) r.l-+ 14Y--1"7sxk : +t *re-

(¡s is the constant appearing in (4.5.16)), then the main term is dominated

by all the error terms and so there is a soluÈion x fo (4.1.1) inside

the box 8P and so it sacisfies

0

0< l¡l <P <<^K ,

which is (+.f .7) wittr Br = K

Suppose the set ß is non-empËy. For the above choice (of

the constants), all the condiÈions of 55 are satisfied (including (4.5.10),

(4.5.11)). Therefore by Lenuna 4.5.2 and our induction hypothesis, there

exist constants C, = (R,nrk), cz = (Rrk) such that (4'1'1) has a

solution x satisfying

o<lll
^c

c
2

Thus, in either case, a solution to (4.1.1) exisÈs satisfying

(4.1.7), for some constants BrB, (as in the theorem). That is Theorem

3 holds under our inductive hypothesis. When R - r = 0 (that is, when

r = R), Èhe required system is a system of R equations satisfying all
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the conditions of Theorem 2 (Chapter 3). And so by Theorem 2, Theorem

3 holds for R - r = 0. Hence the truth of Theorem 3 follows, by

induction on R - r, provided the above choice is possible.

' No$r \^re shall show that a choice for the constanËs as described

above is possible. I,le take, in parÈicular¡ 0 = rì . Then since

n ) [9gttr2 log 3nt] and s = [9t<2Rtog 3Rk], the last tr^ro terms in the

right hand side of (4.6.1) are clearly positive. Let (nr,ôr) be the

coordinates of some point in the region obtained by the inequalities

0<n 1

lf\'l- c'¡+z)

o < ô .þ¡*-,

and

kBrô + (kB3+l)nn <k

(rtris region is non-empty, sit"" o$;r, *, uu3 are all positive')

Thenthevalues n=o=lrrô=ö1 and t=t0, where t0 issome

integer grearer Èhan -=þ is a possible choice (though not the

best possible). This completes the proof of Theorem 3'

7 MAIN T}IEOREM

This section is concerned with a system of R diagonal Diophantine

inequalities; and we shall deduce a resulE on this (stated below), which

is the main result of this part of the thesis, from Theorem 3.

THEOREM 4. Let F, (x),..,F*(x) be R independent diagonal forms of

in (4.t.2).odd degree k2 3, in n variables with real coefficients, as

Then for any arbitrarily small e > 0 , the sysÈem of inequalities

G.7 .L) lr,(x)l .r, (1 (i<R)
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1S solvable non-trivially in integers, for

(4.1.6) n Þ [gnãt2 1og 3Rkl

!,Ie prove this by induction on R lfhen R = 1, if the

block condition (hypothesis II) is noË satisfied, then there exist zero

coefficients and so we get a non-trivial soluÈion x by giving the

value- 1 = 1 for jt" corresponding to the zero coefficients and the

value x. = Q for the remaining x, t s If the block condition is-lr

satisfied, the result follor,¡s from Theorem 3.

suppose Theorem 4 holds for R - 1 forms, and consider R

independent forms F, ,. .. ,F¡ , as in Theorem 4, with n satisfying

(4.1.6). If every linear combination of these R forms has more than

(s-l)R variables, where s = [9t<2R1og 3Rk], then as F,,"',F¡ are

independent, by Lemma 2.2.9, hypothesis H holds for these forms. Also

it is easily seen that there exists a positive integer "o , sâY, such

Èhat for any inËeger ^ 
Þ ^o , the forms aF, r... ,aFR saÈisfying

L' > L and lÀi, I ) 1, whenever À,', t o ,where A' is as in (4'1'5)

for these forms, and À,t, are the coefficients of aF, ts Since a

is a positive integer, a2 I and the hypothesís H holds for Fr,...rF¡

it also holds for aF, ,. . . ,aFR . Thus all the hypotheses of Theorem 3

are satisfied for forms aF, ,. .. ,aFR (since n satisfies (4.1.6)) 
'

and so by Theorem 3, the sYstem

laFil ¡1, (1<i<R)

is solvable non-trivially in integers. Hence by taking a sufficiently

large, we obtaín a solution for lr. (x) I t t, (1 ( i < R)'

Suppose there exists a linear combination tr F, + ' ' ' t*F* '

not all ^i = 0 (at t O, say) , with aE most (s-l)R variables and we

give the value O to all the variables appearing in this particular



linear combination. Then

(4.7.2) d I
+ 0F I

L02

+ âRF
R \lo.

For d = max 1., l, consider the system
1< i<R

G.7 .3) le.n.F, (l)l . t, 1 ( i ( R, í * t

Ttris is a system of R - 1 inequalities in

2r.-(s-l)R

> [9(R-l)gk' Log 3(R-1)k]

variables, since n satisfies (4.1.6). Therefore by our inductive

supposition, this system has a non-trivial solution. From (4.7.2)

and (4. 7.3), hre see that Ehis solution is also a solution of lf, | < e

Thus we have obtained a solution for (4.7.Ðrand so in either case, the

system (4.1.1) has a solution under the inductive hypothesis. Now sínce

Theorem 4 holds for R = 1 , the truth of our main theorem follows by

induction on R

It could be possible to improve Èhe value of n in the

theorems of thís part of the thesis, bY using diminishing ranges for

the variables.
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PART II

QUADRATIC AND CUBIC INEQUALITIES
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO PART II

INTRODUCTION

In this part of Ehe thesis, we consider homogeneous quadratic

and cubic inequalities of the type

(1'1) lr(x)l 'r '

where

O.2) ¡'(x)=Àr(x)+ +À*F*(x),

À, ,... r1¡ are real numbers which are linearly independent over the

rationals and f, (x),. . . ,F*(I) are homogeneous forms in n variables,

either all quadratic or all cubic with integer coefficients. The

main aim is to find conditions on n v¡hich, together with indefiniteness

of f(x) in the quadratic case, ensure that (1.1) always has a non-

trivial integral solution, and hence that lr(x)l ' t is solvable for

any e>0.

In this chapter, I shall begin, in 52 and 53, by giving the

relevant available results on quadratic and cubic equations and inequalities,

concentrating on the general (non-diagonal) case, and relying on ParÈ I

for the diagonal case. I shal1 also discuss, in 54, Ëhe system of

Diophantine equations

F.(x)=0, (1<i<R)
l-
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nrhere the Fr t" are integral, since the tools needed for this sytem

are interconnected with our problems (1.1). In the last two secEions,

I shall return to these problems and discuss various possible approaches.

In the case of an integral quadratic form, the exÈension of a

result from the diagonal case to the general case is innnediate by

ttcompleting the square". However, results about the diagonal case for

real quadratic forms or for forms of higher degree (whether integral or

not) cannot be extended in a similar way because there is no corresponding

diagonalisation process .

QUADRATIC EQUATIONS AND INEQUALITIES

QUADRATIC EQTTATIONS

The historical starting point of the subject of Diophantine

eguations in several variables is the Meyerrs Theorem 126l' on the

solvability of quadraÈic equations in five variables:

RESULT 1. If f(x) is an indefinite quadratic form in 5 or more variables,

then

F(x) 0

2

is always solvable.

(Result 1 of Chapter 1, Part I, is when F(x) is a diagonal quadratic. )

In 1955, Cassels t 5 ] proved the following bounded resulE using

the methods of GeometrY of Numbers:

RESULT 2. Consider the equation

(2.r) f.. . x. x.
rJ I ¡

0ii
i=r j=r

ts are integers, n Þ 2 and leÈ P = max I f.
Iwhere Èhe f..U 1<i, i<n

If
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(2.1) is solvable, then it has a solution x satisfying

o<l:l <cF"'t12, c=c(n)

He also had shov¡n in t 5 ] thaE the above exPonent

the best possible.

QUADRATIC INEQUALITIES

In 1929, Oppenheim conjectured lZAl that if F(x)

real indefinite quadratic form in at least five variables,

any e > 0, the inequalitY

n-1
Tt"

15 any

then for

(2.2) lr(x)l . t ,

is solvable non-trivially. The result of Davenport and Heilbronn tfg]

is a particular case of this conjecture, when F(x) is diagonal.

By a series of papers culminating in lZZl , as a result of the

joint efforts of Birch, Davenport and Ridout, we have the following

result:

RESIILT3.LetF(x)beanindefinitequadraEicforminnvariables,

having real coefficients. For nÞ 2l and arbitrary e > 0, the

inequality Q.Ð is solvable non-trivially. Further, if Ehe coeff icients

are not all in rational ratios, Èhe values assumed by f(x), for integral

x are everywhere dense.

The last part of this result was proved using a result of

Oppenheim Í2g). A result similar to the result 3 was proved independently

for an indefinite non-singular form with the same number of variables, by

Irlatson [41] .

The basic method used by Birch, Davenport and Ridout to obtain

result 3 was the modified form of the Hardy-Littlewood method as described

in 53 of Chapter 1, Part L However, here too, there were difficulties
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hrith the possible failure of the analytic method, and these were dealt

with by two special meÈhods, the choice depending on the rank and

signature of the form. Both special methods involved a change of

variables yielding a form which lvas aPProxirnately equal to a form of

a special type, and Ehen application of a suitable bound result to this

second form. For one method (see, for example, Davenport I13]), the

second form was inÈegral and the required bound result was Casse14s

Theorem (result 2 above); for the other (see Birch and Davenport [ 4 ] ),

the second form \¡ras a real diagonal form and the required bound was

provided by the case k = 2 of result 6 of Chapter 1, ParE I (proved

in Birch and Davenport t 3 I ).

The problems on Diophanrine inequalities are interconnected

with problems on fractional parts. For results on the latter, for

quadratics, see [12] , t35l .

CUBIC EQUATIONS AND INEQUAIITIES

CUBIC EQUATIONS

It can be shown (see l27l) that n ) 10 is a necessary

condition for the solvability of a homogeneous integral cubic equation

(3.1) c(x) = Q

in n variables. This problem involves difficulties rather si-milar

to those arising in connection with quadratic inequalities. The best

result to date hras proved by DavenPort [16] and is as follows:

RESULT 4. Let C(x) be a homogeneous cubic form in n variables'where

the coefficients are integers. If n2 116, then (3.1) is always solvable'

This result is an improvemen! of his earlier results [f+], tf:]

proved for n 2 32, n Þ 29 The improvement \^7as due to a more ef fective

ÈreatmenE of the bilinear equations associated r"¡ith C(x). Using the

method of proof used by Davenport in tfZ] to prove the result for n2 t7,

3
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with some refinements and a non-síngularity condition, Lloyd fZSl proved

the following bound resulË.

RESULT 5.

variables

If C(x) is a non-singular integral cubic form in n = 17

then the equaEion (3.1) has an integer solution x satisfying

0< x
BXtor

M

where ![ = lCl (see rable of nora¡ion in page 3 for the meaning of lCl).

Sinilar results, but with weaker bounds, could be obtained by

his methods for n > 17. The non-singularity condition, which was used

to obtain a lower bound for the singular series apPears to be difficult
l<

to eliminate. Even so, one might reasonably hope to apply the result

in the above form to the solvability of at least some cubic inequalities

by using ideas similar to those discussed aÈ the end of 52 above.

CUBIC INEQUALITIES

The idea of reduction to almosÈ diagonal form which vras applied

to the general quadratic inequality by Birch and Davenport (see 52) can

be rnodifíed so as to apply to the general cubic inequality. Recently

Schlickewei t37l used this approach together with the result 4 [¡A] of

chapter 1, ParE I, on small zeros of additive forms applied to k = 3,

to obtain the following result on general cubics '

RESULT 6. LeÈ C(x) be a cubic form in n variables, with real

coefficients. Then for any e > 0,there are constants c(e), co(e)

such that for n > c(e), the inequality

lc{5) |
<1

has an integral solution x satísfying

lll < co(e) Mr/3+€0<

where lvt = lc I

l, t^ h¿.u- 9¿þscyeøctg Çze-n ¿4+eeqo¿ L-i4{1

r'.tule oF CL- rc1-u^êtuÅ ë52- uc&J oLÔ+è+C ç3

Jn Â-f vapgTtéaâp1 éa.*g*é&rQ- PL.D- H.e-stS,

¿t¿ bëu*¿

P" D,J-. e-llêctÈ
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This result is an improvement of that of Pitman [:O] who

obtained + instead of å for Èhe exponent of M , by Ehe same

method but by using I:+l Pitman and Ridout, but

(extremely large) value for n

For the results on fracËional parts of cubics, see I ro]

giving an explicit

4 A SYSTEM OF GENERAL FORMS

In L962, Birch t f ] gave a far-reaching exEension of Èhe

method developed by Davenport for handling the cubic equation and obtained

the following general result on a system of equaEions

Fr(x)=0, (1 <i<R),

of arbitrary degree.

RESULT 7. Let be rational forms of degree d

Let V(U) be the varietyn variableswhere nlnÞ1

v(u) : F, (x) = Ul ,... ,F*(x) = u* ,

and leÈ V,k be the union of the loci of singularitíes of the V(U)

Then if

dimv(0)=n-R,

f oú^t5

and if v(0)/tcs non-singutarfír- R and in every p-adic completion of"f.
the ratíonal-s and

d-1
(4. 1) n > R(n+l)(d-1)2 + dim V*

then V(0) is solvable non-trivially in integers.

The method used was again the modified Hardy-Littlewood method;

Birch found that the case when this method does not apPly (which was Ehe

1n
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naín difficulty in the work on the cubic) was connected with the dimension

of the associat.ed singular locus V* , ancl so Ì'Ias able Eo eliminate this

case by including the term dim V* in (4.1) '

In 1975, Dr. Pitman observed that the estimates obtained by

Birch in this PaPer for the relevanE exponential sum

F. (x)
1-

r¿ere immediately applicable to the exponential sum

I
xeß

T
)Gß

.( 
Ï, ",

F.
I

R

¡
(À.

I
)x )

r¿hich is the one needed for applying the modified Hardy-Littlewood

urerhod ro rhe inequality (1.1) for F(x) as in (1.2). She did some

preliminary work on this problem with F, (x), " ' ,r*(x) of odd degree

d , and found that Lhis problem is solvable if

dn > R(d-1)2 + dim V'k ,

for V* as in result 7. Also she obtained better results if the forms

are disjoint and non-singular.

The analytic work in this part of the thesis depends on the

ideas in this preliminary work of Dr. Pitman (which therefore in turn

depends on Birch t 1 ] ) and on improvements which were developed jointly

with her. On the basis of this work, it should be possible to replace

R(d-1)2d in rhe above condition by (R+1)(¿-t)Zu-t Since the

hypothesis involving the singular locus was nog very satisfactory for

this problem, Dr. Pitman suggested that I seek to eliminate this kind

of condition in the cubic case, and this led to the invèstigation of

the corresponding problem in the quadraÈic case, which is in some resPects

easier. In the light of Part I, it also seemed desirable to aim at

bound results, if possible.
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PROBLEMS OF PART II

The results finally obtained in this part are as follows:

THEOREM ON QUADRATIC INEQUALITY. Let F(x) be an indefinite quadratic

form as in ( 1.2), where F, (x) , . . . ,F*(x) are integral quadratic forms in

n variables, with symmeËric coefficients. Suppose that n Þ 2R+6,

lpl > f, ,max lf, | < t. Then rhere exists a computable constant
1<Ë<R

K = K(n,R) such that Èhe inequality (1.1) has an integer solution x

satisfying

o.l*l<<MK

where }f = max
1<t<R

THEOREM ON CUBIC INEQUALITY. LET F(X) bE AS

Ft

F, (x),. .. ,F*(I) are integral cubic forms in n

symmetric coefficients. The inequality ( 1. 1)

in (1.2), where

variables, having

is solvable non-trivially,

6

if n Þ 4n(n+3).

The theorem on quadratic is proved in chapter 2 and that on

cubic, in Chapter 3.

VARIOUS APPROACHES

The main approach for these kinds of problems is to apply

Èhe modified Hardy-LitËlewood method (as mentioned in 54) as far as the

method is effective. The difficulty arises thereafter. Mostly this

difficult case is concerned with a condition on the nature of the forms.

IrIe need either to impose additional conditions on the forms (as in

result 7) to dispose of the possibility of this difficulty o¡ to find

some other methods which may prove the result in this case. This is the
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cause of the involvemenE of dim v* in the expression (4'1) of result

7 (as seen in 54).

I shall now briefly outline the various approaches that I have

tried in dealing with these alternate (¿ifticult) cases.

APPROACH 1. Approximating a certain (suitable) multiple of F(x) to

an almost integral form and applying the available results on "bounded

solutions" of the corresponding equations, for the new (integral) form.

APPROACH 2. lJe shall call this a rahk approach as iË involves the rank

of some matrix. The difficult case arises when the rank of a maÈrix

associated r,rifh a certain multilinear form is < R - 1. This rnulti-

linear form is bilinear for cubics and linear for quadratics. I'Ie may

consider each value (( R - 1) of the rank separately and for each

case the form can be approximated to one r¿hich is a linear combinaËion

of r forms, where r (O ( r ( n-1) is the rank menÈioned above' Then

r¡re may be able to prove the solvability by induction on r . The rank

zero case will turn out to be the "difficult case" associated Ì^lith the

corresponding system of R equations.

AppRoACH 3. This is by induction on R If the difficult case occurs

for a given value of R , the problem is equivalent to one for whích

one of the forms vanishes on a large subspace of n-dimensional rational

space, and so is equivalent to a problem involving R - 1 forms in fewer

variables.

l,le may use any one o-r a combination of more than one of these

approaches. tr^le may need additional hypotheses on the forms depending

on the problem and the availability of the preliminary results. The

approach 3 will increase the number of variables needed, considerably'

I¡le use approach 1 in chapler 2 to prove our theorem on quadratics;

and approach 2 also applies to this case. unfortunately, for various
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reasons (see 57 of Chapte¡ 3), rlte vtere unable to apply the approaches

1 and 2 f.or our cubic problem. Approach 3 is used in this case and

this causes the larger value of n (larger than one would expect),

and also gives rise to difficulties in obtaining a bound result, as

explained in 57, chapter 3. Although a bound result has not achieved

in the cubic case, I.give ttç.}g- results in Chapter 3, in a form

showing dependence on coefficients (though this detail was not needed

for the present result), enabling one to apply them later, in problems

on rrbounded solutiont' of cubic inequalities.

The notations given in page 3 are valid for this part also

and throughout this part, the constants implied by the notations ((,

>>, O are all independent of the coefficients of the forms but may

(ultimately) depend on n, R and k (and independent of Èhe constants

appearing in ParÈ I).
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CHAPTER 2

A QUAD RATIC INEQUALITY

1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, I consider the inequality

(1.1) lqcrl I
<1

for an indefinite real quadratic form of the type

(L.2) Q(x)=ÀrQr(x)+ÀrQr(x)

where

(1.3)

¡,( 
t) (*),. " ,4( 

o) (*) are symmetric n X n

À* are real numbers which are

+ + À*Q*(x)

(r ( t ( R),

matrices with integer comPonents

linearly independent over Ehe

g(l)= I I'fj)",",- i=l j=t
A(t)*,,x

and À, ,... ,

raÈionals.

lJe also write

( 1.4) Q(x)=I'AI= I I ",j*i*ji=l j=1

where A is a symmetric matrix with real comPonents. I shall prove that

under suitable conditions, the inequality (1.1) has a non-trivial integral

solurion bounded by an explicit function of the lO, I's (for Ehe meaning

of lq | , see the table of noÈations in the general introduction) '

In this section, I shall sEate the theorem proved in this chapter

and give an outline of the method of its proof'
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For Q(x), Q, (x),...,Q*(x) as in (1.2) to (1.4), we write

(1.s)

(1.6)

and

(1.7)

ly[ = max lo, I

t(t(n

m= lql

^= 
max lÀ, I

1(r(n

THEOREM. For an indefinite real quadratic form Q(x) as in (L.2) to (1.4)

and M, m, L as in (1.5) to (1.7), suppose that nÞ 2R * 6, m > 1, 
^ 

< 1,

À, = 1 and ãLtaz, . 0. Then there exists a computable consÈant K = K(nrR)

such that the inequality (1.1) has an integer soluËion x satisfying

(1.8) 0< x
K

I,I

where the constanÈ implied by <<

coefficients of Q(x) and so not on M and 
^

The value of K is very large and is determined explicitly in $5.

trle nore rhar any indef inite Q(x) as in (1.1) to (1.4) can be

normalised to satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem (by using indefiniLeness

and a suitable change of variable to ob¡ain atta22 < O, dividing by the

largest lÀ,1, and multiplying by a suitable constant to satísfy the other

conditions). By applying the theorem to a multiple of the normalised form,

v/e see that if Q(x) is any indefinite form as in (1.1) to (1.4), À1,...,ÀR

are linearly independent over the rationals and n Þ 2R + 6, then the

inequality lq(I)l . r is non-trivially solvable in íntegers, for arbi.trarily

small e > 0 For R < 7, fewer than 21 variables are requíredrso this

gives an improvement,for quadratic inequalities of this particular tyPe,

of the theorem of Davenport, Birch and Ridout on cluadraEic inequalities which

is given as Result 3 of Chapter 1.
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l,le alsonote that /\M>mÞ 1 and so if either l.rrl < 1 or

l^rrl <1,Èhen (1.1) is clearly solvablewith o < lll <1<<M (by

taking *, or *, as 1 and the other *r'" as 0). Ilence by relabelling,

if necessary, \¡Ie can assume from now on Èhat

(1.e) >1. a (-1
'22

Outline of the method.

a ll

The approach is basically the, adapÈation by Davenport,

Hardy-LiÈtlewood method Ëhat was used in ParÈ I of this thesis.

a brief outline of the method, I need the following defínition:

of the

To give

Let ß be Èhe box in n dimensional space (a cartesian

intervals) r¿ittr side length 4 and centre at the origin

Let P be a large Positive integer, ct. a real number

s(o) = [ e(crQ(x)),

Definition 1.1.

product of n

o = (or...ro).

and let

(1.10)

where the consÈant

For s(o)

implied by <<

defined by (1.10), let

x

r

where the summation is over all the integer points x inside the box Pß

Also let N(p) be defined as the number of integer solutions inside the

box PB , of (1.1).

Let r be a fixed integer whose value will be decided ín 55.

Let K(cr) be the real valued function, corresponding to r , given by

the Lemma 1.3.1 of Chapter 1, Part I, so that, in particular

( 1. 11) lr(o) I .. 'ir,(r,lol-'' 
t ),

r

( 1. 12) J(P)

-oo

s ( o)x( s) ¿q
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Then by the Lemma 1.3. 1 of Chapter 1, Part I, we have

( 1. 13) N(p)+1>J(P)

It is therefore sufficient to prove thaË J(P) > 1 , for some P bounded

by an explicif power of M In order to do thís, we dissect the inÈerval

(--r-) of integration of J(P) into smaller sets,namely,the basic interval,

the tail, Ëhe supplemenÈary seË and the residual seE. The Hardy-Littlewood

approach fails if the residual set is non-empty and so,in Ëhis case,we use

a different apProach.

Throughout Ehis chapter, ô, 0, e are small positive constants and

the constanËs implied by the symbols 0, ((, >>, \ (í = I'2' etc') are

independent of p and of the coefficients of q(x), but may depend on

ôr0rerI and R

InS2,Ishallgivesomepreliminarylemmas,someofwhichare

needed for Èhe estimate of J(P) (whenever it is estimable)' In $3, the

díssection of (--,-) and the estimaEe of the contribution to J(P) of

all the sets but the residual set are given. In 94, the residual set

is discussed and the existence of a soluÈion of (1.1), when this set is

non-empty, is proved. And finally in 55, we find values of P for which

the main term, (which is the contribuÈion from the basic interval), dominates

the error terms (which include the contribution from the supplementary seË

and the tail). Also the values of ô, 0, e, r are determined explicitly

in terms of n and R and the proof of the theorem is completed by

combining the results of 53 and 54

!tre sha1l also see that n ) 2n + 3 is sufficienÈ for Ehe theorem

to hold for forms Q(x) , for which the residual set is always emPty'
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2 PRELIMINARY RESULTS

In this section, I shall give a result for a quadratic of a

special type and state some known results which are needed in the later

secEions of this chaPter.

Lemma Suppose2.r.

Q(x) = x. x.
1J

lu,, I > r,

5

T

5

T
=1

b..
IJ

I

is an indefinite quadratic form in five variables such

component" brj , excePE possibly br, , are integers'

(2'1) lq(¡)l 'r

has a non-trivial integral solution x such that

o < l:l < r,lQl" ,

thaÈ all the

Then the inequalitY

where K, is an absolute coristant (and so independent of the coefficients

of Q(x)).

Proof . I{e note that

lql > max
(i,j)#(5,5)

since otherwise Q(x) would not be indefinite'

If Q(*t ,*z rxr rxu r0) O for some integers xtrxzrx3 rX* not all

zeto, Ëhen the result

(Results 1 and 2

that

follows from Meyer's Theorem and Cassel's Theorem

of Chapter 1). Hence from now on rnte can assume

(2.Ð Q(xrrxrrX3rX,rr0) # o, for integral x!rx2rX3rX4' not aII zero'



In parËicular, b'

the square yields

I- :-\Þrr'

119

fo and iE is easily checked that completing

+4ç)Ls'
x(a ) +b I ,r*ù" 

. fr o, (*r'*''x4 'xr) '

where

Q.3)

with determinant

and

lo,l

t- l
2

1", I

b r rxr+b r r*r*b r r*a

(
55=I T

i=2 l=2
)

5
xxxx ,bij x. x.rJa

2 4

has all the components b , except possibly bJ, , integral and,
IJ

(the constant implied bY <<

bi2 + O, since otherwise rÀre easily obtain a contradicÈion to (2.2).

Repeating this process' rn7e obtaín
\

lq l'

a(a) = * tî . # "', 
. #"ã . u.uË,u,- "i

u 2+ x
BBBB 5t

z 3 l+

where Br ,Bz rB3 rB4 are non-zero integers, J.t is real , the Lr t" are

integral linear forms of the shaPe

L, = L, (*, ,... ,12 = B, *,

A = BrBrBrBu ,

i- 1
2

+
-f
i
i+

ß..x.rJ J
t

lB, I

L2 L2

lql lql lul
4

lql'

Iùe now consider Èhe inequalitY

A2y2
2

I
* y1r* uA2

v? vZBBBv
2BtBrB,B tB,

2+
3 \Q.4) Bl

+
B

<1
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All the coefficientsrexcept possibly the last onerof (2.4) have absoluËe

value at least one, and they cannot all have the same sign as Q(x) is

indefínite. If lpAz/nrBrUrBnl . f, then (0,0,0,0,1) is a non-trivial

solution of Q.4). Otherr¿ise, Ehe last coef ficient also has absolute

value at least one, and so $te can apPly the bound result of Birch and

DavenporË (Result 6 of Chapter 1, part I) with 6 = 2/L25, saY. In

eiËher caserwe obtain an integral solution ¿ = (Yl r. .. rYr) of e.4) such

that

i- l
Q.5)

is an absolute constant (as it dependswhere the constant implied bY

only on Èhe value 2/L25).

(1.4) and (1.3). For j

L. (x). LÍ 
t) (x),...,1Í *) (*)

t'-'' j - J -
as follows:

0< lv, I
(1<i<+); o<lr, IlQlut*' lQlu',

It is then easily checked that the unique x such that
A't

. l.(x)-¡yi, (1 çi(4), *r-7t,

is an integral solution of (2.1) such that

0< x lqlu'

Hence the lemma is proved

Definition 2. 1. Let Q(x) , Q, (x),. .. ,Q*(x) be quadratic forms as l_ït

such that 1 < j ( n, we define linear forms

corresponding to the forms q(x),Q, (x),. . . ,Q*(x)

a¡tY¡ = AiI
n

I
=l

Î
I
=l

k

k
r'j ') cv)

(r)avjk

and
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where t, oÍ" denote the j-th rov¡s of the matrices A, A(t'(t * t ( R)

respectively.

Lemma2.2. Let 0 bearealnumberindeþendentof P suchthat 0<0<1.

Suppose
ê

Ihen the number of integer poinEs y- such that

pn- ( R+ ,¡ o>þ"
(2.6)

Q.e)

and

(2.10)

Lemrna 2. 3. For

Definition 2.I,

that 0<0<1

I s(o) |

<P -2+ 0 (1 < j < n)Q.7)

1S

(2'8) >> P(n'2R-sl2)o+e

Proof. This is Lernma 2.4 of Birch It] with d=2, k= Cn*]10 - e
4

The proof uses a result on geometry of numbers, see Lemma 28 of- Davenport

[fZ], where the implied constanE is independenE of the lattices and so our

lemma follows.

Definition 2.2. For gíven 0 such that 0 < 0 < 1, let E(0) be Èhe

set of 0, satisfying

l¿l . P' , ll 2ol, (¿)ll

l"l
6

P

I stal I
,n-(R+sl4)0+e

1(j(n,let

corresponding to

we have

be the linear forms as in
po zorax.(

Suppose that for givenf 0 such

L. (x)
J_

Q(x).
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\ that there is a non-zero integral vector x such that

(2.L2) ô< x
e

Po, (1 < j ( n).

Then this x is a solution of (1.1).

Proof. The proof ís rrivial, since

Q(x)
n

I l. (x)x.
J

=l
x = (xrr...rxrr).

Lemma 2.4. For given 0 such that 0 < 0 < 1, let E(0)

ppose there is no non-zero integral

r., (5) * * n"* ,

j

5
I.Ie notice that (2.8) is of no value if n < 2(n + ). Hence

4

from noq¡ on ¡ve take

(2. 13) nÞ2R+3

be as given

x satisfyingby Definitíon 2.2. Su
n¿eÇ.p¿ =ft(z.tzY. Then,

L
(i) for all cl in

that

(z.t+>

(2. 15)

and

(2.16)

E(0), there exist integers brg, ,... ,QR such

Oçgr 9*<nMPd

lo, * \r%

lo(q, * \rj,

+ +tro I
R^RI

I*s*) - t 
I

PI
n

-0

<P "2, +0
+ + ,

(ii) we have for P Þ 2,

e.L7) pn(o) << MR P-2+( 
R+r) d+6

Proof. ( i) since cr, is in E( 0) , (2. 10) holds. Therefore ( 2.14) and

Q.16) will follow immediately from Lemma 2.2. For example, we may take

q =2L\"(y.), (1 (t(n) forsome j,(1 <j(n),where y- isany
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solution of. (2.7), b will then be the integer closesÈ to Zol. (¿) and

(2.15) is the irmnediate consequence of the hypothesis of our lemma.

(ii) Llhen b i O, by (2.L6), since 0 < 0 ( 1, we have,for

P>2

fo(e, * \r\ + ... * Ànqn) - ¡l < ä< älbl

Therefore

fa(c, *\r\ +... +À"1*)l>Zlbl

Thus by (2.9) ,

(2. ls) 1<lbl <ttulo, *Xr9r+ *À*c*l

And so the contribution to UE(O) from the o's for which b I 0 is

.. I T i
qr qRb

lo, * \r9, + ... * À*e*l-t P-'*u ,

sunrned over g, r.. .rgp such that (2.L4) holds. Thus the above contribution

ts

R<<M -2+( R+1) 0+ô
P

l,Ihen b = 0,

l"l .. Pn*'u . M* P-'*(R+r)0+6

by (2.L6) and (2.15). This proves Q.L7)

3 ESTIMATION OF J(P)

In this, I shall state the dissection of the range of cr and

estimate the main term and the error terms of J(P) defined by (1.12)

This involves simult.aneous rational approximations of cr,rÀro, ,... rÀRo.
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I,Je recall the conventions about the parameËers ô and e

Let 0o ,0, , . . . ,0h be real numbers such that

(3. 1)

and

0<0 on< 1

ß.2)

The dissection of the interval (

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

Then,

!üe cal l

and fl

o

0
c

e =-c- 1 R+l
(1<e<h).

-6ó

6

Let 1 = (æ,æ) and 0o be as in (3.1); iÈs precise value will

be decided only in 55. I,rIe dissect I into disjoint subsets as follows:

Definition 3. 1. Let E( 0 0) be the set given by Definition 2.2 with 0 = 0o

lle define

B = {cr , l"l MR- 
rP-2**uo Ì ,

r={c¿,lol>P6}

S=I-

G=I-(nuTUS)=E(0
o
) - (¡ u r).

I=BUTUSUfì

B , the basic interval; T , the tail; S ' the supplementary set

, the residual set.

I shall estimate the contribution to J(P) from the sets B, T

in this secEion

(suruE(Oo)),

and S,
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Lemma 3.1. The contribution from T to J(P) satisfies

(3. 7)

where r is the

implíed by <<

Proof . I'le use

ls(cr)r(cr) lac << Pn-'6

fixed integer as given in (1.11) and the constant

depends only on r .

the trivial estimate of S(o) , that for any c[

ls(cr)l 't"

r
)
T

Then by (1.11), (where the implied constant depends only on r),

ls(o)r(a) lao << p" lo I

-t -l
da

lo I uto

n-¡ 6
P

f
T

thus the lemma is proved.

Lemma 3.2 Suppose that for all 0 such that 0 <0<0-"Jiu^i"o-r- " - "rr' there does

not exist any inÈegral x satisfying Q.IÐl Then,

(3.8) I s ( cr) r( rr) | ao << M* P'-'-uo

where

(3.e) ô
0

= min{-2 + (R + ;)oh ô - e, ,o - e - 2ôÌ.
o

Proof . From the def inition of S (see (3.5)), we see thaÈ iÈ i-e a-s"caEaed ê't
A-.- tc0

all the cx, for which lo I . tu and cl¿, is either not in ¡(0n ) or

in E(Oh ) - E(00 ). For those cr in E(Oh ), since (2.9), (2.10) hold

with 0 - 0n , it followsrfrom Definicion 2,2,that (2.10) cannot hold with

f
s

0 = 0. for the ct rs for which l" I < P6
h

fore the contribution to the integral in

and ü not in E(0h ). There-

( 3. B) from these 0 I s is

,n_( 
R+ st 4)oh+e 

lr{al lao

pn-( R+5/4) o¡'+e .r.dcr,
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by (1.f1); and this is

(3. 10)

The seÈ

for g = 1r...rh

does not hold for

with 0=0 for
c

(3.8) from E(0h )

Pn- 
( R+s/ 4) 0h +€+ô

E(Oh) - s(Oo) is'the union of the sets r(0r) - E(0s- r)

By Def ini tíon 2.2, for o in E(0s ) - E(Or. , ), (2' 10)

O = es-; Hence from this, (1.11) and Lenrna 2.4 (ií)

g = L,.. . ,h , the contribution Ëo Ehe integral in

- r(00 ) is, as in Lemma 37 of Davelnport [f Z ] '

MR pr- 2+( R+ t) o c- ( R+s/ q) 0 e- 1+€+6

R n.2- %0- . +e+26
MPS."

by (3.2); and this is

R ¡- 2- !c0- +€+26
MP

by (3.1). Hence from this and (3.10), the conclusion of the lemma

follows.

Lenuna 3.3. For 0 in B given by (3.3), we have

(3. 11) s(o) = r(o) + o(MR ,n'l+Rdo ),

where

(3.12) r(a) e(clQ( E) dE

P

(Ttre proof follows similar stePs

a = 0, g = 1.)

to LhaÈ of Lemma 4, Davenport [fZ] with

proof. The definition of s(cl) is given by (1.10). The main term

of the lemma is obtained by replacing x by a continuous variable n

E

h

i
=1

h

I
=lg

ß
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and so the sum in S(cl) is replaced by an integral. Then the error

is

I (e (x) )CXQ

(
I e(oq(n) )dnJ_
L

,
x

where the range of each of x, 1 is such that they are in Pß Thus

the discrepancy between the number of integer points in the box for x

and the volume of the box for n is << Pt'l . Hence the above error is

n-
P +

n
P max

<< Pt'' I - + Pl ì{R 'r P-2 
+ *'o 

. MP

l,ð' pn' 1+Roo

I

Lenrma 3.4. suppose n Þ 2R ,* 3r!>",. . * ¡(et E*)Þ,.L, PL> amrl7.^t et,-r
(on Þo S 6t s J,- a*l P&3 P = ¡-tg p""eL.-- ''is |aÒ ¿âcc7æl so(uÈëo¡ ú(z.tl).(c-t

(3.13) [s<olrCo)do=[rfcr)r{cr)do+Er *Ez,)J
B-æ

Thus the lemma is proved.

where r(cr) is as in (3.12) and

(3. 14) E I

Proof.

.2R--l n-3+2R
= 0(M"'- 'P"- ' ' "tdo ), E, = 0(P"'2'(sla- 

Re ) 0o 
,.

lùe apply Lemma 3.3, and we geÈ

f
J
B

s(a)r(cr)¿o = (r(o) + o(tuR Pn' 
1+*" 

) )*(o)u,,|'

J
B

f
a

wher.e

r(g)x(o)dq, + Er t



MoGu \t/¿-

Lennu- ,,

.t tt' 61e- -follo,,rO-,

S u ¡1os-- êà-ç fo"

,L+v>fl 6Ltu-- ,{oc.s

s*e Jsþ e-¿ Ce.I2,)

S *( { c2LZ\\ "tU" 4
43

o-J @t P

Lto(- ¿¿<{SC

wü& 7=?o,

- 
(e+t6¡

v -Ã-

sey¿{- È4èE 4 S ê-. I
O-,1 a4 r-3c¿c

'TLr-*, '{ot' *

t?-

Poo -lvt < v'P

êa^ c.e.*)13 P../6¿L GL*Cî

I ß t*tl p*- (o*€lê tL 
<

l1S ¡5q Le^.n^* 3'3 w ¿- e (5t, p."¿¿- 6à*C

Pnøo F , S ,s ¡¡"s.' -+! P

BC w,.:c\ ld-P-l =
(s,?.l-- P7æ)t vv¿--

+3

Vs* ut ù^Ð d*e-- a-Çco¡<--

ø-.:êö^3 't> dtp>^ a_l

'L* kêo o ¡O1 .- d p-1.

- Pnt, wLvn- Irs d 3J^-¡ 4-.L .,sú,J l"/-i<-p6

d-ç Eß) a-Jso

- r¿úã)
p*'L *1-l -T-

La-

S -r*p-cr,¿Ð) ll, F-n sl¿q ,+ o(t44!¿P*l f-).

¿¿Q ¡,ae(<-- 'Ío"' S{g;) ¿'- Ú_Qcl a-+'l

t.+ .ArStLl
P-= Y" 

'Ë H*, uun r¿so¿lë l'lh"-'s"
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lurl=o( t
J

M* pn-1+or. lr{o) lao)

+{

- (R+f) /n -, t

= 0(M2n-lrn-3+2Rdo ).

The ¡nain term of (3.13) is obtained by extending the interval

of integration of the above integral to the whole of the real line. The

error in doing so is Er, say. I'le write 6 = Prl in r(o), then

P

I
J
B

R

I
I

À. q. (n)),ån
I r - Á-

t(a) = e( qp2

By an argument siniå.ä.r to Lemma 9.2 of eirch fl], the majir ste'ps of

whi-ch are outline¿ì on the onposite Þage, it can be sho'.'¡n that if
r"R-lPRoo1 løe2l 5 e] , the'

r (c{ ) << p^ (ap2¡ - (n+f,¡7*

<< pr.-z(n+f) r, *rrrO,

Then E, is given by

l¡, l<
J
ÉI

lr(c)r(o) lao ,

t¡here the range H of cr is
t È Pa-c L (øn l¿l )z P,t

lu, I ..J
tl

rr-R-l-2+R0
lcll > M -P o . And so , usé^7 Le.-qut.3. I

F

pn-2 -s I 2R+2. 
lol-t 

-5l 4R+e 
. 1.do n 5 e*^-*-'."

P

<< pn-r-s/ 2R+ze,"R-1p-2+Roo 
r-s/aR+e + P

<<M( -r/4R+e)(R-l) pr-2-( s/4-Re )oo f 7t+-€

<<pt-2-(sl4-Re)0o ,

a<l s,rsu^¿ o.o l'1poúLcæs on, Qo el-^'{. {,

, / This completes the proof of the lemma.

^

since r . å
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Lemma 3.5. Suppose P > 11. Then we have

where the consÈant implied by >> n

Proof. Let

(3. 15)

Then we have,

We investigate the n

' Let y- be in

Æ
| -î î-2I r(o)r(o)do >> M "P' -
)
-OO

rJ= r(o)r(o)¿o
-oo

t- e(cr,Q(E) )x(o)dldcr .

PßJ-

By the definition of e(o) and by (1.11), the absolure value of rhe

integrand of J is bounded by min{l, lol-'-t } which is integrable on

(--r-) x.PB Hence r^re may use the substitution E = Prl (and so

dE = p"¿n), and interchange the order of integration. trrle then obtain

that

(3. 16) If-
S-æ

nJ=P e(op2Q(n) )r(o)¿o¿n

I,Ie shall apply the change of variable f : n + ¿ defined by

v. = P2Q(n),

yi n.I
(z(i<n)

to a suitable subset of B Let ß be the box defined byI

(¡.r2, o.Yr.],
16m 1",

1

S. lr, | .5# ,
1 (3 < i ( n).

such that ¿ = f(n) and y_ is in the _box ß,

B, and n. = yi , (z < i ( n). consider



(3. 18)

where

(3.le)

ß
2

sat isfie s

(3.21)

g(n) = Q(n,n2,...,nn) - lå

a I n2+Fn+c-þ

n

I
=a

r30

"rrli ' G = Ti a..rl.rl.
IJ I Ji=2 i=2

n n

Then sinc" 
^22 

< -1 (by (1.9)), we have

ll=

Irl * *, lcl

0<lfrl =*'l#

2I

'Tõ;,

G<- 11
ffi

and since P > Ll and yr 4 3' we easily see that

(3.20) Yr

ø
3

ñ

Hence for I in ß, , it follows from (3.18), (3.19) and (3.20), since

^rrÞ 
I (by (1.9)), Ehat gG,ò;' 0, e(2) > 0 and g(0) < 0. Thus

g(n) has exactly one zero between 0 and \, and in fact Èhis zero lies

between rìs and, \, where lo = max(O, - r/(2arr)), and g'(n) > 0 for

no 1\<Lo

It follo$rs that there is an open set ß" c ß such that f is

one-to-one on B f (ß, ) = B, and the Jacobian la¿la1l offon
2t

where the implied constant depends only on n .

variable the,orem is applicable to f on B,

of Chapter 1, Part I, the inner integral of J

Therefore we have

= p2lg'(nr)l (( p2.* ,

And so the change of

By (3.17) and the Lemma 1.3.1

in (3.16) is non-negative.

JT
B

2

J)-Pn

-æ

e(crP2Q(n) )K(cx)dodn ;
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substituting ¿ = f(n) and applying the change of variable theorem to

the above integral, we get

ô¡
JÞPn e(oy, )r(o)dof

B
r
-æ

-11.m Pd¿

n-1
m

d¡

4
P dy. ,

az

P' f f e(cxy, )r(cr)¿o.n-l
B-æI

by (3 .ZL); and this is

since Ocyr<

and this is

-an
P

J
ßI

t

å for all I in ß, , by Lenma 1.3.1- of Chaprer 1, parr I;

))m -1 ¡4
P

1

by the definition of B, (see (3.17)). From thís, the result (3.15)

follows, since m << M.

4 RESIDUAL SET

.The set ft is as defined in Definition 3.1. In this section,

I shall prove that when this set d? is non-empty, there exists a solution

of (1.1) satisfying a bound in terms of M and P This is done by

using approximation to a form to which Lennna 2.L car' be applied.

For 0 in Rrwehave

(4.1) MR-r P-2+Rdo . l"l < P6

and there are

N,

N
0o

o

sati s f ies

integer points x satisfying Q.7) with 0 = 0o , where
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G.2) N
0o

,(n-zR-s/2)oo -é

In this section, by points I shall mean integer points.

Lemma 4.1. Suppose o¿ belongs to the residual set & and let V be

the corresponding set of

(4.3)

and

G.4)

for a constant K, depending on

linearly independent points.

Proof. Let v be the dimension of

the number of points x in V is

V . Bu.t by the definition of V,

G,2). Therefore, we have

And since (4.4) holds, we have

\" points mentioned ín (4.2),

n>2R***UT*t,

P>K (n)
2

n Then V contains at leasË four

the subspace spanned by V

<< P"do , since lll < Poo

the number of points in V

Then

for x in

s at is fies

v0
Po ,(n-zR-s/2)áo-€

5ev)n-2R-*'- 2ao

Thus

by (4.3).

we have

v>3+e

Since v , being the dimension, ts an integer and Ê ) 0,

vÞ4.
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Lemma 4.2. Suppose that the residual set

does not exist an integral x satisfying

(4.3) holds. Also suppose thaÈ 00, ô, P

& is non-empty, that there

(Z.tZ) wít¡ 0 = 0o and that

saÈisfy

and K, is a constant dependíng only on

solution x such thaÈ

(4. s)

and

(4.6)

where

(4.7)

P

we see that p is integral,

(4. B)

and

(4.e)

3(1.2700 +42ô) <2

P>K
3

K
Ilo,

= 253 / (2-3(L27 0 0+426) )

lpl << MPoo

n Then (1.1) has an integral

K
l+

where Ks is a constant depending only on n

Proof. Since R is non-empty, it contains an element, o , sey. It

follows from our hypothesis regarding (2.L2) , together r¿ith Lemma 2.4

and (4.1), that there exist integers b,g, ,...,gn satisfying Q.t+) ,

(2.15) and (2.16) with 0 = 0o and b I 0. Taking

0< x <KP2

tlc, *\"i, +... +tr*c*ll

l"pl >'4

+1

By choosing .Ks appropriately, we can ensure thaË the hypothesis

of Lemma 4.I are satisfied and hence the set V defined there contains
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( 1) 2)four linearly independent points

apply the linear transformation

(4. 10)

to the form opQ(x), where

vector, which we choose as

(
x say. I,Je shall

X is a fifth integral

SAY,

( 1)x,

one

4) .
, such a vecÈor exists

(e. 9"1r.

L, are integers and

follows:

X the form

opQ

x
43)(

x
(

x

5

I 't,
=1

x
(i )x

( s)

If

wíth
(2)

o( i, u' ="')

x rI t

o( i, u' 
="

is positive definite,then,by (1.9), the vector X

= Q tor í + 2 canriot be a linear combintaLion ofx, = 1' \
( 3) 4)

slnce Q(x) 4 o, so we take
(

x = ð Similarly if

is negative def ínite, \^re Ëake Ëhe vector Y, say, with

Y, = 1, Yi = Q for 2 ( i ( n as *( 
t) otherwise we take as *( 

t)

)

5)(
x

)

\
)

of the unit vectors (with one x. = t and the others aIL zero) which is

linearly independent of "(t) , It" , -(t) , -(

as n>4
( s)

I^Iith this choice of

(4.11) apqo ([) =

is índefinite and the vectors

integral vectors with

(i ) 0
PO

5

( s)to x are linearly independent

(1<i(4); l¿tt'l*t

)( i,', r )9"

(
X

)

G.rz)

where

Now,

x

55
Qll)=U_ I ioo t"

p
o=l P=7

n

i
=1

( (o) (p)I a..x. x.
" TJ T Jj=t

9"
op

p0o
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From (a,7) é'1 , Lernma 2'L, (for t, (x), 1 ( j ( n, as in Definition

2.I), r^re see that for every vector x in V (V as in Lennna 4.1),

ôj , (1 < j < n) such that

(1 < j ( n),

there exist inËegers b, and real numbers

¿ "(L. (x) = b.t-t
+ ô.

t

(4.13)

And so by our choice of

we easily see that

åaP00,

and

lo, l

6
nMP

*oo

(
x

2)(
x

( t)

lôrl 1P-2*oo

( 4)
x (in V) and x

+ô (t ( o, p ( 5, (o,p)#(5,5))
op'

3 ( s)
x

=þ
op

opôr, = opo(*( 
s) 

) t

where b
op

(4. 14)

and

(4.16)

are integers and ô are real numbers satisfying
op

lo", | << M2P3oo 
+ô , loPor. I << ÞtPoo 

+ô

lo"rl <<MP-*3do(4.1s)

by (4.9), (4.L2) and (4.13). The constanÈs implied by

onn

Hence, we have

AopQo (.q,¡ = Ql ( l.) a, (1) +espQ( x
(s) Ê+

5

where Qr([) is integral with no terms in 4 and q(¿) has small real

coefficients. Thus the hypothesis of the Lemma 2.1 holds for

ar(&) + opq(*(t) )L', and so by Lemma 2.1, there is an integral &- such

that

(4. 17 ) lc, Cl) + opq(*( " ,41 . Z
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and

(4. 1s) 0<

us ing (4 .L4) . For this 9" we have

(4.le) lq, t¿> I . *? M P-*t'o ("'P30o +6 
)2 '63 1 Þo,

l¿l < xu {u'
63

for suitable K,

(1.1), by (4.11),

Ptro 
*u 

)

using (4.15), (4.18) and then by (a.6) . And hence the

(4.16) , (4.17) ,x corresponding to this

(4.19) and (+.8); and is

&. satisfies

such Ehat

0<

Mt2 
6 

P19O0o 
+ 63 6

by (4.10), (4.12> and (4.18). rhis is

2
P

since (4.5) and (4.6) hold, where the <:onstant implied by <<

, K4, D and so only on n. Thus the lemma is proved.only on K,

5 PROOF OF THE THEOREM

In this secEion, I shall give a choice of the small consËants

ô, a,0s and of P , which appeared in the previous sections, so that

the theorem holds. The existence of a solution with a bound in Eerms

of P has been proved in Lenuna 4.2, under certain conditions,when the

set ß given by (3.6) is non-empty. Now we Prove the theorem, by

considering all the various possibilities.

tr'Ie recall that n2 2y + 6 and so (4.3) holdè if

L

lll << po" . (f pt'o *o 
)ut ,

(5. 1)
0o

+e<4
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Now we consider the integral J(P) given by (1,L2). The Lemma

3.5 gives the main term of J(P) and the error terms are given by (3.7),

(3.8) with (3.9), together with Er, E, given by (3.14). ltre shall

choose P, ô, g, Oo to make the main term dominate the above menËioned

error terms and to satisfy (5.1) and all the conditions used in 54. lJe

sha1l do this now.

The main term is

>>M-l i-2
P

and the errors are (from Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 and 3.Ç)

<< M5 ,n -2 -ô' ,

where

K, = max{R, 2R -

ô, =min{rô-2'

T},

(n+ 5
4
)on - 2 - E - ô, Lojo - e - 2ô;

1-2R0 5 Re) 0o' 4

4,a4 eo s.-c,:tþ @*+\e"L
Let 

^ 
be a small positive constant to be determinedfand Le1ç

A

( Ì

^0̂=e=D

Then the main term dominates all the error terms, if

6r > A

It is possible to find values of A (and so ô, e), e

to satisfy the above and the conditions given by (5.1), (4.5).

example,

A=.-f-,00=+, for R<95,
I ooa' - 31e

ot or,'r

For
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or

and q,

(5.6)

.1À=__-
lotRr4)'

¡

&t\17eo for R > 96,

?, for R>2 or on
9

10
for R=1 and r isanY

,

integer such that

r>r2(1 +í)

depending on Ëhe value of R; is a particular choice'

this ís not the best possible.) For this choice of

leÈ P be an integer such Ëhat

(5.3)
"o"*'<P<2KoI"f',

where

there exists a solution x of (f.1) such that

(of course,

^, 
0o, 0

h
andr,

s tt* "Co,." t *t)t* zt t-'tal'

(5.4) K* > max{(Kr+n)7¡, *o}

and

(5.5) Ko > max{Kr(n), KJl'

(K, , Kr, Ka are as in Lermnas 4.! anð' 4.2, and K, as in (5'2)) ' Then

all the conditions including G,4), (4.6) are satisfied.

If for some 0 such that 0o < 0 < 0h , there exists an x
{on s.,^u Pov-e4 P@-- P" -4 {re p&Lt> "

such that Q.LÐ holds/, then by Lennna 2'3,
I

0< lll <P:<P:h

I

LCtt + ¿¿,e'¡>l*')13 çCet.rls
ü1rk) )

using (5.3).

Hence trom now on, r^/e assume that for 0r¿such that 0o ( 0 ( 0n,
aa.L pO" e po 

= ¡<kpa,¿ll
there is no- l-""én ttrát (2.I2) holds; in particular there i-s no x

such that Q.IÐ holdswith 0= 0o and so since n)2n+ 6, it follows

from Lemma 4.2 that if the residual set is non-empty, there exists a

solution x of (1.1) such that
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(5.7) 2 2K.0<lll <<P <<M 
'

using (5.4).

. Ilence \{re may nor^r assume that the residual set ís empty. Then

the analytic argument shows that the main term dominates the error terms

and so N(P) > 1 and there exists a solution x in the box ßP such

that (1.1) holds and so

(5.8) o<ltl <äP(*ot*'

Thus we always have a solution x of (1.1) satisfying one of

(5.6), (5.7) or (5.8) and so the result of the theorem follows.
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CHAPTER 3

A CUBIC INEQUALITY

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, I consider Èhe inequality

lc{¡) |
<1

for a cubic form C(x) of the type

(1.2) c(x) = À, C, (x) + À, c, (x) À*C*(x) ,+ +

where

I

(1.1)

( 1.3)

( 1.4)

c(x)=t-
(1 < r ( n)

for each integer t , (t ( t < R), "Írt/ are integers and symmetric functions

in i, j, t and À1,...,trR are real numbers which are linearly independent

over the raÈionals. l,te also wriÈe

iïi
=r j=l k=t

(r)
"tj * 

*i *¡ *¡. 
'

c(x) II cij t *i *j *k'
n n

í=1 j=r k
i
=l

where 
"rj k are real numbers which are synmetric functions in i, j, t .

The aim will be to prove the solvabiliÈy of (1.1) r^rithout making

any assumptions of non-singulariËy, and the result finally obtained will

be the following theorem:

THEOREM. Let C(x) be defined as in ¡.2) to (1.4),

the number of variables n is such that n ) 4n(n+3).

a non-trivial solution in integers

and suppose that

Then ( 1. 1) has
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As in the case of quadratics, it follows from this theorem that

fC(x) I . r is solvable for arbitrarily small e > O, íf n Þ 4n(n+3).

From now on, C(x) is a form as in (1.2) to (1.4). tr{e note

thar if l"rrrl . f , rhen (1.1) is certainly solvable (with *1 = 1,

*i = 0, í + Ð. Hence rnre assume from norn¡ on that l"rrrl'- t. Moreover,

replacing C(x) by -c(x) if necessary, hre can assume that

(1.s) "rr, Þ 1

!'Ie also introduce the f ollowing notations:

(1.6) m=

and

(1.7)
^= 

max
1<t<R

lr, I

(For the meanings of lC, l, lCl, see the table of notations, in the

general introduction - page 3. )

I,le now not.ice Ëhat

(1.8) 1(m<<r\M,

where the constant implied by the symbol depends only on n

OuËline of the method

For thís problem too, the basic idea of the approach is the same

as Ëhat used in Part I and in our quadraÈic problem. But the alternate

method used whenever the basic approach fails, is different.

In thís chapter, ô and e are small positive constants, r a

fixed positive integer and P a large positive integer, all of which

will be fixed throughout the argumen¡. In addition, 0 is a parameEer

such Èhat 0 < 0 I 1, and the constants e. (0 < i < h) are particular

![ = max
1<t<R

lc, l, lcl
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values of 0 The values of all the above constants will be determined
p ({ee wu\c HLat çcaL "l'/

explicitly, later in the chapter. É-'he constan ts irnplied by the symbols

and of the coefficients of0, ((, >>, Kl, K2 etc. are independent of P

C(x) and so on M, A; but may depend on û, R, 6, 0 and Ê

(V¡e note that Ëhese constants are independent of the ones that

appeared in the other chapters. )

Definition 1.1. Let ß be the fixed box in n-dimensional space with

its centre at the origin O Let o, be a realside length å and having

number and

(1.e) s(o) = [ e(oc(x)),

sununed. over all the integer points x inside the box

N(P) be the number of non-zero integer solutions of

box PB

x

|'*
J

J(P) s(o) r(o) d0,

-CO

PB Also, let

( 1. 1) inside the

LeË X(o) be the real valued funcËion corresponding to the

integer r , given by Èhe lemma 1.3.1 of Chapter 1, Part I and so satisfying

the inequality (1.11) of Chapter 2, Part II.

As in the other cases, we define

(1.10)

where s(cr) is defined by (1.9). Then,

N(P) + 1 > J(P),

where the 1 on the lefthand side is for the trivial solution (0r...r0).

!'le follor¡ the usual meÈhod, the process of estimating J(P) whenever it

is estimable and showing that there exist values of P for which J(P)

is greater than one. In the alternate case, r{e prove the theorem under

a certain hypothesis on linear combinations of R - 1 cubics. Then
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r^re prove the theorem by induction on R, and the above hypothesis turns

out to be the inductive hypothesis for this proof.

In $2, I give some preliminary lemmas concerning S(a) and bilinear

forms (letinition 2.1) and in 93, two lemmas on bilinear equations are

given. In 54, I give the estímations of some error terms and in S5rthat

of the main term is given, the values of the constant" 00, 0h, ô, e, r

are determined and the theorem is proved when the alternate case does not

occur. Then in 56, the alternate case is discussed and finally in 57,

the proof of the theorem is completed. Also in STrsome other methods

that one would think of to deal with the alternate case (namely Ehe residue

set with alternative (ii) - see 56 for details) are discussed in brief,

and the reasons which led to the choice of the present method are explained

2 BILINEAR FORMS

In this section, I shall give some known results concerning the

estimate of S(o) and some bilinear forms which are needed later on.

Definition 2. 1. Let x, L be any two points. Then for each of the

c*(x) given as in (1.2) to (1.4), we definecubic forms c(x) , C1( x),...,

a set of n bilinear forms:

Q.t) B.
J

c xvijk i'k
(1 < j ( n),

c xv¡jk i'k
(r) (1 < j ( n),

v

)( Y

¿

x

x

i i
=1kI

(2.2) BÍ. )
t

for 1(t(n.

I'le notice thaE by (L.2),

B.
J

)( =I I
i =r k=1

R

¿) = I À, nÍt)(*
t=l

x(e.3) ) (1 < j < n)
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Lermna 2.1. Suppose that 0 is a real number such that 0 < 0 < 1

and is independent of P . Then either

(i) ls(o)1.P"-Ko+€

o1

(2.4)

and

o.5)

(ii) there are >> P( 
2¡-4K) 0 + e pairs of integer points

such that

e
P lyl

0
P

-3+ 20

(*,¿)

x

ll6a¡.
, v <P(

o < lel 1,"',le*l

Js(cr)J , ,n-Kore

(1 < j ( n).

20
MP,

x )

Progf . This result follor¿s from Lenmra 31, of Davenport [17] with K

replaced by I(0 - e , where the constant implied by >>

of c(x) (and hence of M, 
^) 

as it uses a resulÈ (Lemma 28, Davenport t17])

on geometry of numbers where the implied constant is independent of the

lattices.

Definitiot 2.2. Forgiven 0 suchthat 0<e<1 let E(0) be the

set of 0 satisfying

l"l

,

6
P

and

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

and

(2.e)

Lemta 2.2. For all o in E(0), there exists integers gr ,... r9p, b

such that

-3+20
lo(À, c, +. ..+À*e*) - b 

I
<P

where the constant implied by << n
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Proof. For 0 in E(0)

(ii) of Lemma 2.1 holds.

, by definition,(2.7)

Thus (2.8) and (2.9)

= 68Ít ) {* l¿) , (1 < t ( R),

j it l(j(n.

holds and so alternative

follow from (2.4) and

for some solution pair(z.s),

(*,I')

by taking q

and for some

Lemma 2.3. For given 0 such thaÈ 0 < e < L, aë l¿-sÖ one of the

following Ëwo alternatives holds:

Alternative ( i) . For each cr in E(0) , Àr o,. . . ,À*o have simultaneous

r sây, such that for 1 ( ¡ ( n,rational approximations

holds. Let

the matrix of

aI tR

qq

(2.10)

where (ar r... râRrq) = 1,

(2.11) lß, I < q-lP-3+2Ro Plk-i

(2.t2) , R 2RO1<q<<MP

Alternative ( ii) . For some number N such that
0

(2.13) N ,(zn-+ 
K) 0+e

Àt

atc[=-+
q ßt )

and

t
e

there exisË N, integer pairs (x,y) satisfyine e.4) such that if A

is the rNe x R matrix vrhose ith "olrr*n 
consists of the components

uÍt't1l"> for 1( j ( n and for all the Nu pairs (*,I), then

(2.r4) rankA<R-1.

Proof. This is a slight variaÈion of Lemma 2.5 oÍ Birch tll with d = 3

and k=K0-e.

Suppos e c[ 15 l_n E(0). Then alternative (ii) of Lemma 2'1

N, be the number of points (x,¡) therein, and let A be

the corresponding nf 
t ) {* ly) '". our conclusion corresponds
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to his alternatives (ii) and (iii) but is obtained by considering the

whole matrix A instead of the submatrix corresponding to a particular

pair (xry). If A has rank R, then arguing in the same $ray as Birch,
aa

we obËain approximations +,.. .,+ , where q is the absolute value of

anon-zero RxR submatrixof A Thus

q

since for each j and t ,

l('Í" <rb>).". 
I

(t)
",jn

R 2R'O<<M P ,

¡rf ') cll¿l I

by (2.4) and (1.6). The implied constant here depends only on n and

so is the case for the constant in (2 .I2).

If for any o in E(0) , A does not have rank R, then we obtain

our alternative (ií), and hence the lemma is proved.

BILINEAR EQUATIONS

In this section, I shall give results concerning algebraic variet.ies

with many integer points. The main result (Lenrma 3.2) generalises the

result of Lemma 3 of Davenport tfO] and provides the tool needed to deal

with the problems arising from alternative (íi) of Lemma 2.3.

By t'points", I shall always mean inÈeger points.

Lemrna 3.1. Let n, Q, N be given positive integers and v a non-integral

positive real number, for x = (x, ,... ,x,, ), let f, (x),...,f*(x) be homo-

geneous polynomials with inÈeger coefficients and suppose that N and

the degrees of f, (x) r. . . ,f"(x) are bounded in terms of n Suppose

there are tt Qn-t integer points x such that

n

l
n

I
=l

| 1", llvul
20

MP'
,



lll < Q, f. (x) = o, (1< i ( N),

where a satisfies

Q > Ko'

Proof. This is Lennna 34 of Davenport [tZ], wittr R, r-e replaced by

respectively and so r-1 is then [v]Q,v

for some consËant Ko depending on n , the bound on the degrees of

f. (x), (1 < í < N) and the constant implied by the notation >>
l--

Then there exisÈs one of these points for which the rank of the matrix

af.
Ir
ù

1<i<N 1(v(n

is at most [v].

(3.1)

Lemma 3.2. Suppose

L4 I

for 1(j(n

as in (1.3),

and an integer

are bilinear forms corres-

for 1(t<R For

s suchthat 1(s(n,

= Ko (nrRrs) , supPose

nf ') c5l¿l

ponding to the cubic forms C, (x)

given non-integral, real v > 0

nÍt) (*l,n)
t -'z

and a satisfying (3.1) for Ëhe appropriate Ko

there are ,, Qn*n-t points x r,lith

(3. 2) x <Q

for which

(3.3) =0, (l( j(n, 1<r<0),

where g < R , have exactly s linearly independent solutions in y .

Then there exists a sublattice of Z" of didrension [v] + 1 such that

all the integer vectors in this sublattice are solutions of

(3.4) c,(x) =0, (1 <t<.e,)



Proof. The proof follows

Davenport [16].

Foreach xrthe

with determinant D(x) say, given by

.(l "Í;1", ),

Let \
exacËly

in X.,

(3.5) sÍt) (*lu(o) )
t -'L

for 1(j(n; 1(p(s; 1(t(.Q,,

and t are certain subdeterminants of

(3.6) (r)
vik

( p)
yk

148

similar steps to those for Lenrna 3 of

equaEions (3.3) are linear equations in y

D(x) = de

be the set of points x for which the equations (3.3) have

s linearly independent solutions in I . Then for each x

(1 <j,k(n; 1<t<1,).

"Í; ì *, yÍ.0' = oÍl' (r> ,

the rank of D(x) is n - s , and so \ consists of all the

points for which all the subdeterminants of D(x) of .order n - s + 1

are zeto and at least one subdeËerminant of order n - s is non-zero.

For any x in X^ , we can consËruct a set ¿(t) r...r¿(t) , sãlts'
of linearly independent solutions of (3.3) by taking certain particular

subdeterminantgof D(x) of order n - s as their coordinates. Each

such determinant is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n - s in x with

integer coefficients. Then for any point x in R',

=iI
ik

where ¡Í') (*) for each j , p
JrP -

l(x) oforder n-s+1

In(3.5)rlt',...r1 t' ateac,.,cÊd¿L's of x) aad X,r...rx¡¡

are independent variables in ( 3. 5) and so \.re can dif f erentiate ( 3. 5)

partially with respect to xr, (1 ( v ( n). Then we get,

Ic
k

ð. I I "Í;l
(AÍ')

J¡P )ðx
l)

for 1(v, j(t;

to be determined at

1(p(s; 1(t(.Q,. Ler P

the end of the lemma and 1et

Pr t""

Y P * p.r(t)
s¿

(3.7) ( 1)
v- +

s
be constants,
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Then from (3.6), we obtain

(3.10) (t)
crj k

f '"$rnfllr,p= I v

AY
(3. 8)

(t)c..vt K
Y

k ðx
v

for all i < j, v ( n and 1( t (.C. From (3.5) and (3.7), we also

have

. Ì i "Í11",T
k

k

(3.e)

Mulriplying (3.8) by t, and sununing over j and using (3.9), hte geË

p
Y.

J
x.

tI I "Í;}Jr

Y.t
I

T
=t

+Y. Y.
IKI

k
Ii
k P= t

I
=l

ol:I,P
p

(t(t(n; 1(t<f,).

T
i

P

ôYu

ã" =I
jp B q-c{l}r'p

for 1(v(n and 1(t(.Q,.

Now, since \ consists of all the poínts for which the sub-

determinants of D(x) of order n - s + 1 ar-e zero and by the hypothesis

of this lenrma, the hypothesis of Lemma 3.1 are satisfied wíth v replaced

by s - v, for fl r...,fN taking all the above subdeterminants. Therefore,

by Lemma 3.1, where nornt Ko depends only on D, R and s ' there ís a

point x = X , say, in X. for which

^Ít)(x)=0, 
(t(5(n; 1(p(s; 1<t<g)

J ¡ P' -

and

'""kC ^Í:l) 
( rs-vl = s - 1 - tvl,

since s is an integer and v is not an integer. Then, there exist

somefunctions TÍt) (x) and u (x) for 1<j,v(n; 1(p(s;
I t þt P'- 9t v

1 ( p ( s-I-[v] ; 1 ( t ( 1, such that

s - r- [ v I
a

AX
(¡Ít ) (x)) =

J ¡ P'-
v

I r. (x)
t P¡ P -p=l

U
Pr V

(x), (1 < r ( 1,)
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where T, U are rational since ã"
v

( Ar, 
o 
) are integers as I is

integral.

For this particular X ' 
(3.10) becomes

a

PY.
tTij p= r

Y.
t

e (t)
Àn ""oI

j

Y,YjYn = I W,
p

Yu p

'' 
,¡:"' 'Í] l, ,

U
Pr U

¡- 1; I v I

T !ü(t)
P

U
Pt ù ,sâI ,

p=l

for 1<t<.q, and 1(v(n. Multiplyingthisby Y

over v and using ß.7), $te get

(3.11)

sunmedover 1(p(s-1-[v] and 1(p(s.

Nor¿ we choose Pl ,... rPs Èo satisfY

and surmning

T I T "Í:Iv J k -

v

Ug, u

(3. 12)

I p ,r(o)up
p

(¡

(1 < p ( s - l- - [v]).i '"( f ,:o'
p=l .Y=l )

Theseare s-1-[v]

rational coef f icients.

u
Pt u

: 0,

equations in s variables P

tr'Ie write this as

P
I

with

UP 0 ,

r,rhere and U is the

forcoefficients are

Thus,

rank U ( s - i -. [v]

The dimension of the solution set of (3.12) is then

s x (s - 1 - [vl) matrix whose

1 ( p ( s - 1 - [v],1 ( p ( s.

p = (prr...rPr)

T
u=1

r:n' uo, , j

s-ranku>[v]+1



Since the coefficients of

a sublattice L, sâY, of

Then by ß.12) and (3.11),

Ehe lemma.

I{e note that the result is

if s = n then any -¿ in Z" is

of the
n+v- t

0.- - points mentioned

is a solution of (3.3).
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U are rationalrthe above solutions determine

Zn , whose dimension is at least ["] + 1.

any I in L is a solution of (3.4). Hence

a trivial one for s

a solution (3.3) wittr

in the hypothesis and so

Therefore

n . Because

taking any

(x,x) for

x

such x

n

I
-l

(t
x. B.

JJ
) x x) = 0, (r < t < l,).c ()(x

Ttrus x is a solution of (3.4). The dimension of the set of these x
"l-l

is [n+v-s{ =

Lemma 3.3. For given non-integral, real v > 0, suPPose there are

tt Q"*" integer solutions (x,¿) of (3.3) satisfying

(3.13)

If

(3.14)

where K* depends on D, v,

there exists a sublattice L

all the integral points of L

[v]+lrsince s=n

R

l:l <Q, l¿l <Q

Q>K'"

and the constant imPlied bY >>

of Z" , of dimension tv] + 1 such that

are solutions of (3.4).

proof. As in Lemma 3.2, let X, be the set of points x r¿ith

lll < Q for which Ehe equations (3.3) have exactly r linearly

independent soluLions in I . Then it follows from our hypothesis

that there is some s such Ëhat 1 ( s ( n for which there are at

leasr * O'*" pairs (x,¿) satisfying (3.3) and (3.13) with x in

X, , where K, is the constant implied by >>
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v= [v] +h,

where h > 0 since v is non-integral. For each x in X, , since

there are exactly s corresponding linearly independent Zt s , the

rotal number of L'" such that lfl < Q and (3.3) holds ís at most

*rd , where K" depends only on n . It follows that if Q > Ks, for

suítab1e K. depending on Kr,Kz and h , then the number of x in

x
g

1S

Kt
Qn+v- 

s > Qn+v- 
t¿h- s

"K,

since [v-ärr] = [v]

in place of v

, the result now follows from Lenma 3.2 with v-Lrh

4 DISSECTION AND ERROR TERMS

In this section, I shall give a dissection of (--,-) into four

smaller subsets and find the estímate of J(P) for o in tr¿o of these

sets. !ùe recall the conventions regarding the parameters ô and e

Let 0o ,0a , . . . ,0h be real numbers such Ëhat

(4.1) 0 <0 <e on <1
o

G.2) 0 0
g

=--l R+l '
(1 (e<h).

DissecËion of the interval I = (--,-).

I

and

ô

Let 0o be as in (4.1) a¡d fixed from now on.

into disjoínt subsets as follows:

I{e dissect I
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Definition 4.1. Let E(oo) be as in DefiniEíon 2.2. Then let
t tL-tt.i

l"l < Þ' 
3+2Rd ](4.3) B={cr:

tt^u ê,øplLe-{ ¿'o''rCâ-C ¿ci^J

G.Ð .¡ = {o, :

(4.5)

and

G.6)

(l+ S c..- ¿¡ CAtt" .;q (?' ll ),

lcrl > rô Ì

S=r-(suTuE(e ))
o

G= I - (n uTu S) = E(00) - (S UT).

Then,

I=BUTUSUft

l{e call these sets B, T, S, ft , the basic interval, the tail, the

supplementary set and the residual set resPectíve1y'

The basic interval contributes the main terrn of J(P) and the

contribut.ions from the supplementary seË and the Èail form a part of

the error term. The residual set is referred to as the alternaÈe case

which is dealt with by different methods. In this section, we esËimate

J(P) for the seÈs T and S

I{e notice that (2.IÐ is of no value if n < 4K , because there

are >> P'0 trivial solutions with x = 0 or ¿ = O of (2.5). There-

fore we Èake n ) 4f . Also from nort on' we take

G.7) 1=2(¡+1)+\

Lernma 4. 1. For q in T we have

ls(o)x(cr) l¿o .. ,n' r 6
(4. 8) f

T

where r is the fixed integer given in 5 f
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Proof. For any o , the trivial estimate for S(a)

ls(a) I <. p"

Therefore,

IS

P" lo l' '' t dcr,

T

ls(o)r(a) lao < r" lx(o) lacr

lol>tu

by (1.11) of Chapter 2 of this part

n. 16
P

Lemma 4.2. Suppose P> 2, 0 ( e < 1 and the alternative (ii) of

Lemma 2.'3 does not hold for this value of 0 Then

u(E(0)) .. U* P-3+2(R+1)d+ô(4. e)

Proof . For o in E(0) , (2.9) holds with (2.8).

O.9) ís zero only when

The integer b 1n

loor, ("ly) | . P-'*'u , (1 < j ( n),

for all the pairs (x,¿) mentioned in alternative (ii) of Lemma 2.1.

Then alternative (i) of Lemma 2.3 will hold with åt = â2 = = tR = 0

and q = 1. Hence by (2.10), (2.11) and using (1.8),we have
MÀ-T

(4.10) lol < 
^-rP-3+2"u/< 

t" P-3+2(R+1)d+ô

Now suppose that b I 0.

by (2.9) we have,

Then lUl >1 andsince P>2, 0<0<1,
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lo(Àrc, + ... + À*qo) - bl <P-l <¿<äl¡l-3+20<P

lul < zlcr(Àrc, + ... + À*9o)¡ .. eo lÀre, + ... * l*s*l

Thus the contribution to U(¡(0)) from these o¿ is

À
I

^ , -1 -3+2eÀ*9*l P 
'

Thus,

And so

(4. 11)

G.L2)

where

(4.13)

Proof.

01 ]-n

For cl

wirtr ( 4.7), also

qI
b

I
qRq1

++

summed over b satisfying (4.11) and over 9, , . . . ,gp satisfying (2.8).

Therefore it is

R
M

-3+2(R+r)0+6
P

Hence this and (4.10) give (4.9). This completes the proof of the lenrma.

Lenrna 4.3. Suppose that the alËernative (ii) of Lermna 2.3 does not

hold for any 0 such that O.< 0 < 1 Then the contribution to J(P)

from the supplementary set S defined by (4.5) satisfies

l s(a)x(o) l ¿o .. 
"R 

,n' 3' 6o

J
s

ô = man
o

c

{tq - 36 - e, (zn + 
f,>on - 3 - ô - r}

For o in S, o is ejthe¡ in E(Oh) - E(00) and not in B

I - (T u n(On)). tr{e consider these t\^ro cases separately.

in E(0 ) - E(0 -, ), (2.7) will not hold for 0 = 0r- ,c

E(Oh ) - E(00) is the union of E(Os ) - E(0s. r ) for

1 ( g ( h. Thelefore, the contribution to the integral in (4.I2) from



r)b

all ct in E(Oh) - E(Oo) b,tt not in B ís

-h

I
=lc

po. ( zR+2+Yù 0 s_ r*, . lda

I p"-(2R+2+v')!e- r+". p(n(0r)
E

- E(os-r) - n)

I r'" (2R+2+%)o 
"- 

1+e . uE(es )
g

I 
"* 

,"- 3;12R+2+%l 0 s- 1+2 ( R+1) 0s+€+ô

E

by (a.e).

I "* 
t"'3¿lnoe- l+3ô+€

by (a.2).

(4. 14)

For 0 in

but (2.6) holds.

<< MR pr. 3. /rdo+3ô+e

r - (T u E(oh)), e.7) will not hold for 0 = 0n

Therefore, the contribution from this cl, Èo the

lol.tu

<< pr- (2R+2+t/a'¡ 0¡+ ô + €

Using this and (4.LÐ, we get the result (4.12) with (4.13). Hence the

lernma.

integral in (4.12) is

pr- (zR+2+'/4)0h+" . 1 dCf

BASIC INTERVAL

In Ehis section, I shall give the estimaEe of J(P) for the

5

basic interval.
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Defínition 5.1 For g = (4r,...râR), ß,= (ßr,...rßR), g ) 0 where

âtr...râR, q are integers, let

¡ ; 
t,t=')

and let

2.3 holds with 0 = 0

r(ß) =

where in both the cases , t is sumnìed from 1 to R

Lemma 5.1. For 0 in

ßr"(Ìf
Pß

c, te)ae

âr ''
with

n(00) for which the alternaÈive (i) of Lemma

leÈ S(a,q), I(ß) be as in Definition 5.1 with

given by (2.10) satisfyine O.tt) and ( 2.L2)

s(q) = q-'s(a,q)r(ß) * o(üR Lrn'1*oRoo 
)

Proof ny (1.2), (1.9) and (2.10), we have

0t

,3R, ßrr...rß¡, q

0 = 0o Then,

(5.1)

s(o.) = I
x€Pß

I À, oc, (x)e \
)

=1"(Ì t "(l u, c, (oy*"))
)

",,1,((Ð"'' . (.J I u, 'n")

c

t
at
q

( )z$.2)

where != jI-+ z, 0 ( zr r...'zÍt < q . The main term is obtained as

in Lemma 5.1 of Birch t fl by replacing the second sum in the right hand

side of 6.2) by the corresponding integral. The error in doing so is

(as there)

. Rn-1+2R0 l-n
¿ MP oq

by (2.11)
z(q)

,



by Q.I2). This proves (5.1).

Lemma 5.2. Suppose tlia-t (2R+ I()eo< 1 ¿a.nd- ar'¿e::n¿;-Le (ii) of Lcn:.:12"J,,

cloes lio'1, hol.iì fcr a.r'i¡r IrrÇ ¡u.ch .r."llat O.< Ê < 1- l,iir' tGo2 IiT: r:.ll.crr- 4,ñ is
¿-: i-t. L:',:'',":.3;3. Then for' the box I cicf,i,ned- s.s i.rr tLefti,j.iiort 1 .I , v¡e have
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AR n- l+4R0
I4Po.

s(a)r(cr) ¿o =

lE, I

ls, I

Cç,9)

where I(,

Proc f . :l', r'r¡it.i;ng l^q l-
using'bhe faci tiraL. or-11¡'

and a,r'guiilg as in Birchrs
fcr 4:'.: :*: c';:::i:-r lì

By ;:¡¡l-g:l¡ this
scrt o f ;,.rgument

I J",tc(ç) )¿l ( Klmin(1,trl-ß/2n)* É i,
as beforc, I(=2(R+1)+f , and K., depends on I.irA ¡ Oo a.nd. rÌ.

^p-j+;r1lPt.'&'-1 , rvhere 0o(p and p2RY ,l- (2R-t ),'':

ri',¿elrnsrt j-ve (f ) o:i Lu-,ijr.¡rrl

Corcl-,r,ar¡ ic Ler:;1.¡. 1,. J (,

. _, can holcl for O

2./.r:)/ c
rt

=9t
Lrl ), crne sLiC':'r i.it.:,t

ls ("r )f << ¡n-r 
ê 

11i-P-'t plno ) -i'l';:il
lrith l=P-'d , p = ldi 

o (K/en) 
ancÌ i'.s-inlj

âs i n Bircirrs Lerrrnla. 1.2, onc obta-ins
e>:i-ctJ-¡,' tl-rc r- ar-rc

(r.3) .

Lemma 5.3. For B as defined by (4.3) y'we have

r-
I r(o)x(o)dcr, + E-J-1

I utalc¿ CA¿ k?f¡otLcsës o( LL**IS'2-

+ E
2f

B -æ

where f(o) is as in Definition 5.1, with cr (Ira,...,À*o),

Kf ,n' 3' (e l 4'2 Re ) oo ¡4
cø-o(l;t-) uL -L

)(s.+)

and

(s.5)

wlltctu

Proof.

kt .í5 es

For 0, in B

L¿nq*- 5.7.

the alternative (i)

ñA
n. 4+6 R0-,P u,

al = 
^, 

E ... = t* = 0; q = 1

Therefore by Lemma 5.1, since

0=0 andso
0

of Lenrna 2.3 holds with

À
t

s(0,1) = 1, we have

o = ßt, (1( t ( R).
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I

I

I

l

I

i

i

l

S(c¿)r(cr) ds = r(o)r(cl)¿cr + o(f pn' r+4R,o P'3+2*t" ¡nn-h)

where the last term is E, and

B
I
B

a5 rJ-

to l"l > P-3+2*'o Mn--t¡.'],
wüê{¡ ,Jt^1btl ç4<5co'C

Now, by putting Pn = 'g

Cx. u).
in t(c¿) , Ì,te get

I(a) = e(crc( E) )dE ,_

PB

by Lemma 5.2.

by (1.8). Hence for G

r (cr)r(o,) do lr(u)r(o) lacr

<< n"qmin{l, lptol'-(o*1+1/8)/R*" },

4 , Kp"-3 ( R+ e / 8 ) / R+ t. 
I o | 

-( R+ e / t I I **.,

t'

J

?

= | e(ap3c(n) )e" d¡,
J_
ß

given above, we have

f f
G

I
G

G

lr(s) lacr

4 14¡ pn'3( R+e/ 8) / R+3e

4 ,PrP"'3' <e l4' 2Re) oo M

¡-7

P(- 
s t8R+e ) (- 3:2na" ) ¿n'tfl a-tj ra ø)+

This give" E, Thus the lemma is proved.

- ex-ù(i*;t-)
A

êo-L



Lemma 5.4. trrle have,

(5.6)

where r(o,) is as

constant írnplied by

160

r(a)r(a)do >> Â-" MP n-3
tr

-æ

in Definition 5.1, with 0 = (Àr{r,... ,À o) and the
n

Proof. Let

rJ= r ( o)K( cr) dcr

-Ð

Then we have,

J- f-l
-co pB

e(oc( E) )r(o) d6¿q

where by the definition of e(o) and by (1.11) of Chaptet 2, Part II,

the absolute value of the integrand is bounded by the min{l,lol-- t 
}

which is integrable on (-,-) x PB . Hence we may substitute 6 = Prl

(and so dE = p"¿n) and interchange the order of integrationrobtaining

(5.7) |'r
JJ
ß-@

nJ=P e(op3c(n) )r(a)¿o¿n

lfe shall apply the change of variable f : n + ¿ defined by

yl = P3c(n)

yi n.I
(2<i(n)

to a suitable subset of B hre first consider the box ß defined byt

(5.8) lt, .], lv, l.#
and investigate the n such that y = f(n).

(2 < i < n)
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Let y be in ß, and ni Y,r (2<i(n). consider

g(n) = c(n,n n
n

¿r
P32

a

(5.e)

where

)

3 +Fn2+cn+H-l+nI

f= cnlti 'i

n

I
=2

n

I
=2
n

Itr-
"rt j î, rj

and

And so

(5.10) lrl

tr{e also note that for P > 5

( 5. 11)

u,, l^r-t- ,.t1' ¿t

CUL 
foû+Cr 

.L

, = t(ßr)y' ß, c

103

r- o-rc'rô ":i¡ o{

¿,\_ Ct é1(e J,c_u,.

|r= I I i
i=2 l=2 k=2 "¡ j Lnt lj 1r.

11
lcl

I
ffi'

1F

lnl10'

l;+l

Since c,-- > L, it follows from (5.9), (5.10) and (5.11) that g(-re) < 0111

and g(Ð > 0 and hence g(n) has at least orLe zeto in the interval

G\r>ò . Hence there is at least one n in ß such that ¿ = f(n) ,

for each element I_ in ß, Therefore we have

ß c f(B)

It can be checked that the extreme points, if any, of g lie

in (- *,*, and so in (-Z,Z). And using this facË, one can determine

an open seE ß" such that

v/
ß

ëA<- r cc oF

olÊ 45. (o-

ß

la ca )'tl t: t-

,^.Lèc\
3 tno

SCil has
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and f is one-to-one on ß and Èhe Jacobian of f on ß satisfies
2

ð¿

ðnr = p3 lg, (nr) I (( p3.r,

2

þê(5.12)

by (5.L2).

lt,

n
P 1.m-lp-t dy ,

1
n-I

m

0< = P3
ân

where the implied consÈant depends ónly on

variable theorem is applicable to f on ß,

Since

n Thus, the change of

lr3c(n)l= lv,l .å

by Lemma 1.3.1 of Chapter 1, Part I, the inner integral of J in (5.7) is

non-negaËive, we have

nJ>P

Substituting ¿ = f(n) in this integral and applying the change of

variable theorem, we obtain

t f e(crp3c(n) )r(o)¿a¿nJJ
ß-æ

2

J>PN e(oy, )r(o)aa

[ ",oy, )r(o)dq m-lP-3d¿,

dn

a-r
dy,I

I I

J
ß I

f
ß I

r
co

P'
oo

s]'nce å for all y- in Br, b, Lemma 1.3.1 of chapter 1, Part r

))m -l n
P

3

using (5.8), (that is the definition of

by ( 1.8) .

ßr )' From this ,(5.6) f o1lows
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Le¡nma 5.5. Suppose n ) 8n + 9 , the residual set G given by (a.6)

is empty and the alternative (ií) of Lemma 2.3 does not hold for any 0

such that 0o ( 0 < 1 Then there exist positive constants D, = D, (n,R),
Dg >D3(*rrz-)
such thaË ífD

2
D, (n,R)r/

(5.13)

wtLLuL- l(¡ .:5 d) "J"¡
then

Proof. Since Èhe alternative

e, (0,t.< 0 < 1), the hypothesis

is empÈy, using Lemmas 4.1, 4.3

oP,,lo', (t *)t/% 
3.,?2 ø,^l^'f 

^q
lçæao,- î'Lt

J(P) > 1

(ii) of Lenrna 2.3 does not hold for any

of Lemma 4.3 is satisfied. Now as &

and 5.3, we have

where

by (5.6) ,

with

¡(P)=D+E

,-n -n nD>>A M P

lu I .. É¡* P'' t'o' 
^

j
v<

ô, = nin{16-3, à00-:ô-e, {zn*f)0n-3-ô-e, {f-zne)oo, 1-6R00}

by (4.8), G.rz), (4.13), $.4) and (5.5).

)

['Je choose

3
40

0
1

ZGãTI)' ô=e= e
h

and r=2Bg(R+1)+1



Then €o Saf-csf.jcs ¿t" /'2¡of(<rc\ cf f<ø-qq5=1 a^4
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1

e6G+1'
l_

12(R+1) (3R+1)

41/+ 31
ât

(5. 14) 6 = man

And so if P satisfies (S.t¡) wittr

I
t

(5.15)

ôr is given by (5.I4), l¡ hen

J(P) > 1

The constants imPlied bY ((, >> Hence

the lemma.

tle see therefore thaË (1.1) has a solution under the hypotheses

of this lermna.

6 RESIDUAL SET

D,D Ds =*, ¡ vvLc-<-

The residual set ß is given by (4'6)' In this section' I

shall show that under certain hypotheses, (1.1) is solvable when R is

non-emPtY.

From the definition of ß and by Lemma 2.3, we see that for 0

in &,

either (i) the alternative (i) of Lemma 2'3 holds with 0 = 0o and

(a, ,... ra*) I o,

or (ii) rhe alrernative (ii) of Lemma 2.3 holds with 0 = 0o

!üe prove first that the set ft with alternative (i) is empty

for suitable choice of P Then in the second lemma we prove the

solvability of (1.1) under certain hypotheses on R - 1 cubics, when

the alternative (ii) of Lemma 2.3 holds for some 0 such that 0ol 0 < 1'
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!üe do this by rearranging C(x ) and using the results on bilinear

equations. It is this case which forces us to take our final value of

n much larger Èhan the value n = 8R + 9 required by Lemma 5.5.

Lemma 6.1 Suppose the alternative (ii) of Lemma 2.3 does not hold for

any 0 such thaÈ %*.< 0 < 1. Suppose 00, 6 satisfy

(6.1) 2R0s + 6 <Þ,

and P is a denominator greater than
À

continued fraction of + for some i,
nj

is irrational. Then the residual set

4^2 f R of a convergent to the

j, (1 < i,j < R) such that

ß is empty.

À.
I

À.
J

Proof . tr{e prove the result by contradiction. I^liÈhout loss of generality,
À. À-

r^¡e may take the irrational 1; to be + Suppose the ¡esjdua.l set &
i2

is non-enptg. Let o be in ß Then since the alternative (ii) of

Lemma 2.3 does noÈ hold, there exisÈ numbers êt ,... râR, g, ßt ,... rßR

satisfying (z.to), (2.11) and (2.12) for 0 = 0o I'le then have rt 10,

^2 I O Because if "t - 0 , wê can take q = 1 and so by Q.10),

(2. 11)

l"l ¡r, ¡-'lo, I

-3+2R0<MP O

That is ct is in B a contradiction. Sirnilarly ^" + O. Thus,

a
2 l>ra

Also by (2.10) and (2.I2) s r_nc e lol < tu,

ß.2) a 1", I (< A l't* P'Roo 
+ô
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Let êO

9o
be a convergent to the continued fraction of such

À
Ir
2

that

(6.3)

Then

(6.4)

Let t - 9o. This limits P

(2.r0) , (2.11) and e.Lz) for

lç ül '4cf,'

2 2R
Mo >4Â

to an

o = oo

Àro

infinite sequence of values.

, we have

9!( r+o(p-t*z Rao 
) )q

By

ÀIr
2

Ào
2 4( r+o(p-t*2 Roo 

) )q

(6.5) = |;r1+o(P-3*2*do )),

since l+l is bounded above,by (6.2); where the constant implied by
laz I

the symbol 0 is independent on the coefficients of C(x). Since

t - 9o and that (6.1) holds, (6.4) and (6.5) give

(6.6) êo a - -2 -3+2 Roo.4 jo +Poa'02

since (6.1) holds and io 2 4, by (6.3) and (1.8).

Also we have that

a
0

d r loo l-'1", l-'oa'()2
-^Þ 2o'

'o

by (6.2) and (6.3). This contradicts (6.6).

the proof of the lemma is comþleted.

4
qo

Hence & is empty. Thus
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Lemma 6.2. Suppose that all cubic inequalities of the type,

where cr(x),...rC*r(x) are cubic forms of the type (1.3) and Àr,.., Àn 
r

are real numbers, linearly independent over the rationals, are solvable

if nÞN(R-t). ,rno"rffio such rhar e.,< e < 1 and

G.7) +

Ëhat the alternative (ii) of Lemma 2.3 holds for this value of 0 Then

(1.1) is solvable provided

(6.8) nÞn(n-t) + B(n+l)

Proof. By the alternative (ii) of Lemma 2.3, there are

(2.13) >> (po ¡(zn- 
aK\ +e I o

f l, c, {x)

integral solut

holds, where

may take that

on nf ') r" l¿1 ,

(x,¿), we have

(6. e) uÍ"' t=1"> It,

* l*-rÇo-r(x)l < 1 ,

ions (x,¿) ot (2.5) , satisfyine Q.+) such that Q.L4)

K is given by (4.7). l,Iithout loss of generalitYr \de

for these (x,¡), ¡Í *) (* lv) ( see Definition 2.1) depends

(1 ( t < R-1) for all j, (1 < j ( n). Then for these

R

BÍ. )t-
( X v

L ) (1< j ( n),
t=l

where r (t ( t < R-1) are rational numbers.
t'

l,le wriEe,

(6.10)

where

(6. 11)

c(x) = I (À, *r, À*)c, (x)
t

c*(x) = c*(x) - I t, c, (x) ,

in both Ehe cases, t is summed over 1 < t < R-1. Thus C'*(x) is

a rârional cubic. Let n1-) {*l¿), (1 < j < .r) be the bilinear forms
t-



corresponding to c*(i). Then by (6.9) and (6.11), for all the points

(x,¿), mentioned in (2.13), we have

Bf'){*¡y)=0, (1 <j(n).
J

n(') t5lyl

168

Thus the hypothesis of Lenrna 3.3 is saLisfied for

for L=1)with

0

ß.L2)

(that is

Q=P' v = n-4(2R+z+Z) * å ,

and so [v] + I is at least n - 8(R+1). Hence by Lemma 3.3, there

exists a sublatÈice L , say, of Z" of dimension at least tt - g(n+l)

such that all the integral points of this sublattice are solutions of

c*(I) = o.

Then for any x in L , by rc.Lz) and (6.10), we have

R"1
c(x) = I (À, +r, À*)c, (x).

t =l

Thus for these x,

lc(l) |
<1

is of the type G.7),and so by the hypothesis of the lenuna, this is

solvable if

dirn L > N(R-l).

That is if

n-8(R+1) > N(R-l).

Hence (1.1) is solvable if

This is (6.8).

n Þ N(R-l) + 8(R+1).
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7 CONCIUSION

In this section, f.ír st I shall complete the proof of the theorem

and then discuss the alternaËe approaches.

Completíon of Èhe proof of the theorem.

I'Ie now prove the theorem by induction on R. By the result 4

of Chapter 1, Part II (Davenport t16])¡ â single cubic equaËion is

solvable if nÞ L6 . For R = 1 , (1.1) becomes a single cubic equation

and so by the above result of Davenport t16] , (1.1) is solvable for

n2 4.1.(1+3) . That is, the theorem holds for R = 1.

Suppose that the theorem holds for R - 1 , Ëhat is

lr c (")
l-

+ * À*-, co-, (x) 
|

is solvable if n ) 4(R-1¡ 1¡-1+3) . I^Ie now consider

<1

+

as in (1.2) for n Þ 4R(R+3) Suppose P is a denominator of a

convergent to the continued fraction of an irr
5 eed sf,)c¡( > ¿I

this denominator > t+n>¡tll( a^-(- where

+ À*C*(x),

with ( 5.I4) and K* is as in (3.14) . ltle also choose 0o ,

aÈional Ài /Àj

D1, D2/rare as

such that

in (5.15)

ot , ô, e as

in Lemma 5.5.

If for any 0 such that 0 < 0 < 1, the alternative (ii) of

Lemma 2.3 ho1ds, then by our induct.ive hypothesis, the hypotheses of Lemma

6.2 are satisfied with N(R-l) = 4(R-1)(n+Z). Therefore by Lemma 6.2,

(1.1) is solvable since

n Þ 4(R-1)(n+Z) + 8(n+1) = 4R(R+3)

that is (6.8) holds. Hence vre may no\^r suppose that the alternative (ii)
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of Lemma 2.3 does not hold for any 0 such that to-< 0 < 1. By our

choice of P, 00, ô the hypoÈheses of the Lemma 6.1 are satisfied and

so by Lennna 6.1, the residue set ft is empty. Then Ëhe hypotheses of

Lemma 5.5 are satisfied as

n Þ 4n(n+3) > 8n+9, for R> 2

And so by Lenma 5.5, J(P) > 1. Hence (1.1) is solvable.

Thus the truth of the theorem for linear combinations of R - 1

cubics implies its truth for linear combinations of R cubics. And

since the theorem is true for a single cubic (n = t), the truth of the

theorem for all R follows by induction.

This completes Ehe proof of the theorem.

Alternate methods

- I describe here briefly why a bounded solution could not be

obtained by the methods used for the quadratic problem of Chapter 2,

Part II and how the appro adn 2 (mentioned in the introduction of Part II)

was applied to the alternate case of the problem of this chapter.

As we can see from the definition of ft, the alternative (ii)

of the alternate case does not concern d, and it gives a condition on

the forms. This happens when the rank of the matrix in (2,t+) is < R - 1

Vüe need to consider the rank t, (O ( r < R-1) The possíbility r = 0

= 0 is not solvable

non-trivia1ly.

. Now consider rank r, (1 ( r ( R-1). 'Then by rearrangemenÈ

of c(x) , r,re can write

can be disposed of by assuming C. (x)

C(x) = U_ C-r(x)
tt

where

c

= Co(x)

+ + ¡r*c{(x) ,

U, ,. .. ,U¡ are real numbers (having at least one irrational ratio)

í(l),...,Ç{(") are cubics of the rype (1.3) such that at all theand
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points that define the matrix A in (2.14), the bilinear forms corres-

pondirig to R - r of the Cr'(x) t s, sây, cr'*, (x) cd(x) are zeto

and those of Ci(x) Cr'(5) have rank r. Then by Lemma 3.3, we

can find a subspace of Z" in which c-',. (x) = = Cl(x) = o So

the problem reduces to solving

I u, ci (") + u C'(xll'f
<1+

in this subspace.

Let N(R) be the number of variables needed for our theorem.

Since r in the above inequality will go up to R - 1 , for Ëhe solva-

bility of this, the number of variables need to go up to N(R-l). That

is, the dimensíon of that subspace mentioned, need to be aË least N(R-l).

I,le may proceed by induction on r , with the result 5 of

Chapter 1, Part II (Paul Lloyd tZS]), (for r = 1), and obtain a "bounded

solution" provided the new form is non-singular on the above subspace.

UnforÈunately, the new form need not necessarily be non-singular. So

this idea will not, at present, yield a "bounded solution". It would

r¿ork if the non-singular restriction in the result 5 of Chapter 1,
fÈ

part II, could be removed, but this seems to be difficult.

For the alternative (i) of the alternate case, by (2.10) and

(1.2),

coC(x)=aC(x)
ll

+ anc*(x) + c'(x),+

where C'(x) is a cubic with small real coefficients.

non-singular, we can prove that Ëhe iìa"gttt cubic ",
C(x)+

l-

I,rlhen C(x) is

+aC(x)
R R-_-

is non-singular. And so \¡Ie can apply result 5 of Chapter 1, Part II ,

on bounded solution to

++c a*C*(x) = 0

x 
í ,. .1 eto G-'' PnTu to8,

aI
(x)
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The existence of a bounded solution of (f.1) for this case then follows

as the coefficients of C'(x) are very small.

Hence the essential difficulty is the alternative (ii) of the

alternaËe case. A possible approach is to use approximation to a

linear combination of R - r + 1 integral cubics, but there are

difficulties if the alternative (ii) of the alternate case occurs for

thís linear combination, as may well happen.

A comment.

['Ie note that if n is very much larger than R , we could try

to solve (1.1) by solving the system of equations

(7.1) c, (x) = o, (t ( t < R).

However, the condition of solvability of this as given by Birch (case

d = 3 of t fl on general forms) is

n Þ 8n(R+1) + dim V'*

and Ëhat the system has a real non-singular solution, where Vx' is
zäC r

the algebraic variety: r"nkl=) < R Thus, although Èhe number of. 
1ax, ./

variables n = 4R(R+3) ís larger than one would 1ike, our result is

not covered by Birch's resulËs.

We also note that the results of 53 should yield further information

about (7.1) in the singular case.
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